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Adult Learning Center
Build Your Math Skills
Improve your basic math and algebra skills with the practices, tutorials, and eBooks found here.
Learn and Review Your Math Skills
Basic Math Tutorials

Basic Math Tutorial: Comprehensive
This tutorial will walk you through basic math concepts, from fractions and decimals to pre-algebra and
geometry. Use the pre-test to learn which skills need more work. Practice exercises and quizzes are included to
reinforce what you've learned.

Basic Math Tutorial: Review
This tutorial offers additional review and plenty of practice exercises in the fundamental math concepts of real
numbers, basic operations, proportions, percentages, fractions, decimals, exponents, square roots, basic and
coordinate geometry, and more.

Algebra Skills Tutorials

Basic Algebra Tutorial
Need extra review of your basic algebra skills? With six units covering everything from expressions to systems of
equations, the engaging exercises and quizzes in this tutorial offer the extra help you need to meet your goals.

Practice Your Math Skills
Basic Algebra

Basic Algebra Practice 1
Do you grasp the basics of algebra? Find out with this instantly scored practice set. Complete answer
explanations for each question help you work through each problem, and a detailed score report will help you
identify areas that need work.

Basic Algebra Practice 2
Improve your skills in algebra with this instantly scored practice set. It offers complete answer explanations for
each question and a detailed score report that measures your understanding of concepts like variables and
inequalities.

Basic Algebra Practice 3
Keep building your skills in variables, inequalities, quadratic equations, and more with the instantly scored
questions and complete answer explanations found in this practice set.

Basic Algebra Practice 4
Strengthen your skills in basic algebra with this fourth practice set offering complete answer explanations for
each question and a detailed score report that measures your understanding of concepts like variables and
inequalities.

Data, Graphs, and Statistics

Data, Graphs, & Statistics Practice 1
Do you grasp the basics of data, graphs, and statistics? Find out with this instantly scored practice set. Answer
explanations for each question help you work through each problem, and a detailed score report will help you
identify areas that need work.

Data, Graphs, & Statistics Practice 2
Improve your skills in data, graphs, and statistics with this instantly scored practice set. Complete answer
explanations for each question and a detailed score report measure your understanding of concepts like
measures of central tendency.

Data, Graphs, & Statistics Practice 3
Keep building your skills in data, graphs, and statistics with the instantly scored questions and complete answer
explanations found in this practice set.

Data, Graphs, & Statistics Practice 4
Strengthen your skills in data, graphs, and statistics with this fourth practice set offering complete answer
explanations for each question and a detailed score report that measures your understanding of concepts like
measures of central tendency.

Decimals

Decimals Practice 1
Do you grasp the basics of decimals? Find out with this instantly scored practice set. Complete answer
explanations for each question help you work through each problem, and a detailed score report will help you
identify areas that need work.

Decimals Practice 2
Improve your decimal skills with this instantly scored practice set with complete answer explanations for each
question. A detailed score report measures your understanding of concepts like finding percent and converting
between fractions and decimals.
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Decimals Practice 3
Keep building your skills in decimals with the instantly scored questions and complete answer explanations
found in this practice set.

Decimals Practice 4
Strengthen your skills in decimals with this fourth practice set offering complete answer explanations for each
question and a detailed score report that measures your understanding of concepts like converting between
fractions and decimals.

Fractions and Mixed Numerals

Fractions & Mixed Numbers Practice 1
Do you grasp the basics of fractions and mixed numbers? Find out with this instantly scored practice set.
Complete answer explanations for each question help you work through each problem and a detailed score
report help you identify areas that need work.

Fractions & Mixed Numbers Practice 2
Improve your skills in fractions and mixed numbers with this instantly scored practice set. It offers complete
answer explanations for each question and a detailed score report that measures your understanding of
concepts like numerators and denominators.

Fractions & Mixed Numbers Practice 3
Keep building your skills in fractions and mixed numbers with the instantly scored questions and complete
answer explanations found in this practice set.

Fractions & Mixed Numbers Practice 4
Strengthen your skills in fractions and mixed numbers with this fourth practice set offering complete answer
explanations for each question and a detailed score report that measures your understanding of concepts like
numerators and denominators.

Geometry

Geometry Practice 1
Do you grasp the basics of geometry? Find out with this instantly scored practice set. Complete answer
explanations for each question help you work through each problem, and a detailed score report will help you
identify areas that need work.

Geometry Practice 2
Improve your skills in geometry with this instantly scored practice set. It offers complete answer explanations
for each question and a detailed score report that measures your understanding of concepts like perimeter and
area.

Geometry Practice 3
Keep building your skills in geometry with the instantly scored questions and complete answer explanations
found in this practice set.

Geometry Practice 4
Strengthen your skills in geometry with this fourth practice set offering complete answer explanations for each
question and a detailed score report that measures your understanding of concepts like area, perimeter, and
classifying quadrilaterals.

Integers

Integers Practice 1
Improve your skills in integers with this instantly scored practice set. It offers complete answer explanations for
each question and a detailed score report that measures your understanding of concepts like absolute value.

Measurement

Measurement Practice 1
Do you grasp the basics of measurement? Find out with this instantly scored practice set. Complete answer
explanations for each question help you work through each problem, and a detailed score report will help you
identify areas that need work.

Measurement Practice 2
Improve your skills in measurement with this instantly scored practice set. It offers complete answer
explanations for each question and a detailed score report that measures your understanding of everyday
measurement and conversion concepts.

Measurement Practice 3
Keep building your skills in measurement with the instantly scored questions and complete answer explanations
found in this practice set.

Measurement Practice 4
Strengthen your skills in measurement with this fourth practice set offering complete answer explanations for
each question and a detailed score report that measures your understanding of everyday measurement and
conversion concepts.
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Percents

Percents Practice 1
Do you grasp the basics of percents? Find out with this instantly scored practice set. Complete answer
explanations for each question help you work through each problem, and a detailed score report will help you
identify areas that need work.

Percents Practice 2
Improve your percents skills with this instantly scored practice set. It offers complete answer explanations for
each question and a detailed score report that measures your understanding of concepts like finding percents in
equations and word problems.

Percents Practice 3
Keep building your skills in percents with the instantly scored questions and complete answer explanations
found in this practice set.

Percents Practice 4
Strengthen your skills in percents with this fourth practice set offering complete answer explanations for each
question and a detailed score report that measures your understanding of concepts like finding percent values
in equations and word problems.

Ratio and Proportion

Ratios & Proportions Practice 1
Do you grasp the basics of ratios and proportions? Find out with this instantly scored practice set. Complete
answer explanations for each question help you work through each problem. A detailed score report will help
you identify areas that need work.

Ratios & Proportions Practice 2
Improve your skills in ratios and proportions with this instantly scored practice set. It offers complete answer
explanations for each question and a detailed score report that measures your understanding of concepts like
direct and inverse proportions.

Ratios & Proportions Practice 3
Keep building your skills in ratios and proportions with the instantly scored questions and complete answer
explanations found in this practice set.

Ratios & Proportions Practice 4
Strengthen your skills in ratios and proportions with this fourth practice set offering complete answer
explanations for each question and a detailed score report that measures your understanding of concepts like
direct and inverse proportions.

Real Numbers

Real Numbers Practice 1
Do you grasp the basics of real numbers? Find out with this instantly scored practice set. Complete answer
explanations for each question help you work through each problem, and a detailed score report will help you
identify areas that need work.

Real Numbers Practice 2
Improve your real numbers skills with this instantly scored practice set. It offers complete answer explanations
for each question and a detailed score report that measures your understanding of concepts like powers,
exponents, and square roots.

Real Numbers Practice 3
Keep building your real numbers skills with the instantly scored questions and complete answer explanations
found in this practice set.

Real Numbers Practice 4
Strengthen your real numbers skills with this fourth practice set offering complete answer explanations for each
question and a detailed score report that measures your understanding of concepts like powers, exponents, and
square roots.

Whole Numbers

Whole Numbers Practice 1
Do you grasp the basics of whole numbers? Find out with this instantly scored practice set. Complete answer
explanations for each question help you work through each problem, and a detailed score report will help you
identify areas that need work.

Whole Numbers Practice 2
Improve your skills in whole numbers with this instantly scored practice set. It offers complete answer
explanations for each question and a detailed score report that measures your understanding of concepts like
order of operations and factoring.

Whole Numbers Practice 3
Keep building your skills in whole numbers with the instantly scored questions and complete answer
explanations found in this practice set.
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Whole Numbers Practice 4
Strengthen your skills in whole numbers with this fourth practice set offering complete answer explanations for
each question and a detailed score report that measures your understanding of concepts like order of
operations and factoring.

Math eBooks
Basic Math

1001 Math Problems, 4th Edition
Don't let math anxiety get in the way&mdash;use this eBook to learn math concepts and how to apply them.
You'll improve your skills in fractions, ratios, probability, geometry, and other key concepts.

Math Builder
This eBook is perfect for anyone seeking to quickly and easily gain better math skills. Math Builder contains over
500 problems and answer explanations to help you practice the concepts and skills you need to get ahead.

Math to the Max
This eBook has 1,200 questions to help you improve your math skills. Problems and explanations help you take
command of arithmetic, algebra, and geometry. Each topic covered includes an overview of key terms and
formulas.

Practical Math Success in 20 Minutes a Day, 5th Edition
Not everyone is good at math, but math literacy is essential for getting ahead in our high-tech world, especially
in college and on the job. A refresher on pre-algebra, algebra, and geometry, this eBook covers all the basics.

501 Measurement and Conversion Questions
In this eBook, you will learn all about measurement and conversions, including: calculating perimeter, area,
volume, and angles; converting from metric to standard units; solving questions dealing with time, currency,
weight, and temperature; and more.

Mastering Workplace Skills: Math Fundamentals
Learn the math you need to solve everyday problems and be confident on the job! This eBook is packed with
hundreds of practice exercises to help sharpen your real-world math skills by seeing algebra, geometry, and
more in practical situations.

Algebra

1,001 Problems to Master Algebra, 2nd Edition
Whether you answer all 1,001 questions or skip around to the problems you need to work on, this guide offers
practice for standardized tests and in-class assignments that include algebra. Every question includes a detailed
answer explanation.

501 Algebra Questions, 3rd Edition
Using a multiple-choice approach that moves from basic to difficult questions, this eBook will teach you all the
different concepts and skills in algebra. This eBook covers the full range of algebra concepts, with tips on how to
avoid careless mistakes.

Algebra Success in 20 Minutes a Day, 5th Edition
This eBook guides you through all the topics of fundamental algebra you need to know—fractions, coordinate
geometry, systems of equations, exponents, polynomials, and word problems—in 20 easy steps. Each step takes
just 20 minutes a day.

Just in Time Algebra
If you don't have time to read a math textbook, you'll have time for the quick lessons in this eBook. In ten
chapters, you will learn the basics of geometry that you need to know, time-saving study skills, and essential
test-taking strategies.

Geometry

501 Geometry Questions, 2nd Edition
Increase your geometry skills with 501 Geometry Questions. This comprehensive study guide takes you step-bystep though 501 geometry questions, helping you brush up on your geometry skills and gain effective problemsolving techniques.

Geometry Success in 20 Minutes a Day, 4th Edition
Geometry Success in 20 Minutes a Day provides a course in geometry skills that fits into any busy schedule—and
takes just 20 minutes a day.

Just in Time Geometry
If you don't have time to read a math textbook, you'll have time for the quick lessons in this eBook. In ten
chapters, you will learn the basics of geometry that you need to know, time-saving study skills, and essential
test-taking strategies.
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Math Test Preparation

501 Math Word Problems, 3rd Edition
Many important exams use word problems to test math and logic skills. Each chapter covers a different topic:
algebra, geometry, fractions, percents, decimals, and more, and questions progress in difficulty.

501 Quantitative Comparison Questions
Standardized tests like the GRE® and SAT* tests use quantitative comparison questions to assess math skills.
This eBook provides targeted practice on these questions to attain higher scores, and to help you master this
question type.

Become a Better Reader
Reading is an important skill that can enrich and improve your day-to-day life. Strengthen or refresh your reading, vocabulary, and spelling skills with
helpful practices, tutorials, and eBooks.
Learn and Review Your Reading Skills
Reading Skills Tutorials
Reading Skills Tutorial 1
Each unit in this tutorial walks you through essential reading skills to help you to better understand and
remember what you read. Plus, you'll find plenty of practice and evaluation to help reinforce what you've
learned.

Practice Your Reading Skills
Reading Informational Texts

Informational Reading Practice 1
Being able to quickly read and understand informational materials is an important skill. Use this first of five
instantly scored practice sets to identify, build, and strengthen the weaknesses in your informational reading
skills.

Informational Reading Practice 2
Information is all around us, and being able to wade through it all to get to the important stuff is often tricky.
This second instantly scored practice set can help make reading informational materials a little easier.

Informational Reading Practice 3
The questions and detailed explanations in this third instantly scored practice set can help you better
understand the endless stream of informational materials you encounter at work, on the internet, in
newspapers, and more.

Informational Reading Practice 4
Keep practicing your informational reading skills with this fourth instantly scored practice set.

Informational Reading Practice 5 *Coming Soon
Workplace documents, newspapers, blogs, and social media are just some of the informational reading
materials you encounter everyday. Use this fifth practice set to strengthen your skills in reading these materials
and make better sense of your world.

Reading Persuasive Texts

Persuasive Reading Practice 1
This 30-question practice set will help you improve your ability to read and understand persuasive writing. It
includes three persuasive passages, instant scoring, and detailed answer explanations.

Persuasive Reading Practice 2
This 30-question practice set will help you improve your ability to read and understand persuasive writing. It
includes three persuasive passages, instant scoring, and detailed answer explanations.

Reading Literary Texts

Literary Reading Practice 1
Use the passages and questions in this first practice set to enrich your understanding and enjoyment of literary
texts. You'll get practice with recognizing themes, point of view, interpreting plot, and more.

Literary Reading Practice 2
Use the passages and questions in this second practice set to enrich your understanding and enjoyment of
literary texts. You'll get practice with recognizing themes, point of view, interpreting plot, and more.

Reading General Texts

General Reading Skills Practice 1
Use this practice set to boost your general reading skills. First, read short passages and answer questions about
what you read. Then, get a personalized score report that shows your strengths and weaknesses.

General Reading Skills Practice 2
Everyday reading skills are essential. In this practice set, you'll read passages and answer questions that test
your understanding of big ideas, details, and themes. Then find out what you did well on and what you need to
improve.
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General Reading Skills Practice 3
Take your reading skills to the next level. This advanced practice set was created by education experts to reveal
your strengths and weaknesses and to help improve your reading for enjoyment and productivity.

Vocabulary and Spelling

Vocabulary & Spelling Practice 1
This 50-question practice set will help improve your vocabulary and spelling skills. It includes questions that test
your ability with synonyms, antonyms, vocabulary in context, and spelling. Includes instant scoring and detailed
answer explanations.

Vocabulary & Spelling Practice 2
This 50-question practice set will help improve your vocabulary and spelling skills. It includes questions that test
your ability with synonyms, antonyms, vocabulary in context, and spelling. Includes instant scoring and detailed
answer explanations.

Synonym & Antonym Practice 1
This 20-question practice set will help you learn how to handle synonym and antonym questions and improve
your vocabulary. Detailed answer explanations and a score report will help you evaluate your strengths and
weaknesses.

Synonym & Antonym Practice 2
This 20-question practice set will help you learn how to handle synonym and antonym questions and improve
your vocabulary. Detailed answer explanations and a score report will help you evaluate your strengths and
weaknesses.

Synonym & Antonym Practice 3
This 20-question practice set will help you learn how to handle synonym and antonym questions and improve
your vocabulary. Detailed answer explanations and a score report will help you evaluate your strengths and
weaknesses.

Word Analogy Practice 1
Improve your word analogy skills and boost your vocabulary with this 20-question practice set. Each question
asks you to identify the relationships between pairs of words. Includes instant scoring and detailed answers.

Word Analogy Practice 2
Improve your word analogy skills and boost your vocabulary with this 20-question practice set. Each question
asks you to identify the relationships between pairs of words. Includes instant scoring and detailed answers.

Word Analogy Practice 3
Improve your word analogy skills and boost your vocabulary with this 20-question practice set. Each question
asks you to identify the relationships between pairs of words. Includes instant scoring and detailed answers.

Reading Skills eBooks
Reading Comprehension

501 Critical Reading Questions, 4th Edition
In this eBook, readers can practice answering questions based on critical reading passages. Each chapter
consists of approximately 60 questions on various topics from the classroom and the real world.

501 Reading Comprehension Questions, 5th Edition
This eBook offers you simple methods for dramatically improving your reading comprehension skills. Using a selfpaced approach that moves from basic questions to more difficult ones, you can successfully prepare for
different types of reading materials.

English to the Max
This eBook has 1,200 questions in reading, writing, and sentence completion to maximize your English skills.
Topics include punctuation, modifiers, subject-verb agreement, tense agreement, pronouns, sentence structure,
and essay writing guidelines.

Read Better, Remember More, 2nd Edition
Understand and remember more of what you read with 20 easy-to-follow lessons to build confidence and skills.
This eBook provides tips for note taking and other vital memory aids, along with a pretest and an appendix of
word roots, prefixes, and suffixes.

Reading Comprehension Success in 20 Minutes a Day, 5th Edition
Good reading isn't just knowing the words—it's being able to understand what you read and put it to use. Quick,
critical reading is an essential skill in work and school. This eBook provides a complete reading tutorial in an easy
20-step program.

Visual Communication
Visual Communication™ can help your master the techniques for using and understanding visual literacy by
learning to read and utilize maps, tables, graphs, charts, diagrams, schematics, blueprints, whiteprints, and
more.
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Vocabulary and Spelling

501 Synonym and Antonym Questions
Improve your vocabulary skills with the 501 questions found in this eBook. All answers are explained using short
definitions and terms that clarify word meanings and their opposites for effective studying and positive
reinforcement.

1001 Vocabulary & Spelling Questions
This eBook will help you to stop misspelling words, and to boost your confidence with the words you write with.
Master those words that you find in competitive exams—this eBook is your guide to more confident spelling and
a more powerful vocabulary.

501 Vocabulary Questions
In this eBook, you'll practice with a variety of vocabulary questions, including synonyms, antonyms, sentence
completion, words in context, and crossword puzzles to help improve your vocabulary skills. Assess your true
vocabulary level and to improve.

Goof-Proof Spelling
Most spelling mistakes are common, and can be fixed quickly by learning the 25 Goof-Proof Rules. These 25
simple solutions, in conjunction with the pertinent word basics lessons found in this eBook, will have you
spelling better in no time!

Practical Spelling, 2nd Edition
Do you often find yourself making spelling mistakes, and want to get better? This eBook provides practical
spelling exercises, so you can learn by doing.

Practical Vocabulary, 2nd Edition
Practical Vocabulary will help you improve your vocabulary by arming you with words that are often used, but
less often understood. It also shows you the secrets of breaking down new words to figure out what they mean
without a dictionary.

Think You Know Your Vocabulary?
Boosting your word power will improve your overall speaking, listening, reading, and writing skills. That's why
you need Think You Know Your Vocabulary—the ultimate guide to building and using the right words effectively.

Vocabulary & Spelling Success in 20 Minutes a Day, 6th Edition
Use this eBook to learn the words you need to know to successfully express yourself. Practice with exercises
that will help you understand words—from pronunciation, to spelling, context, definitions, word parts,
synonyms, antonyms, and more.

Improve Your Writing, Speaking, and Grammar
Become a better writer and improve your grammar and speaking skills with the practices, tutorials, and eBooks found here.
Learn and Review Your Writing and Grammar Skills
Writing Skills Tutorials
Writing Skills Tutorial
Sharpen your writing skills this five-step tutorial. Learn brainstorming and organizational techniques, review
grammar, spelling, and mechanics, and practice with an instantly scored essay.

Writing Skills for the Workplace
Use the lessons and exercises in this tutorial to learn the fundamentals of writing business documents. Learn
how to get organized, tailor your writing to an audience, write without mistakes, and prepare different types of
business documents.

Grammar Skills Tutorial

Grammar Skills Tutorial
Strengthen your grammar skills with this tutorial. Use these lessons and exercises to sharpen your fundamentals
in punctuation and parts of speech, and learn how to avoid common mistakes.

Practice Your Writing and Grammar Skills
Writing Skills

Writing Practice: Mechanics and Conventions
This practice set will help pinpoint your strengths and weaknesses in using proper mechanics and conventions in
your writing. It measures your skills in capitalization, grammar/usage, manuscript elements, punctuation, and
spelling.

Writing Practice: Organization and Focus
Being able to express yourself clearly and professionally in writing is an important skill. Use the questions and
answer explanations in this practice set to see how well you communicate your ideas, support your main
argument with details, and more.
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Writing Practice: Sentence Structures
This practice set will help you determine your strengths and weaknesses in using proper sentence structure in
your writing. You will practice combining ideas, using transitions correctly, revising for tone, and using precise
word choice.

Grammar

Grammar Practice 1
This 40-question practice set will teach you the skills needed to improve your grammar, and includes questions
that will test your understanding of capitalization, punctuation, subject-verb agreement, word usage, and other
important rules of grammar.

Grammar Practice 2
This 40-question practice set will teach you the skills needed to improve your grammar, and includes questions
that will test your understanding of capitalization, punctuation, subject-verb agreement, word usage, and other
important rules of grammar.

Writing, Speaking, and Grammar eBooks
Writing

Writing Skills Success in 20 Minutes a Day, 5th Edition
Excellent writing skills are essential for getting high marks in school and succeeding in a wide range of jobs. This
eBook helps you achieve mastery with a 20-step guide to improving writing skills that anyone can fit into a busy
schedule.

Proofreading, Revising, & Editing Skills Success in 20 Minutes a Day
One way to improve your writing is the revision process. In this eBook, you'll learn the principles of grammar
and how to manipulate your words until they're just right. Strengthen your revising and editing skills and
become a clear and consistent writer.

Research & Writing Skills Success in 20 Minutes a Day
In school, you will be asked to do research and write up your findings—from a brief summary to long reports.
This eBook presents 20 steps for writing clearly, explaining how to organize the research process so writing is
easy.

Visual Writing
Visual writing can teach you how to organize your thoughts for effective writing and communication with word
webs, maps, flow charts, Venn diagrams, sequential charts, plot diagrams, sample topics, model essays, and
more!

Mastering Workplace Skills: Writing Fundamentals
Improve your writing and express yourself professionally on the job hunt and in the workplace! This eBook is
packed with hundreds of practice exercises to help you learn the skills you need to write top-notch cover letters,
emails, memos, and more.

501 Questions to Master Everyday Grammar and Writing
This eBook is packed with 501 questions to help sharpen your grammar and writing skills, from capitalization
and punctuation to sentence structure and essay construction. All questions include detailed answer
explanations or writing samples.

Grammar

501 Grammar and Writing Questions, 4th Edition
The ability to use words and punctuation effectively is a necessary skill for effective writing. This eBook provides
a comprehensive review of grammar essentials and expert strategies for writing effective sentences and essays.

Goof-Proof Grammar
Most grammar mistakes are common, with a small number of blunders accounting for the majority of all errors.
These errors can be fixed quickly by learning the 40 Goof-Proof Rules. These simple solutions will have you
writing with confidence in no time!

Grammar Essentials, 3rd Edition
This eBook is designed for students who need to improve their writing ability quickly. It focuses on mastering
the basics, including parts of speech, punctuation, abbreviations, numbers, capitalization, common grammar
mistakes, and spelling.

Grammar Success in 20 Minutes a Day, 3rd Edition
This eBook helps you fine-tune your knowledge of grammar essentials with quick but thorough lessons that take
only 20 minutes a day! Use the tests and lessons within to sharpen your grammar skills and quickly improve
your writing skills.

Mastering Workplace Skills: Grammar Fundamentals
Learn the skills you need to express yourself professionally and succeed in the workplace! This eBook is packed
with hundreds of practice exercises to help improve your word usage in cover letters, emails, presentations, and
much more.
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501 Questions to Master Everyday Grammar and Writing
This eBook is packed with 501 questions to help sharpen your grammar and writing skills, from capitalization
and punctuation to sentence structure and essay construction. All questions include detailed answer
explanations or writing samples.

Essay Writing

Write Better Essays in 20 Minutes a Day, 3rd Edition
This eBook provides instructions for writing clear and compelling essays, covering the essentials, including
identifying audience and purpose, brainstorming, choosing a thesis, drafting, and proofing/editing.

501 Writing Prompts, 2nd Edition
This eBook features 501 sample writing prompts that are designed to help you improve your writing and gain
the necessary writing skills needed to ace essay exams. Build your essay-writing confidence fast with 501
Writing Prompts!

How to Write Great Essays
This eBook provides you with the best methods for organizing your thoughts and ideas before writing, writing
clearly, mastering the most important rules of grammar, spelling, and punctuation, and drafting, editing, and
revising your writing.

Public Speaking

Public Speaking Success in 20 Minutes a Day
In just 20 simple lessons, you'll learn how to be a good listener, analyze your audience, do research, organize
your thoughts and notes, prepare an outline, craft a memorable speech, and much more!

Become a U.S. Citizen
The path to becoming a citizen or permanent resident of the United States can be difficult and confusing. The tools in this learning center can help you
with every step of the process, with resources in both English and Spanish.
Prepare for Your Citizenship Exam
Citizenship Test Practice

Citizenship Test Practice: History & Civics Questions
Citizenship Test Practice: History & Civics Questions consists of 100 civics, history, and government questions, all
taken from the official naturalization test and geared toward helping you achieve your best possible score.

Citizenship eBooks

Pass the U.S. Citizenship Exam, 4th Edition
How do you know when you are ready to become a citizen, or how to apply for citizenship and pass the
interview? This eBook can help you prepare for and pass the Naturalization Test with expert advice, testpreparation, and more.

Get Your Green Card
Green Card eBooks

The Ultimate Guide to Getting Your Green Card
The pages of this comprehensive eBook contain all the information, answers, and advice needed to get your
green card and become a permanent U.S. resident.

Prepárese para su Examen de Ciudadanía
Libros Digitales Ciudadanía

Guía de Ciudadanía/Naturalización en U.S.A.
Ciudadanía estadounidense le da consejo experto, respuestas, y la práctica necesaria para simplificar el proceso
de la naturalización y ponerlo en el camino de ser un ciudadano de los Estados Unidos.

Pasa el Examen de Ciudadanía Americana, 3ra Edición
Este eBook le ayudará a prepararse y pasar el examen de naturalización con asesoría pericial, preparación del
examen y más.

Gana su Tarjeta Verde
Libros Digitales Tarjeta Verde

Lo Último en Guías de Obtener su 'Tarjeta Verde'
Todo lo que necesita saber para obtener su tarjeta verde.
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Learn More About a Career
These expert guides provide vital information for job seekers, students, career changers, and veterans pursing their dream career. They'll learn about job
requirements, application processes, certification testing, and other essential facts about today's most in-demand fields such as: Allied Health,
Caseworker, Culinary Arts, Firefighting, Green Careers, Homeland Security, Law Enforcement, Legal, Nursing, and Teaching. With 18 eBooks to choose
from, users will get the information they need to move their career forward. All LearningExpress materials are proprietary and are developed by leading
educators and industry subject matter experts, using our research-based testing and tutorial development methods.
Allied Health eBooks

Becoming a Healthcare Professional
This essential guide provides students, career changers, and current healthcare workers the information they
need to move their careers forward. Learn about the job market, training programs and how to finance them,
exams and certification, and more.

Healthcare Essentials: A Glossary and Study Guide
Whether you're already on the job or studying for a certification exam, this must-have guide puts nearly 1,000
key terms and easy definitions at your fingertips.

Caseworker eBooks

Becoming a Caseworker
This all-in-one guide shows you how to get started as a caseworker. It covers career advice from real
caseworkers, what training you'll need, the salary and benefits to expect, and much more.

Culinary Arts eBooks

Becoming a Culinary Arts Professional
Whether your goal is to land a job in a restaurant, with a catering service, or in the hospitality industry, this
guide covers everything you need to know—from training programs and identifying your skills, to writing your
resume and finding a job.

Firefighting eBooks

Becoming a Firefighter
Whether you’re just starting out or transitioning from volunteer/on-call status, the all-in-one Becoming a
Firefighter tells you what you need to ace the test, stand out in the application process, and get the job.

Green Careers eBooks

Best Green Careers
Want to earn a living in a career that helps the world? Get started with Best Green Careers. You'll find:
descriptions of "green-collar" jobs (and what it takes to get them), advice from industry insiders, a résumé
guide, and more.

Homeland Security eBooks

Becoming a Border Patrol Agent
Do you have what it takes to become a border patrol agent? In this eBook, you’ll learn about hiring
requirements, the rigorous application process, getting security clearance, what a day on the job is like, and
more.

Becoming a Homeland Security Professional
Written by homeland security experts, this eBook takes an in-depth look at the hundreds of DHS careers
available in mission support, law enforcement, immigration and travel security, prevention and response,
cybersecurity, law, acquisitions, and more.

9 Steps to a Great Federal Job
The nine steps in this eBook will help you find and apply for a great federal job that matches your unique
abilities, and give you the tools you need to write an incredible Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities (KSA) statement.

Law Enforcement eBooks

Becoming a Police Officer
Interested in a law enforcement career? In the pages of this eBook you’ll find a police officer suitability test, indepth descriptions of the many roles that fall under police work, advice on how to apply to the police academy,
and more.

Legal eBooks

Becoming a Legal Mediator
Written by a legal expert, this eBook answers the most commonly asked questions about the field of legal
mediation, and offers the knowledge, resources, and insider advice needed to help jumpstart your career as
legal mediator.

Becoming a Paralegal
Jumpstart your successful paralegal career—with a good salary at the right firm. Learn about different areas of
specialization, available training programs and financial aid, how to conduct an effective job search, and more.

Nursing eBooks

Becoming a Nurse
Becoming a Nurse provides everything you need to know to join the field, from the educational requirements
and ideal personal attributes to the job market.
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Spanish/English Terms for Nurses
Improve communication between you and your patients! This guide includes basic Spanish grammar guidelines,
key expressions to help facilitate conversation, physical terminology and anatomy, and more.

Teaching eBooks

Becoming a Teacher
In addition to helping students reach their full potential, being a teacher can offer you job security, generous
time off, and a family-friendly schedule. Find out if this career path is right for you with the comprehensive
guide.

Best Careers for Teachers
Make the most of your teaching experience and abilities outside of the traditional classroom. This eBook
includes step-by-step guidance for navigating the hiring process, becoming more employable, and exploring the
different career options available.

Career Information for Veterans eBooks

Best Careers for Veterans
Transfer your military experience into a lucrative and rewarding career in the civilian world. Use this eBook to
discover the best jobs for you given your military experience, rework your resume, network with other vets, and
much more.

The Military Advantage
Discover how to market your military experience to employers, receive education benefits, and more.The
Military Advantage leads you through all the steps you need to take to further your education and build a great
civilian career.

Prepare for an Entrance Exam
Full instantly scored practice tests with detailed answer explanations help students prepare for the rigorous entrance exams required by Allied Health
programs and Nursing schools. The 18 practice tests cover the essential test areas including biology, chemistry, general science, math, reading, and verbal
ability. There are 2 eBooks that provide additional review and practice. Students will be well prepared to meet the standards for Allied Health exams and
Nursing's RNSAE, APNE, NET, HESI, and TEAS exams. LearningExpress materials are proprietary and are developed by leading educators and industry
subject matter experts, using our research-based testing and tutorial development methods.
Prepare for Allied Health Programs Entrance Tests
Health Careers Practice Entrance Test: Biology
Health Occupations Practice Entrance Tests
To get into an Allied Health training program, you need a good score on the entrance exam. Make sure that
happens by taking practice tests first. Here, answer 50 questions in biology; then see your score, the right
answers, and explanations.

Health Careers Practice Entrance Test: Chemistry
To get into an Allied Health training program, you need a good score on the entrance exam. Make sure that
happens by taking practice tests beforehand. Here, answer 50 chemistry questions; then see your score, the
right answers, and explanations.

Health Careers Practice Entrance Test: General Science
To get into an Allied Health training program, you need a good score on the entrance exam. Make sure that
happens by taking practice tests beforehand. Answer 50 general-science questions; then see your score, the
right answers, and explanations.

Health Careers Practice Entrance Test: Math Ability
To get into an Allied Health training program, you need a good score on the entrance exam. Make sure that
happens by taking practice tests beforehand. Here, answer 50 math questions; then find out your score, the
right answers, and explanations.

Health Careers Practice Entrance Test: Reading Comprehension
To get into an Allied Health training program, you need a good score on the entrance exam. Make sure that
happens by taking practice tests beforehand. Answer 45 questions about reading; then see your score, the right
answers, and explanations.

Health Careers Practice Entrance Test: Verbal Ability
To be accepted into an Allied Health training program, you need a good score on the entrance exam. Make sure
that happens by taking practice tests beforehand. This practice set gauges your verbal skills with 50 questions
based on the real test.

Health Occupations Entrance Tests eBooks

Health Occupations Entrance Exams, 3rd Edition
This guide covers everything you need to know to jumpstart your career with a good score on the Allied Health
entrance exam. It includes hundreds of sample questions, a review of key biology and chemistry concepts,
expert test-taking strategies, and more.
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Prepare for Nursing School Entrance Tests
Nursing School Practice Entrance Tests

Nursing School Practice Entrance Test: Biology 1
This first practice set will prepare you for the content and format of the biology questions found on the RNSAE,
APNE, NET, HESI, and TEAS. It includes 50 questions that are instantly scored and a score report that will help
pinpoint your strengths and weaknesses.

Nursing School Practice Entrance Test: Biology 2
This second practice set will prepare you for the content and format of the biology questions found on the
RNSAE, APNE, NET, HESI, and TEAS. It includes 50 questions that are instantly scored and a score report that will
help pinpoint your strengths and weaknesses.

Nursing School Practice Entrance Test: Chemistry 1
This first practice set will prepare you for the content and format of the chemistry questions found on the
RNSAE, APNE, NET, HESI, and TEAS. It includes 50 questions that are instantly scored and a score report that will
help pinpoint your strengths and weaknesses.

Nursing School Practice Entrance Test: Chemistry 2
This second practice set will prepare you for the content and format of the chemistry questions found on the
RNSAE, APNE, NET, HESI, and TEAS. Includes 50 questions and an instant score report that will help pinpoint
your strengths and weaknesses.

Nursing School Practice Entrance Test: General Science 1
This first practice set will prepare you for the content and format of the general science questions found on the
RNSAE, APNE, NET, HESI, and TEAS. It includes 50 questions that are instantly scored and a score report that will
help pinpoint your strengths and weaknesses.

Nursing School Practice Entrance Test: General Science 2
This second practice set will prepare you for the content and format of the general science questions found on
the RNSAE, APNE, NET, HESI, and TEAS. It includes 50 questions that are instantly scored and a score report that
will help pinpoint your strengths and weaknesses.

Nursing School Practice Entrance Test: Math Ability 1
This first practice set will prepare you for the content and format of the mathematics questions found on the
RNSAE, APNE, NET, HESI, and TEAS. It includes 50 questions that are instantly scored and a score report that will
help pinpoint your strengths and weaknesses.

Nursing School Practice Entrance Test: Math Ability 2
This second practice set will prepare you for the content and format of the mathematics questions found on the
RNSAE, APNE, NET, HESI, and TEAS. It includes 50 questions that are instantly scored and a score report that will
help pinpoint your strengths and weaknesses.

Nursing School Practice Entrance Test: Reading 1
This first practice set will prepare you for the content and format of the reading questions found on the RNSAE,
APNE, NET, HESI, and TEAS. It includes 50 questions that are instantly scored and a score report that will help
pinpoint your strengths and weaknesses.

Nursing School Practice Entrance Test: Reading 2
This second practice set will prepare you for the content and format of the reading questions found on the
RNSAE, APNE, NET, HESI, and TEAS. It includes 50 questions that are instantly scored and a score report that will
help pinpoint your strengths and weaknesses.

Nursing School Practice Entrance Test: Verbal Ability 1
This first 50-question, instantly scored practice set will prepare you for the content and format of the verbal
sections of the RNSAE, APNE, NET, HESI, or TEAS. It includes a score report that will help pinpoint your strengths
and weaknesses, for focused study.

Nursing School Practice Entrance Test: Verbal Ability 2
This second 50-question, instantly scored practice set will prepare you for the content and format of the verbal
sections of the RNSAE, APNE, NET, HESI, or TEAS. It includes an instant score report that will help pinpoint your
strengths and weaknesses, for focused study.

Nursing School Entrance Tests eBooks

Nursing School Entrance Exams, 3rd Edition
Are you preparing for the RNSAE, APNE, NET, HESI, and TEAS? This eBook offers essential review and practice in
verbal ability, reading, basic math, algebra, general science, biology, and chemistry topics—everything you
needed to pass your entrance exam.
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Prepare for an Occupation Exam
Comprehensive resources provide preparation for a variety of important career licensing and certification exams.With over 117 practice tests and 50
eBooks, it has preparation for seven major Allied Healthcare fields, Air Traffic Controller, Civil Service, Commercial Driver's License (CDL), Cosmetology,
Culinary Arts, Emergency Medical Services, Firefighting, Homeland Security, Law Enforcement, Postal Worker, Nursing, and Teaching. LearningExpress
materials are proprietary and are developed by leading educators and industry subject matter experts, using our research-based testing and tutorial
development methods.
Allied Health
Prepare for Dental Assisting Certification
Dental Assisting Practice Exams

Dental Assisting Practice 1
Prepare for the CDA® or RDA exam by taking this practice test, based on the exams given by the Dental Assisting
National Board and state associations.

Dental Assisting Practice 2
Prepare for the CDA® or RDA exam by taking this practice test, based on the exams given by the Dental Assisting
National Board and state associations.

Dental Assisting eBook

Dental Assisting Exam
This all-in-one guide gives you a quick, accurate review of every topic covered on the CDA® and RDA tests. Also
included: a realistic study plan so you can reach your goals without getting overwhelmed, and test-taking tips
for a high score.

Prepare for Medical Assistant Certification
Certified Medical Assistant Practice Exams

Certified Medical Assistant Practice Exam 1
Users can prepare for certification or recertification as a medical assistant by becoming familiar with the AAMA's
CMA exam using this practice test which includes instant scoring and clear explanations for every question.

Certified Medical Assistant Practice Exam 2
Users can prepare for certification or recertification as a medical assistant by becoming familiar with the AAMA's
CMA exam using this practice test which includes instant scoring and clear explanations for every question.

Registered Medical Assistant Practice Exams

Registered Medical Assistant Practice Exam 1
To take their career to the next level as a registered medical assistant, users need to pass the American Medical
Technologists' RMA Certification Examination. This practice exam provide great preparation with complete, 200question tests modeled on the real exam.

Registered Medical Assistant Practice Exam 2
To take their career to the next level as a registered medical assistant, users need to pass the American Medical
Technologists' RMA Certification Examination. This practice exam provide great preparation with complete, 200question tests modeled on the real exam.

Medical Assistant eBook

Medical Assistant Flash Review
Medical Assistant Flash Review is an excellent supplement to any CMA or RMA study plan, and an ideal pocket
review guide for any medical assistant to have on hand. The 600 terms, concepts, and questions inside review
everything you need to know in order to become certified and succeed in the profession!

Medical Assistant: Preparation for the RMA and CMA Exams, 2nd Edition
Get the job you want by scoring well on the Certified Medical Assistant or the Registered Medical Assistant
exam. This up-to-date guide reviews every area tested by the official exams. It also includes tips for higher
scores, overcoming anxiety, and more.

Prepare for Pharmacy Technician Certification
Pharmacy Technician Practice Exams

ExCPT® Practice Exam 1
Be prepared to pass the ExCPT®, the Exam for the Certification of Pharmacy Technicians. Practice exam 1
provides real-life experience before test day, with complete, 100-question tests plus instant scoring.

ExCPT® Practice Exam 2
Be prepared to pass the ExCPT®, the Exam for the Certification of Pharmacy Technicians. Practice exam 2
provides real-life experience before test day, with complete, 100-question tests plus instant scoring.

PTCE Practice Exam
The 90 multiple-choice questions in this practice test will help you prepare for the format, timing, and content of
the Pharmacy Technician Certification Exam (PTCE). Includes detailed answer explanations and instant
diagnostic scoring.
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Pharmacy Technician eBooks

Pharmacy Technician Exam, 2nd Edition
This all-in-one guide tells users everything they need to know to pass the Pharmacy Technician Certification
Exam and ramp up their career. It includes two practice tests, comprehensive study guides, a glossary of key
terms, and other essential information.

Pharmacy Technician Flash Review
Features more than 600 terms and concepts that are commonly tested on the ExCPT® and PTCE exams. It’s the
perfect companion to any study plan, and an ideal guide for self-study and review.

Prepare for Physician Assistant Certification
Physician Assistant Practice Exams

PANCE® Practice Exam 1
The questions in this practice test are modeled on those found in the National Commission on Certification of
Physician Assistants' (NCCPA) certification exam—and offer test takers the essential, authentic practice needed
to perform their best.

PANCE® Practice Exam 2
The questions in this practice test are modeled on those found in the National Commission on Certification of
Physician Assistants' (NCCPA) certification exam—and offer test takers the essential, authentic practice needed
to perform their best.

Physician Assistant eBook

PANCE®: Power Practice
Success on the PANCE® is essential to become a physician assistant. This eBook has exam information and
practice exams based on the official test, along with detailed answer explanations.

Prepare for Physical Therapist Assistant
Certification
Physical Therapist Assistant Practice Exam

Physical Therapist Assistant Practice Exam
Users will gauge how they will score on the PTA exam by taking an instantly scored practice test. Answer 150
multiple-choice questions, and then get the test score and feedback instantly.

Physical Therapist Assistant Practice eBook

Physical Therapist Assistant Exam
Users will secure their professional future with one of the most recession-proof jobs in the U.S. This all-in-one
guide helps them prepare for the PTA exam with practice tests, material reviews, state requirements, and more.

Prepare for Radiologic Technologist Certification
Radiography Practice Exams

Radiography Practice Exam 1
Users can make sure there are no surprises when they take the ARRT's radiography exam by using this practice
test which is designed to familiarize them with the material, format, and timing of the real thing. It includes
instant scoring.

Radiography Practice Exam 2
Users can make sure there are no surprises when they take the ARRT's radiography exam by using this practice
test which is designed to familiarize them with the material, format, and timing of the real thing. It includes
instant scoring.

Radiography Exam eBook

Radiography Exam
The radiologic technologist field is one of the country's fastest growing. Make sure you're part of that trajectory
by doing well on the ARRT's radiography exam. Get started with this all-in-one, user-friendly guide.

Prepare for Surgical Technologist Certification
Surgical Technologist Practice Exams

Certified Surgical Technologist Practice Exam 1
If you want to become a surgical technologist, make sure to practice for the certification test. This 200-question
set offers effective preparation with material and timing based on the NBSTSA’s official exam.

Certified Surgical Technologist Practice Exam 2
If you want to become a surgical technologist, make sure to practice for the certification test. This 200-question
set offers effective preparation with material and timing based on the NBSTSA’s official exam.

Prepare for Veterinary Technician Certification
Veterinary Technician Practice Exams

VTNE Practice Exam 1
Practice for a great score on the Veterinary Technician National Examination (VTNE). Get the experience you
need with this first practice set of 100 multiple-choice questions that are modeled on the official 225-question
test.

VTNE Practice Exam 2
Practice for a great score on the Veterinary Technician National Examination (VTNE). Get the experience you
need with this second practice set of 100 multiple-choice questions that are modeled on the official 225question test.
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Veterinary Technician eBook

Veterinary Technician Exam, 2nd Edition
If you love animals and love the idea of joining a growing field, becoming a veterinary technician could be for
you. Start with this guide to the Veterinary Technician National Exam, which includes practice tests, a glossary of
key terms, and more.

Air Traffic Controller
AT-SAT Practices

ATC: Air Traffic Scenarios Practice
Based on the format and content of the official Air Traffic Scenarios section of the AT-SAT, this practice will help
you correctly identify problem situations and make the right decisions to keep all aircraft in the simulated area
on safe paths.
ATC: Analogies Practice
Based on the format and content of the official Analogies section of the AT-SAT, this practice will help you
correctly identify word analogies, visual analogies, and the relationships commonly expressed in each type.

ATC: Angles Practice
Based on the format and content of the official Angles section of the AT-SAT, this practice will help you correctly
identify obtuse, acute, and right angles, and accurately estimate angle measurements without using a
protractor.

ATC: Applied Math Practice
Based on the format and content of the official Applied Math section of the AT-SAT, this practice will help you
correctly calculate the movement of an aircraft as quickly as possible, without using pencil and paper.

ATC: Dial Reading Practice
Based on the format and content of the official Dial section of the AT-SAT, this practice will ask you to look at
drawings of an instrument panel in the cockpit of an aircraft and identify information on the dials you see there.

ATC: Letter Factory Practice
Based on the format and content of the official Letter Factory section of the AT-SAT, this practice will ask you to
answer questions about images that depict several assembly line conveyor belts, upon which are several boxes.

ATC: Scan Practice
Based on the content of the official Scan section of the AT-SAT, this practice will help you familiarize yourself
with the process and data screens of the official test.

AT-SAT eBooks

Air Traffic Control Test Prep
Preparing for the AT-SAT? This eBook provides in-depth job and salary info, a review of air traffic control
systems, full practice tests with detailed answer explanations, practice with maps, navigation charts, and
graphs, and more.

Civil Service
Civil Service Practice Exams

Civil Service Practice Exam 1
This is one of four 100-question practice tests to prepare you for the exams that are required for many civil
service careers. You'll get detailed answer explanations and an instant score report to help you recognize your
strengths and weaknesses.
Civil Service Practice Exam 2
This is one of four 100-question practice tests to prepare you for the exams that are required for many civil
service careers. You'll get detailed answer explanations and an instant score report to help you recognize your
strengths and weaknesses.

Civil Service Practice Exam 3
This is one of four 100-question practice tests to prepare you for the exams that are required for many civil
service careers. You'll get detailed answer explanations and an instant score report to help you recognize your
strengths and weaknesses.

Civil Service Practice Exam 4
This is one of four 100-question practice tests to prepare you for the exams that are required for many civil
service careers. You'll get detailed answer explanations and an instant score report to help you recognize your
strengths and weaknesses.

Civil Service Exam eBooks

Vocabulary for Civil Service Tests
Don't let language skills hold you back from getting the job you want. Get up to speed quickly and easily with
Vocabulary for Civil Service Tests. Find out the 500 most commonly tested words; review material; prepare with
two practice tests; and more.

Math for Civil Service Tests
Give yourself a professional advantage by getting a great score on your civil service exam. This eBook offers a
step-by-step review of math skills you may have forgotten (or never learned), score-boosting tips, practice sets,
and more.
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Math and Vocabulary for Civil Service Exams
Increase your career options instantly by getting a higher score on your civil-service exam. This test-prep guide
cuts straight to the chase, with a review of the most commonly tested math and vocab skills, score-raising tips,
practice tests, and more.

Civil Service Exams, 2nd Edition
Working for the government can be a rewarding career path—with job security, good salaries, and excellent
benefits. This fast-track guide covers all the skills tested on the civil-service exam, plus insider tips for beefing up
your score.
Civil Service Exams: Power Practice
Packed with seven full-length practice tests based on official federal, state, and local civil service exams, this
eBook offers the comprehensive preparation needed to succeed on the exam and secure a great future.

Commercial Driver's License (CDL)
CDL Endorsement Exams Practice

CDL Tank Vehicles Endorsement Practice
Expand your career options by taking—and passing—the tank-vehicles endorsement test at your DMV. This 30question practice test gives you the experience you need. When you're done, see your score and clear
explanations for every question.

CDL Passenger Transport Endorsement Practice
Put your career on the fast track by passing your state's passenger-transport endorsement exam. Get ready with
this practice test. Answer 30 multiple-choice questions; then see your score, the right answers, and clear
explanations for every question.

CDL Hazardous Materials Endorsement Practice
Getting a HAZMAT endorsement can expand your career options immediately. Make sure there are no big
surprises when you take the endorsement exam by prepping with a practice test. Get your score instantly, plus
clear explanations for every question.

CDL Doubles and Triples Endorsement Practice
Want to rev up your career by driving doubles and triples? You need to pass the combination-vehicles and the
doubles-and-triples endorsement tests at your DMV. Taking this 30-question practice test first gives you an
edge. Includes instant scoring.

CDL Combination Vehicles Practice
Ramp up your career as a commercial driver by passing the combination-vehicles endorsement test. Use this 30question practice test to familiarize yourself with your state's exam. Then, see your score instantly, plus clear
explanations for every question.

CDL Air Brakes Endorsement Practice
Want to move your career forward by driving large CMVs, buses, or trailers? Make sure you pass your state's airbrakes endorsement exam. Know what to expect with a practice test. You'll get your score instantly, plus clear
explanations for every question.

CDL General Knowledge Exams Practice

CDL General Knowledge Practice 1
Move your career forward instantly by getting your commercial driver's license. Take this online practice test at
home to know what to expect at the DMV. You'll get your score and explanations for questions that tripped you
up.

CDL General Knowledge Practice 2
Move your career forward instantly by getting your commercial driver's license. Take this online practice test at
home to know what to expect at the DMV. You'll get your score and explanations for questions that tripped you
up.

CDL Test eBooks

CDL: Commercial Driver’s License Test Prep
Break open your career options by earning your commercial driver's license. This easy-to-use guide will help you
do it. Inside, find practice tests for the general-knowledge and endorsement tests; expert tips for getting great
scores; and much more.

Cosmetology
Cosmetology Practice Exams

Cosmetology Practice Exam 1
Keep your goal of building a cosmetology career on track by being well prepared for your certification exam.
This first practice exam includes 100 questions on hair design, chemical and physical services, and scientific and
basic concepts. Note: the timing and format of your state’s official cosmetology exam may vary.
Cosmetology Practice Exam 2
Keep your goal of building a cosmetology career on track by being well prepared for your certification exam.
This second practice exam includes 100 questions on hair design, chemical and physical services, and scientific
and basic concepts. Note: the timing and format of your state’s official cosmetology exam may vary.
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Cosmetology eBooks

Cosmetology Certification Exam, 4th Edition
Move your career forward by getting certified as a cosmetologist. This user-friendly guide includes a tutorial on
every key concept, a refresher on the Cosmetology Advancement Foundation's national standards, 650 practice
questions, and more.

Culinary Arts
Culinary Arts Practice Exam

Culinary Arts Practice Exam
The 115 multiple-choice questions in this practice exam will familiarize you with the content on tests and
certification exams at culinary institutions. It includes instant scoring and diagnostic feedback.

Electrical
Journeyman Electrician Practice Exams

Journeyman Electrician Practice Exam 1
This first practice exam reflects the format, level, specifications, and content found on typical official tests for
journeyman electrician licensing. Includes 80 questions that reflect the latest National Electric Codes and instant
scoring.

Journeyman Electrician Practice Exam 2
This second practice exam reflects the format, level, specifications, and content found on typical official tests for
journeyman electrician licensing. Includes 80 questions that reflect the latest National Electric Codes and instant
scoring.

Emergency Medical Services
Prepare for EMT Certification

EMT Practice Exam 1
Give yourself a professional edge by passing the EMT exam, and prepare for the exam by taking practice tests.
Test 1 contains 120 questions based on the NREMT’s latest specs for the written exam. Note: State certifying
board requirements vary.

EMT Practice Exam 2
Give yourself a professional edge by passing the EMT exam, and prepare for the exam by taking practice tests.
Test 2 contains 120 questions based on the NREMT’s latest specs for the written exam. Note: State certifying
board requirements vary.

EMT Flash Review
A must-have guide for EMTs on the job or seeking recertification, EMT Flash Review explains over 600 key
terms, and is consistent with National Registry standards. Also included: a pronunciation guide for each term,
plus a diagram of the axial skeleton.

EMT Exam: Power Practice
This guide gets you up to speed on all of the key concepts and skills assessed on the EMT certification test. It
includes easy-to-follow lessons, targeted practice questions, and two full-length practice exams with detailed
answer explanations.

Prepare for Paramedic Certification

Paramedic Practice Exam 1
Prepare for success on the EMT-Paramedic Written Exam. This exam shows you what to expect, with questions
based on the new DOT/NHTSA curriculum. Note: State certifying board requirements vary.

Paramedic Practice Exam 2
Prepare for success on the EMT-Paramedic Written Exam. This exam shows you what to expect, with questions
based on the new DOT/NHTSA curriculum. Note: State certifying board requirements vary.
Paramedic Certification Exam, 5th Edition
This updated fifth edition includes five 150-question practice cognitive exams with complete answer
explanations, information about the DOT/NHTSA NSC, a detailed review lesson for the EMT-Paramedic practical
exam, and more.

EMT Flash Review, Second Edition
A must-have guide for EMTs on the job or seeking recertification, EMT Flash Review explains over 600 key
terms, and is consistent with National Registry standards. Also included: a pronunciation guide for each term,
plus a diagram of the axial skeleton.

Firefighting
Firefighter Practice Exams

Firefighter Practice Test 1
Know what to expect on the firefighter exam by taking this practice test beforehand. With this practice test,
you'll answer questions about topics normally found on the exam, such as mechanical aptitude, spatial relations,
math, and more.
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Firefighter Practice Test 2
Know what to expect on the firefighter exam by taking this practice test beforehand. With this practice test,
you'll answer questions about topics normally found on the exam, such as mechanical aptitude, spatial relations,
math, and more.

Firefighter Exam eBooks

Firefighter Exam, 6th Edition
Fire departments often hire only EMT-Basic-certified applicants, and many current firefighters improve their
options and earning potential by getting certified. Take the first step with this easy-to-use guide to the exam.

California Firefighter Exam
Learn about each step of the firefighter selection process in California, including insider advice for the physical
test and oral interview. Get instruction for firefighting challenges and four practice exams based on official
written exams, and more.

Becoming a Firefighter
Whether you’re just starting out or transitioning from volunteer/on-call status, the all-in-one Becoming a
Firefighter tells you what you need to ace the test, stand out in the application process, and get the job.

Homeland Security
Prepare for the Border Patrol Exam

Border Patrol Practice Exam 1 with Spanish Language
This first practice test for Border Patrol Exam with Spanish Language offers you valuable experience with the
format, content, and timing of the Logical Reasoning and Spanish Language sections of the written exam.
Includes instant scoring.
Border Patrol Practice Exam 2 with Spanish Language
This second practice test for Border Patrol Exam with Spanish Language offers you valuable experience with the
format, content, and timing of the Logical Reasoning and Spanish Language sections of the written exam.
Includes instant scoring.
Border Patrol Practice Exam 1 with Artificial Language
This first practice test for Border Patrol Exam with Artificial Language offers you valuable experience with the
format, content, and timing of the Logical Reasoning and Artificial Language sections of the written exam.
Includes instant scoring.
Border Patrol Practice Exam 2 with Artificial Language
This second practice test for Border Patrol Exam with Artificial Language offers you valuable experience with the
format, content, and timing of the Logical Reasoning and Artificial Language sections of the written exam.
Includes instant scoring.

Border Patrol eBooks

Border Patrol Exam, 4th Edition
Make sure you're on track to becoming a border patrol agent by preparing for the Dept. of Homeland Security's
Border Patrol Exam. This guide includes all you need: reviews, practice tests, and tips for scoring well and
reducing anxiety.

Border Patrol Exam Artificial Language Test Prep
Don’t derail your plans of becoming a border patrol agent with a bad score on the Artificial Language Test. This
eBook covers what you need to know, including the most commonly tested topics and expert techniques for
boosting your score.

Border Patrol Exam: Power Practice
Packed with six full-length practice tests based on the format and content of the official U.S. Border Patrol tests,
this eBook offers the comprehensive preparation needed to succeed on the exam and secure a great future.

Becoming a Border Patrol Agent
Do you have what it takes to become a border patrol agent? In this eBook, you’ll learn about hiring
requirements, the rigorous application process, getting security clearance, what a day on the job is like, and
more.

Prepare for the Treasury Enforcement Exam
Treasury Enforcement eBook

Treasury Enforcement Agent Exam, 3rd Edition
This eBooks offers three practice TEA exams, expert techniques for improving your score on the Verbal and
Arithmetic Reasoning sections of the test, proven methods for developing the skills you need to ace Problems
for Investigation, and more.

Treasury Enforcement Practice Exams

Treasury Enforcement Agent Practice Test 1
This instantly scored 63-question practice exam is based on the format, content, and timing of the official
Treasury Enforcement Agent test. Upon completion, you'll get complete answer explanations and a detailed
score report to help focus your study.
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Treasury Enforcement Agent Practice Test 2
This instantly scored 63-question practice exam is based on the format, content, and timing of the official
Treasury Enforcement Agent test. Upon completion, you'll get complete answer explanations and a detailed
score report to help focus your study.
Treasury Enforcement Agent Test: Arithmetic Reasoning 1
This instantly scored 20-question practice exam is based on the format, content, and timing of the Arithmetic
Reasoning section of the official Treasury Enforcement Agent test. Includes detailed answer explanations and a
personalized score report.
Treasury Enforcement Agent Test: Arithmetic Reasoning 2
This second instantly scored 20-question practice exam is based on the format, content, and timing of the
Arithmetic Reasoning section of the official Treasury Enforcement Agent test. Includes detailed answer
explanations and a personalized score report.

Treasury Enforcement Agent Test: Problems for Investigation 1
This instantly scored 20-question practice exam is based on the format, content, and timing of the Problems for
Investigation section of the official Treasury Enforcement Agent test. Includes detailed answer explanations and
a personalized score report.

Treasury Enforcement Agent Test: Problems for Investigation 2
This second instantly scored 20-question practice exam is based on the format, content, and timing of the
Problems for Investigation section of the official Treasury Enforcement Agent test. Includes detailed answer
explanations and a personalized score report.
Treasury Enforcement Agent Test: Verbal Reasoning 1
This instantly scored 20-question practice exam is based on the format, content, and timing of the Verbal
Reasoning section of the official Treasury Enforcement Agent test. Includes detailed answer explanations and a
personalized score report.
Treasury Enforcement Agent Test: Verbal Reasoning 2
This second instantly scored 20-question practice exam is based on the format, content, and timing of the
Verbal Reasoning section of the official Treasury Enforcement Agent test. Includes detailed answer explanations
and a personalized score report.

Law Enforcement
Prepare for the Corrections Officer Exam
Prepare for the Corrections Officer Exam

Corrections Officer Practice Test 1
This first 50-question practice exam is based on the format, timing, and content of official corrections officer
exams. You'll get detailed answer explanations and an instant score report so you'll know exactly where you
need more practice.
Corrections Officer Practice Test 2
This second 50-question practice exam is based on the format, timing, and content of official corrections officer
exams. You'll get detailed answer explanations and an instant score report so you'll know exactly where you
need more practice.

Corrections Officer eBook

Corrections Officer Exam, 3rd Edition
A career as a corrections officer offers solid pay, great benefits, and job security. Make sure you get there with
this all-in-one guide to the exam. Three practice tests and details about the hiring process for state and federal
jobs are also included.

Prepare for the Court Officer Exam
Court Officer Practice Exams

Court Officer Practice Test 1
This first 100-question practice exam is based on the format, timing, and content of official court officer exams.
You'll get detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that can help you target strengths and
weaknesses.

Court Officer Practice Test 2
This second 100-question practice exam is based on the format, timing, and content of official court officer
exams. You'll get detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that can help you target strengths
and weaknesses.

Court Officer Exam eBook

Court Officer Exam, 2nd Edition
Will you meet the requirements needed to become a court officer? Make sure the answer is "yes" with this all-inone guide. It includes material reviews, targeted practice, and tips for a high score on the exam, plus critical
details on the hiring process.
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Prepare for the Police Officer Exam
Police Officer Practice Exams

Police Officer Practice: Judgment & Problem Solving 1
This 15-question practice test will help you stay on track to become a police officer. It assesses your skills in
judgment and problem solving—one of eight areas typically included in the written portion of the police officer's
exam.

Police Officer Practice: Judgment & Problem Solving 2
This 15-question practice test will help you stay on track to become a police officer. It assesses your skills in
judgment and problem solving—one of eight areas typically included in the written portion of the police officer's
exam.

Police Officer Practice: Number & Letter Recall 1
Take these quick practice tests in number-and-letter recall to stay on track as you work toward your goal of
becoming a police officer. Each test contains 25 questions to prepare you for your local exam. Note: Exam
formats vary nationwide.

Police Officer Practice: Number & Letter Recall 2
Take these quick practice tests in number-and-letter recall to stay on track as you work toward your goal of
becoming a police officer. Each test contains 25 questions to prepare you for your local exam. Note: Exam
formats vary nationwide.

Police Officer Practice: Number & Letter Recall 3
Take these quick practice tests in number-and-letter recall to stay on track as you work toward your goal of
becoming a police officer. Each test contains 25 questions to prepare you for your local exam. Note: Exam
formats vary nationwide

Police Officer Practice: Number & Letter Recall 4
Take these quick practice tests in number-and-letter recall to stay on track as you work toward your goal of
becoming a police officer. Each test contains 25 questions to prepare you for your local exam. Note: Exam
formats vary nationwide.

Police Officer Practice: Number & Letter Recall 5
Take these quick practice tests in number-and-letter recall to stay on track as you work toward your goal of
becoming a police officer. Each test contains 25 questions to prepare you for your local exam. Note: Exam
formats vary nationwide.

Police Officer Practice: Number & Letter Recall 6
Take these quick practice tests in number-and-letter recall to stay on track as you work toward your goal of
becoming a police officer. Each test contains 25 questions to prepare you for your local exam. Note: Exam
formats vary nationwide.

Police Officer Practice: Reading Comprehension 1
This 15-question practice test will help you stay on track to reach your goal of becoming a police officer. It
assesses your skills in reading comprehension, one of eight areas typically included in the written portion of the
police officer's exam.

Police Officer Practice: Reading Comprehension 2
This 15-question practice test will help you stay on track to reach your goal of becoming a police officer. It
assesses your skills in reading comprehension, one of eight areas typically included in the written portion of the
police officer's exam.

Police Officer Practice: Reading Comprehension 3
This 15-question practice test will help you stay on track to reach your goal of becoming a police officer. It
assesses your skills in reading comprehension, one of eight areas typically included in the written portion of the
police officer’s exam.

Police Officer Practice: Reading Comprehension 4
This 15-question practice test will help you stay on track to reach your goal of becoming a police officer. It
assesses your skills in reading comprehension, one of eight areas typically included in the written portion of the
police officer’s exam.

Police Officer Practice: Spelling 1
This 15-question practice test will help you stay on track to reach your goal of becoming a police officer. It
assesses your skills in spelling, one of eight areas typically included in the written portion of the police officer’s
exam.

Police Officer Practice: Spelling 2
This 15-question practice test will help you stay on track to reach your goal of becoming a police officer. It
assesses your skills in spelling, one of eight areas typically included in the written portion of the police officer’s
exam.
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Police Officer Practice: Verbal Ability 1
Take these quick practice tests on verbal ability to stay on track as you work toward your goal of becoming a
police officer. Each test contains 15 questions to prepare you for your local police officer’s exam. Note: Exam
formats vary nationwide.

Police Officer Practice: Verbal Ability 2
Take these quick practice tests on verbal ability to stay on track as you work toward your goal of becoming a
police officer. Each test contains 15 questions to prepare you for your local police officer’s exam. Note: Exam
formats vary nationwide.

Police Officer Practice: Verbal Ability 3
Take these quick practice tests on verbal ability to stay on track as you work toward your goal of becoming a
police officer. Each test contains 25 questions to prepare you for your local police officer’s exam. Note: Exam
formats vary nationwide.

Police Officer Practice: Verbal Ability 4
Take these quick practice tests on verbal ability to stay on track as you work toward your goal of becoming a
police officer. Each test contains 25 questions to prepare you for your local police officer’s exam. Note: Exam
formats vary nationwide.

Police Officer Practice: Vocabulary 1
This 15-question practice test will help you stay on track to reach your goal of becoming a police officer. It
assesses your vocabulary skills, one of eight areas typically included in the written portion of the police officer's
exam.

Police Officer Practice: Vocabulary 2
This 15-question practice test will help you stay on track to reach your goal of becoming a police officer. It
assesses your vocabulary skills, one of eight areas typically included in the written portion of the police officer’s
exam.

Police Officer Practice: Vocabulary 3
This 15-question practice test will help you stay on track to reach your goal of becoming a police officer. It
assesses your vocabulary skills, one of eight areas typically included in the written portion of the police officer's
exam.

Police Officer Practice: Writing & Clarity 1
This 15-question practice test will help you stay on track to reach your goal of becoming a police officer. It
assesses your skills in grammar and writing, one of eight areas typically included in the written portion of the
police officer’s exam.

Police Officer Practice: Writing & Clarity 2
This 15-question practice test will help you stay on track to reach your goal of becoming a police officer. It
assesses your skills in grammar and writing, one of eight areas typically included in the written portion of the
police officer’s exam.

Police Officer Practice: Memorization & Visualization 1
This 30-question practice test will help you stay on track to become a police officer. It tests your skills in
memorization and visualization—one of eight areas typically included in the written portion of the police
officer's exam.

Police Officer Practice: Memorization & Visualization 2
This 30-question practice test will help you stay on track to become a police officer. It tests your skills in
memorization and visualization—one of eight areas typically included in the written portion of the police
officer's exam.

Police Officer Practice: Memorization & Visualization 3
This 30-question practice test will help you stay on track to become a police officer. It tests your skills in
memorization and visualization—one of eight areas typically included in the written portion of the police
officer's exam.

Police Officer eBooks

Police Officer Exam: Power Practice
The best police officers are prepared for any challenge, and the first challenge to master is the police officer
exam. Packed with six full-length practice tests, Power Practice includes more than 500 questions, with a
detailed explanation for each.

Police Officer Exam, 5th Edition
Working as a police officer can be exciting, rewarding, and financially beneficial—but first you need to pass the
test. Start with this all-in-one guide to the exam. It includes material reviews, practice tests, tips for high scores,
and much more.
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California Police Officer Exam, 4th Edition
This eBook includes complete prep for the entire application process, a review of the topics covered on the
PELLETB and other CA police exams, and two full-length practice tests based on the PELLETB, with complete
answer explanations.

Prepare for the NYPD Police Officer Exam

NYPD Police Officer Practice Exam 1
Preparing for the NYPD exam? Take this 53-question practice test, based on the official New York City Police
Department exam format and specifications. Includes instant scoring—you'll know where you stand and in what
areas you need to improve.

NYPD Police Officer Practice Exam 2
Keep preparing for the NYPD exam with this 53-question practice test, based on the official New York City Police
Department exam format and specifications. Includes instant scoring—you'll know where you stand and in what
areas you need to improve.

Prepare for the Police Sergeant Exam
Police Sergeant Practice Exams

Police Sergeant Exam 1
This is the first of two 50-question practice exams based on the format, timing, and content of official police
sergeant exams. Get detailed answer explanations and an instant score report to help you recognize your
strengths and weaknesses.
Police Sergeant Exam 2
This is the second of two 50-question practice exams based on the format, timing, and content of official police
sergeant exams. Get detailed answer explanations and an instant score report to help you recognize your
strengths and weaknesses.

Police Sergeant eBook

Police Sergeant Exam, 3rd Edition
If you’re prepping for the police sergeant exam, this eBook offers the insider tips and focused practice you need.
It includes two practice tests based on official exams, a minicourse with over 300 questions, application
information, and more.

Prepare for the Probation Officer/Parole Officer
Exam
Probation Officer/Parole Officer eBook

Probation Officer/Parole Officer Exam
This eBook is filled with information, advice, and practice that will help you understand the hiring process and
how you can best meet the probation or parole officer requirements. Prepare for the written exam with seven
full-length practice tests.

Probation Officer/Parole Officer Practice Exams

Probation Officer/Parole Officer Practice Exam 1
This is the first of two 100-question practice exams to help you prepare for your probation officer or parole
officer exam. You'll get detailed answer explanations and an instant score report to help you recognize your
strengths and weaknesses.
Probation Officer/Parole Officer Practice Exam 2
This is the second of two 100-question practice exams to help you prepare for your probation officer or parole
officer exam. You'll get detailed answer explanations and an instant score report to help you recognize your
strengths and weaknesses.

Prepare for the State Trooper/Highway Patrol
Exam
State Trooper/Highway Patrol Practice Exam

State Trooper Practice Test 1
This first 100-question practice exam is based on the format, timing, and content of official state trooper exams.
You'll get detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that can help you target strengths and
weaknesses.
State Trooper Practice Test 2
This second 100-question practice exam is based on the format, timing, and content of official state trooper
exams. You'll get detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that can help you target strengths
and weaknesses.

State Trooper/Highway Patrol eBook

State Trooper Exam, 2nd Edition
Tap all the potential of being a state trooper—a rewarding career, job security, and excellent benefits. Prepare
for your exam with this comprehensive guide. It includes critical information about the test, material reviews,
practice tests and more

Prepare for the RCMP Police Aptitude Test (RPAT)

RPAT Practice Exam
This instantly scored practice test will familiarize you with the content, format, and timing of the official RCMP
Aptitude test (RPAT), with questions that measure comprehension, memory, judgment, observation, logic, and
computation.
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Law Enforcement Exam Skills Practice eBooks

Reasoning Skills for Law Enforcement Exams
Regardless of the law enforcement area you choose, you'll have to make tough, educated decisions on a regular
basis. Use this all-in-one exam guide to improve your reasoning skills. Also included: two full-length practice
tests with detailed explanations.

Math Skills for Law Enforcement Exams
Keep your math skills sharp so you don't make mistakes on the force—or, if you're just starting out, so you can
join the force. This book gets you up to speed on the key math topics found on exams for police, homeland
security, and more.

Vocabulary for Civil Service Tests
Don't let language skills hold you back from getting the job you want. Get up to speed quickly and easily with
Vocabulary for Civil Service Tests. Find out the 500 most commonly tested words; review material; prepare with
two practice tests; and more.

Postal Worker
Postal Worker Exam Practices

Postal Worker Practice Test 1 (473E Battery) *Coming Soon
This is the first of two complete online practice 473E Batteries that offer preparation for the format, content,
and timing of each section of the official 473E. Includes an instant score report that will help identify your
strengths and weaknesses.
Postal Worker Practice Test 2 (473E Battery) *Coming Soon
This is the second of two complete online practice 473E Batteries that offer preparation for the format, content,
and timing of each section of the official 473E. Includes an instant score report that will help identify your
strengths and weaknesses.
Postal Worker Practice Test: Address Checking *Coming Soon
The Address Checking section (Part A) of the 473E tests your speed and accuracy in checking addresses. This 60question practice will familiarize you with the format and content of Part A. Assess your performance with
instant scoring and more.
Postal Worker Practice Test: Coding and Memory
The Coding and Memory section (Part C) of the 473E tests your memory, speed, and accuracy. This 72-question
practice will familiarize you with the format and content of Part C. Assess your performance with instant scoring
and more.

Postal Worker Practice Test: Forms Completion
Get up to speed on Part B of Test 473—the exam you need to take in order to become a city carrier, mail
handler, or other staffer at the USPS. This fast-paced practice set assesses your ability to fill out forms quickly
and accurately.

Postal Worker Exam eBooks

Postal Worker Exam, 4th Edition
The USPS offers a competitive salary and great benefits. For a shoe-in score on the Postal Worker Exam, prepare
with this user-friendly guide. It includes: a full material review, practice tests, a guide to the hiring process, and
more.

Math Skills for Law Enforcement Exams
Keep your math skills sharp so you don't make mistakes on the force—or, if you're just starting out, so you can
join the force. This book gets you up to speed on the key math topics found on exams for police, homeland
security, and more.

Vocabulary for Civil Service Tests
Don't let language skills hold you back from getting the job you want. Get up to speed quickly and easily with
Vocabulary for Civil Service Tests. Find out the 500 most commonly tested words; review material; prepare with
two practice tests; and more.

Nursing
Prepare for the NCLEX-RN
NCLEX-RN® Practice Exams

NCLEX-RN® Practice Exam 1
This is the first of three 165-question practice tests designed to familiarize you with the content and format of
the official NCLEX-RN exam. You’ll get detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that pinpoints
strengths and weaknesses.
NCLEX-RN® Practice Exam 2
This is the second of three 165-question practice tests designed to familiarize you with the content and format
of the official NCLEX-RN exam. You’ll get detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that pinpoints
strengths and weaknesses.
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NCLEX-RN® Practice Exam 3
This is the third of three 165-question practice tests designed to familiarize you with the content and format of
the official NCLEX-RN exam. You’ll get detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that pinpoints
strengths and weaknesses.

NCLEX-RN® eBooks

NCLEX-RN® Flash Review
NCLEX-RN® Flash Review features more than 600 terms and concepts that are commonly tested on the NCLEXRN® exam. This portable study guide goes beyond just facts and definitions and delves into actual nursing
processes.

NCLEX–RN®: Power Practice
Success on the NCLEX-RN® is mandatory to become a registered nurse. NCLEX-RN®: Power Practice provides the
practice you need to earn a top score, with two full-length practice exams and detailed answer explanations.

Prepare for the NCLEX-PN
NCLEX-PN® eBook

NCLEX-PN®: Power Practice
Success on the NCLEX-PN® is mandatory to become a practical nurse. NCLEX-PN®: Power Practice provides the
practice you need to earn a top score, with two full-length practice exams and detailed answer explanations.

NCLEX-PN® Practice Exams

NCLEX-PN® Practice Exam 1
This is the first of three practice tests designed to prepare you for the official NCLEX-PN® exam. You’ll get
detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that pinpoints your strengths and weaknesses.
NCLEX-PN® Practice Exam 2
This is the second of three practice tests designed to prepare you for the official NCLEX-PN® exam. You’ll get
detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that pinpoints your strengths and weaknesses.
NCLEX-PN® Practice Exam 3
This is the third of three practice tests designed to prepare you for the official NCLEX-PN® exam. You’ll get
detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that pinpoints your strengths and weaknesses.

Prepare For Nursing Assistant/Nurse Aide Certification
Nursing Assistant/Nurse Aide Practice Tests
Nursing Assistant/Nurse Aide Practice Test 1
This online practice exam is designed to provide the practice and review you need for exam success. It includes
70 questions based on the real exam, plus instant scoring.

Nursing Assistant/Nurse Aide Practice Test 2
This online practice exam is designed to provide the practice and review you need for exam success. It includes
70 questions based on the real exam, plus instant scoring.

Nursing Assistant/Nurse Aide eBooks

Nursing Assistant/Nurse Aide Exam, 5th Edition
Don't get derailed from your goal of becoming a nursing assistant by getting a low score on the exam. This guide
covers all you need to know, from state requirements to the skills you need to master, along with thorough
practice and review.

Nursing Assistant/Nurse Aide Flash Review
Features more than 600 terms and concepts that are commonly tested on nursing assistant/nurse aide
certification exams. It’s the perfect companion to any study plan, and an ideal guide for self-study and review.

Plumbing
Plumber Exam Practice

Plumber's Licensing Exam Practice 1
Geared to the journeyman and master levels, the practice questions and detailed answer explanations in this
practice cover your knowledge of plumbing theory and U.P.C. and I.P.C. codes.

Plumber's Licensing Exam Practice 2
Geared to the journeyman and master levels, the practice questions and detailed answer explanations in this
practice cover your knowledge of plumbing theory and U.P.C. and I.P.C. codes.

Math for the Trades
Make sure your math skills aren't keeping you—or your income—down. The user-friendly guide Math for the
Trades breaks down everything you need to know, from basic arithmetic and measurements to real-life
geometry and on-the-job examples.

Plumber's Licensing Exam, 2nd Edition
Give yourself a pro edge and greater earning power by getting licensed as a plumber. This updated second
edition reviews the technical expertise you'll need, with test questions at both the journeyman and master
levels, three practice exams, and more.
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Real Estate
Prepare for Real Estate Appraisal Licensing

General Real Estate Appraisal Exam Practice *Coming Soon
This practice set contains 125 questions covering the domains tested on the AQB's National Uniform Exam for
state-certified general appraisers. Get invaluable practice with the exam's content and question format, plus
instant scoring.
Residential Real Estate Appraisal Exam Practice *Coming Soon
This instantly scored practice set contains 100 questions covering the domains tested on the AQB's National
Uniform Exam for licensed real property appraisers and state-certified residential appraisers.

Prepare for Real Estate Salesperson Exams

AMP Real Estate Salesperson Practice Exam 1
This instantly scored practice test will prepare you for the national section of the AMP Real Estate Salesperson
exam administered in AL, GA, MO, MT, NE, NH, ND, VT, and WY.

Pearson Real Estate Salesperson Practice Exam 1
This instantly scored practice test will prepare you for the national section of the Pearson Vue Real Estate
Salesperson exam administered in AK, AZ, AR, DE, DC, FL, ID, KS, ME, MA, RI, TX, UT, and WI.

PSI Real Estate Salesperson Practice Exam 1
This instantly scored practice test will prepare you for the national section of the PSI Real Estate Salesperson
exam administered in CT, HI, IA, KY, LA, MD, MI, MN, MS, NJ, OH, OK, PA, SC, TN, and VA.

Prepare for Real Estate Broker Exams

Pearson Vue Real Estate Broker Practice Exam 1
This instantly scored practice test will prepare you for the national section of the Pearson Vue Real Estate Broker
exam administered in AK, AZ, AR, DE, FL, ID, IN, KS, MA, RI, TX, UT, and WI.

PSI Real Estate Broker Practice Exam 1
This instantly scored practice test will prepare you for the national section of the PSI Real Estate Broker exam
administered in CO, CT, HI, IA, KY, LA, MD, MI, MN, MS, NJ, NM, OH, OK, OR, PA, SC, TN, and VA.

Teaching
Prepare for the CBEST
CBEST Practice Tests

CBEST Mathematics Practice Test
This instantly scored 50-question practice test prepares you for the format and timing of the CBEST’s Math
section, and tests your skills in computation and problem solving, numerical and graphic relationships, and
estimation and measurement.
CBEST Reading Comprehension Practice Test
This instantly scored 50-question practice test familiarizes you with the format and timing of the official CBEST
Reading section. It tests your abilities in critical analysis, evaluation and comprehension, and research skills.
CBEST Writing Practice Test
This practice test will prepare you for the CBEST Writing section. It includes two writing topics, sample
responses, and a scoring guide that includes a detailed explanation of the essay grading that you can use to
score your responses.

CBEST eBook

CBEST, 5th Edition
This invaluable resource offers three CBEST practice tests with complete answer explanations, a mini-course
divided into 24 lessons, test-taking tips, and helpful information on the California teacher certification process.

Prepare for the MTEL
MTEL Practice Exams

MTEL Communication and Literacy Skills Practice Exam 1: Reading
This is the first 42-question practice test to prepare you for the multiple-choice portion the official reading
subtest. Includes with questions that assess knowledge in the MA test objectives. Includes instant scoring and
detailed answer explanations.

MTEL Communication and Literacy Skills Practice Exam 2: Reading
This is the second 42-question practice test to prepare you for the multiple-choice portion of the official reading
subtest. Includes questions that assess knowledge in the MA test objectives. Includes instant scoring and
detailed answer explanations.

MTEL Communication and Literacy Skills Practice Exam 1: Writing
This is the first practice test to prepare you for the writing portion of the official MTEL writing subtest. It
includes 35 multiple-choice questions, seven short-answer questions, and two open-responses.

MTEL Communication and Literacy Skills Practice Exam 2: Writing
This is the second practice test to prepare you for the writing portion of the official MTEL writing subtest. It
includes 35 multiple-choice questions, seven short-answer questions, and two open-responses.
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MTEL eBook

MTEL: Communication and Literacy Skills
This invaluable resource offers three MTEL Communication and Literacy Skills (01) practice tests with complete
answer explanations, review of all tested reading and writing subject areas, plus helpful information on the MA
teacher certification process.

Prepare for the NYSTCE

NYSTCE Liberal Arts and Sciences Practice Exam
Studying for the NYSTCE®? Use this practice to familiarize yourself with the content and format of the multiplechoice portion of the official LAST. Includes instant scoring and detailed answer explanations.

Prepare for the ParaPro Assessment
ParaPro Assessment eBook

Praxis II®: ParaPro Test Prep (0755 & 1755)
Everything you need to get a great score on the ParaPro Assessment. Includes review chapters in reading,
writing, and math; two practice tests that reflect the actual format of the official test (with detailed answer
explanations); and more.

ParaPro Assessment Practice Exams

ParaPro Assessment Practice Exam 1
This first practice test will help you prepare for the ParaPro Assessment. It includes 90 multiple-choice questions
that cover three primary content areas: Reading Skills and Knowledge, Writing Skills and Knowledge, and Math
Skills and Knowledge.
ParaPro Assessment Practice Exam 2
This second practice test will help you prepare for the ParaPro Assessment. It includes 90 multiple-choice
questions that cover three primary content areas: Reading Skills and Knowledge, Writing Skills and Knowledge,
and Math Skills and Knowledge.

Prepare for the Praxis® Core Tests
Praxis® Core Practice Tests

Praxis® Core Mathematics Practice Test 1
This practice exam will prep you for the format, content, and timing of the Core Academic Skills for Educators:
Math (5732) test. Includes 56 selected-response and numeric entry questions, an on-screen calculator, and
complete answer explanations.

Praxis® Core Mathematics Practice Test 2
This second practice exam will prep you for the format, content, and timing of the Core Academic Skills for
Educators: Math (5732) test. Includes 56 selected-response and numeric entry questions, an on-screen
calculator, and complete answer explanations.

Praxis® Core Mathematics Practice Test 3
This third practice exam will prep you for the format, content, and timing of the Core Academic Skills for
Educators: Math (5732) test. Includes 56 selected-response and numeric entry questions, an on-screen
calculator, and complete answer explanations.

Praxis® Core Mathematics Practice Test 4
This fourth practice exam will prep you for the format, content, and timing of the Core Academic Skills for
Educators: Math (5732) test. Includes 56 selected-response and numeric entry questions, an on-screen
calculator, and complete answer explanations.

Praxis® Core Reading Practice Test 1
This practice exam will prepare you for the format, content, and timing of the Core Academic Skills for
Educators: Reading (5712) test. Includes 56 selected-response questions based on passages and statements,
with complete answer explanations.

Praxis® Core Reading Practice Test 2
This second practice exam will prepare you for the format, content, and timing of the Core Academic Skills for
Educators: Reading (5712) test. Includes 56 selected-response questions based on passages and statements,
with complete answer explanations.

Praxis® Core Reading Practice Test 3
This third practice exam will prepare you for the format, content, and timing of the Core Academic Skills for
Educators: Writing (5722) test. Includes 40 selected-response questions and two practice writing tasks, with
complete answer explanations.

Praxis® Core Reading Practice Test 4
This fourth practice exam will prepare you for the format, content, and timing of the Core Academic Skills for
Educators: Reading (5712) test. Includes 56 selected-response questions based on passages and statements,
with complete answer explanations.

Praxis® Core Writing Practice Test 1
This practice exam will prepare you for the format, content, and timing of the Core Academic Skills for
Educators: Writing (5722) test. Includes 40 selected-response questions and two practice writing tasks, with
complete answer explanations.
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Praxis® Core Writing Practice Test 2
This second practice exam will prepare you for the format, content, and timing of the Core Academic Skills for
Educators: Writing (5722) test. Includes 40 selected-response questions and two practice writing tasks, with
complete answer explanations.

Praxis® Core Writing Practice Test 3
This third practice exam will prepare you for the format, content, and timing of the Core Academic Skills for
Educators: Writing (5722) test. Includes 40 selected-response questions and two practice writing tasks, with
complete answer explanations.

Praxis® Core Writing Practice Test 4
This fourth practice exam will prepare you for the format, content, and timing of the Core Academic Skills for
Educators: Writing (5722) test. Includes 40 selected-response questions and two practice writing tasks, with
complete answer explanations.

Praxis® Core eBooks

Praxis® Core Academic Skills for Educators (5712, 5722, 5732)
If you're preparing for the Praxis® Core Academic Skills for Educators Tests, this user-friendly guide covers
everything you need to earn passing scores, including a detailed review of test topics, full-length practice tests,
and more.

Prepare for the Praxis II® Subject Assessments
Praxis II® Subject Assessment Practice Tests

Praxis II® Early Childhood: Content Knowledge Practice Test 1
This first practice test will help you prepare for the Praxis II: Early Childhood: Content Knowledge exam. It
includes 120 multiple-choice questions with detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that will
help focus your studies.
Praxis II® Early Childhood: Content Knowledge Practice Test 2
This second practice test will help you prepare for the Praxis II: Early Childhood: Content Knowledge exam. It
includes 120 multiple-choice questions with detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that will
help focus your studies.
Praxis II® Elementary Education: Content Knowledge Practice Test 1
This first practice test will help you prepare for the Praxis II: Elementary Education: Content Knowledge exam. It
includes 120 multiple-choice questions with detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that will
help focus your studies.
Praxis II® Elementary Education: Content Knowledge Practice Test 2
This second practice test will help you prepare for the Praxis II: Elementary Education: Content Knowledge
exam. It includes 120 multiple-choice questions with detailed answer explanations and an instant score report
that will help focus your studies.
Praxis II® Elementary Education: Content Knowledge (5018) Practice Test 1
This first practice test will help you prepare for the Praxis II: Elementary Education: Content Knowledge (5018)
exam. It includes 120 multiple-choice questions with detailed answer explanations and an instant score report
that will help focus your studies.
Praxis II® Elementary Education: Content Knowledge (5018) Practice Test 2
This second practice test will help you prepare for the Praxis II: Elementary Education: Content Knowledge
(5018) exam. It includes 120 multiple-choice questions with detailed answer explanations and an instant score
report that will help focus your studies.
Praxis II® Middle School: Content Knowledge Practice Test 1
This first practice test will help you prepare for the Praxis II: Middle School: Content Knowledge exam. It includes
120 multiple-choice questions with detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that will help focus
your studies.
Praxis II® Middle School: Content Knowledge Practice Test 2
This second practice test will help you prepare for the Praxis II: Middle School: Content Knowledge exam. It
includes 120 multiple-choice questions with detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that will
help focus your studies.

Praxis II® PLT Practice Exam: Early Childhood
The Early Childhood PLT exam tests whether you understand practices related to students as learners, the
instructional process, assessment, professional development, and analysis of instructional scenarios. Use this
practice exam to prepare for test day.

Praxis II® PLT Practice Exam: Grades 5-9
The Grades 5-9 PLT exam tests whether you understand practices related to students as learners, the
instructional process, assessment, professional development, and analysis of instructional scenarios. Use this
practice exam to get ready for test day.
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Praxis II® PLT Practice Exam: Grades 7-12
The Grades 7-12 PLT exam tests whether you understand practices related to students as learners, the
instructional process, assessment, professional development, and analysis of instructional scenarios. Use this
practice exam to get ready for test day.

Praxis II® PLT Practice Exam: Grades K-6
The Grades K-6 PLT exam tests whether you understand practices related to students as learners, the
instructional process, assessment, professional development, and analysis of instructional scenarios. Use this
practice exam to get ready for test day.

Praxis II®: Mathematics Content Knowledge (5161) Practice Test 1
The first of two, this practice test is modeled on the Praxis® Mathematics Content Knowledge exam, which
gauges the math skills needed to teach secondary-school math. It includes 60 practice questions, instant
scoring, and full answer explanations.

Praxis II®: Mathematics Content Knowledge (5161) Practice Test 2
The second of two, this practice test is modeled on the Praxis® Mathematics Content Knowledge exam, which
gauges the math skills needed to teach secondary-school math. It includes 60 practice questions, instant
scoring, and full answer explanations.

Praxis II® eBooks

Praxis II® Elementary Education: Content Knowledge (0014 and 5014), 2nd Edition
Taking the Praxis II®: Elementary Education Content Knowledge test is an essential part of becoming a teacher.
This eBook, with review chapters and two practice exams, will give you the extra advantage you need to score
well on the test.

Praxis II® Power Practice Elementary Education: Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment (0011 and
5011)
This
power practice is designed for candidates studying for the Praxis II® Elementary Education: Curriculum,
Instruction, and Assessment (0011 and 5011). Includes three full length practice exams with detailed answer
explanations.
Praxis II® Mathematics (0065 and 5161)
This comprehensive prep guide is designed for candidates studying for the Praxis II: Mathematics: Content
Knowledge (5161) and the Praxis II: Mathematics: Pedagogy (0065). Includes essential review and five practice
exams.

Prepare for the TExES™

TExES™: PPR EC-12 Practice Test 1
This first practice exam offers preparation for the questions you can expect to see on the TExES Pedagogy and
Professional Responsibilities (PPR) EC-12 test. You’ll get detailed answer explanations and instant diagnostic
scoring.
TExES™: PPR EC-12 Practice Test 2
This second practice exam offers preparation for the questions you can expect to see on the TExES Pedagogy
and Professional Responsibilities (PPR) EC-12 test. You’ll get detailed answer explanations and instant diagnostic
scoring.

Join the Military or Become an Officer
Full ASVAB preparation for both the core sAFQT as well as the skill tests is provided with authentic practice tests including scaled scoring and full answer
explanations. Multiple ebooks provide extensive additional review and practice. All LearningExpress materials are proprietary and are developed by
leading educators and industry subject matter experts, using our research-based testing and tutorial development methods.
Prepare for the ASVAB
ASVAB Practice Exams

ASVAB Preparation: AFQT 1
This first 105-question practice test helps you prepare for the ASVAB’s AFQT subtests: Arithmetic Reasoning,
Math Knowledge, Paragraph Comprehension, and Word Knowledge. It includes an instant sample AFQT score
and detailed answer explanations.
ASVAB Preparation: AFQT 2
This second 105-question practice test helps you prepare for the ASVAB’s AFQT subtests: Arithmetic Reasoning,
Math Knowledge, Paragraph Comprehension, and Word Knowledge. Includes an instant sample AFQT score and
detailed answer explanations.
ASVAB Preparation: Assembling Objects
Prepare for the ASVAB’s Assembling Objects subtest with this practice test, which includes 25 questions to
answer in 15 minutes (just like the paper and pencil version of the official subtest), detailed answer
explanations, and an instant score report.
ASVAB Preparation: Auto and Shop Information
Use this practice test to prepare for the ASVAB’s Auto and Shop Information subtest. Includes 25 questions to
answer in 11 minutes (just like the paper and pencil version of the official subtest), detailed answer
explanations, and an instant score report.
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ASVAB Preparation: General Science
Prepare for the ASVAB’s General Science subtest with this practice test. Includes 25 questions to answer in 11
minutes (just like the paper and pencil version of the official subtest), detailed answer explanations, and an
instant score report.
ASVAB Preparation: Mechanical Comprehension
Use this practice test to prepare for the ASVAB’s Mechanical Comprehension subtest. Includes 25 questions to
answer in 11 minutes (just like the paper and pencil version of the official subtest), detailed answer
explanations, and an instant score report.
ASVAB Preparation: Electronics Information
This practice test will help you to prepare for the ASVAB’s Electronics Information subtest. Includes 20 questions
to answer in nine minutes (just like the official subtest), detailed answer explanations, and an instant score
report.

ASVAB eBooks

ASVAB, 5th Edition
Get essential practice and review for all nine ASVAB subtests, including information on what to expect while
taking the ASVAB, and expert strategies for controlling test stress and anxiety, so you can be at your best during
the exam.

ASVAB Core Review, 4th Edition
Your ASVAB AFQT score determines whether you can join the military and the targeted lessons and practice in
this eBook can help you build the reading, vocabulary, and math skills you need to make enlistment a reality.

ASVAB Success, 4th Edition
Get your skills in shape for a great AFQT score with the valuable review and practice in this eBook. Find out what
kinds of questions to expect, review essential math, vocabulary, and reading topics, learn effective studying
techniques, and more.

ASVAB: Power Practice, 2nd Edition
Packed with SIX full-length ASVAB practice exams, this eBook offers comprehensive preparation for all nine
subtests, including detailed answer explanations for every question, study plans, tips for overcoming test
anxiety, and more.

Prepare for the Military Flight Aptitude Tests
AFAST Practice Exam

AFAST Practice Exam
This 100-question multiple-choice practice exam will prepare you for the content, format, and timing of the
subtests of the official Alternate Flight Aptitude Selection Test (AFAST). Includes detailed answer explanations
and instant scoring.

AFOQT Practice Exam

AFOQT Practice Exam
This 250-question multiple-choice practice exam will familiarize you with the content, format, and timing of the
subtests of the official Air Force Officer Qualifying Test (AFOQT). Includes detailed answer explanations and
instant scoring.

ASTB Practice Exam

ASTB Practice Exam
This 142-question multiple-choice practice exam will prepare you for the content, format, and timing of the
subtests of the official Aviation Selection Test Battery (ASTB). Includes detailed answer explanations and instant
scoring.

Military Flight Aptitude Tests eBooks

Military Flight Aptitude Tests, 3rd Edition
Serious about a career as a pilot, navigator, or flight officer in the armed forces? This eBook offers expert advice,
review lessons in all tested areas, plus complete AFOQT, AFAST, and ASTB practice exams with detailed answer
explanations.

Prepare for the Officer Candidate Tests
Officer Candidate Tests Skills Practices

Officer Candidate Tests Practice: Arithmetic Reasoning
The ten questions in this instantly scored practice set will prepare candidates for the types of questions found
on the Arithmetic Reasoning subtests of the AFOQT and ASVAB, and on the Math Skills Test of the ASTB.

Officer Candidate Tests Practice: Aviation Information
The ten questions in this instantly scored practice set will prepare candidates for the types of questions found
on the Aviation Information subtest of the AFOQT and on the Aviation and Nautical Information Test of the
ASTB.

Officer Candidate Tests Practice: Block Counting
The five questions in this instantly scored practice set will help familiarize candidates with the questions found in
the Block Counting subtest of the Air Force Officer Qualifying Test (AFOQT).
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Officer Candidate Tests Practice: General Science
The ten Earth and Space Science, Life Science, and Physical Science questions in this instantly scored practice set
will prepare candidates for the content asessed in the General Science subtests of the AFOQT and ASVAB.

Officer Candidate Tests Practice: Mathematics Knowledge
The ten questions in this instantly scored practice set will prepare candidates for the types of questions found in
the Math Knowledge subtest of the AFOQT, the Mathematics Knowledge subtest in the ASVAB, and in the Math
Skills Test of the ASTB.

Officer Candidate Tests Practice: Mechanical Comprehension
The ten questions in this instantly scored practice set will prepare candidates for the types of questions found in
the Mechanical Comprehension subtest of the ASVAB and in the Mechanical Comprehension Test of the ASTB.

Officer Candidate Tests Practice: Reading Skills
The ten questions in this instantly scored practice set measure your ability to read and understand paragraphs.
It will prepare you for the questions found on the Paragraph Comprehension subtest of the ASVAB and in the
Reading Skills Test of the ASTB.

Officer Candidate Tests Practice: Rotated Blocks
The ten questions in this instantly scored practice set measure a candidate’s ability to visualize and manipulate
objects in space. It will help familiarize a candidate with the types of questions found on the Rotated Blocks
subtest of the AFOQT.

Officer Candidate Tests Practice: Verbal Analogies
The ten questions in this instantly scored practice set measure a candidate’s ability to reason and to see
relationships between words. It will help familiarize a candidate with the types of questions found in the Verbal
Analogies subtest of the AFOQT.

Officer Candidate Tests Practice: Word Knowledge
The ten questions in this instantly scored practice set measure a candidate’s vocabulary skills. It will help
familiarize a candidate with the types of questions found in the Word Knowledge subtests of the AFOQT and
ASVAB.

Officer Candidate Tests eBooks

Officer Candidate Tests
This eBook discusses the many opportunities available to military officers, and features complete practice and
overviews of the three qualifying tests (the AFOQT, ASVAB, and ASTB), and additional practice sets for every skill
tested on the three tests.

Prepare for the CFAT
CFAT Practice Tests

CFAT Practice Test 1
Use this first practice exam to prepare for the content, format, and timing of the official Canadian Forces
Aptitude Test (CFAT). It contains 60 questions that measure your mental aptitude in verbal skills, spatial ability,
and problem solving.

CFAT Practice Test 2
Use this second practice exam to prepare for the content, format, and timing of the official Canadian Forces
Aptitude Test (CFAT). It contains 60 questions that measure your mental aptitude in verbal skills, spatial ability,
and problem solving.

Job Search and Workplace Skills
LearningExpress’ eBooks will help individuals change careers, conduct an effective job search, interview with confidence or learn important social and
networking skills with titles such as Social Networking for Career Success or Social Networking for Business Success. In addition 2 valuable tutorials are
included that systematically walk job seekers through creating great resumes and cover letters. All LearningExpress materials are proprietary and are
developed by leading educators and industry subject matter experts, using our research-based testing and tutorial development methods.
Improve Your Job Search, Interviewing, and Networking Skills
Change Careers eBooks
Career Changer's Manual
For people who want a fresh start—whether they're recent graduates or seasoned professionals—this eBook
details each step of the career-change process, with profiles of successful career moves, details about hiring
industries, and more.

Best Careers for Veterans
Transfer your military experience into a lucrative and rewarding career in the civilian world. Use this eBook to
discover the best jobs for you given your military experience, rework your resume, network with other vets, and
much more.
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The Military Advantage
Discover how to market your military experience to employers, receive education benefits, and more. The
Military Advantage leads you through all the steps you need to take to further your education and build a great
civilian career.

Best Careers for Teachers
Make the most of your teaching experience and abilities outside of the traditional classroom. This eBook
includes step-by-step guidance for navigating the hiring process, becoming more employable, and exploring the
different career options available.

Conduct a Successful Job Search eBook

100 Conversations for Career Success
Whether you're starting a new business or growing one, the Internet can help you promote your business,
demonstrate your expertise, and meet new customers and clients. This eBook will show you how to create and
maintain a vibrant social media presence.

Create Great Resumes and Cover Letters Tutorials

Great Resumes
This tutorial will help you through each step of the resume creation process. Explore what a resume is and the
different resume sections and their uses, find the right format for you, learn about keywords and action words,
view sample resumes, and more.
Great Cover Letters
This tutorial will help you through each step of the cover-letter creation process. Explore all the different
elements of an effective cover letter, learn what you should include and what format works best for you, view
sample cover letters, and more.

Interview with Confidence eBook

Job Interviews That Get You Hired
This eBook explains all the essentials: the 10 success factors that employers look for, how to turn around
difficult interviews, how to set up meetings, and much more.

Learn Important Social Networking Skills eBooks

Social Networking for Career Success, 2nd Edition
Create your brand, achieve career goals, and make yourself indispensable in your field by tapping all the
potential of LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook, and other social-networking sites. With insider advice from 100+
professionals, this eBook shows you how.
Social Networking for Business Success
Whether you're starting a new business or growing one, the Internet can help you promote your business,
demonstrate your expertise, and meet new customers and clients. This eBook will show you how to create and
maintain a vibrant social media presence.

Build Your Workplace Skills
Business Writing Skills Tutorial

Writing Skills for the Workplace
One way to improve your writing is the revision process. In this eBook, you'll learn the principles of grammar
and how to manipulate your words until they're just right. Strengthen your revising and editing skills and
become a clear and consistent writer.

Business Writing Skills eBooks

Business Writing Clear and Simple
Learn how to write clearly and accurately, and save your company time and money. This eBook explains the
basics of good business writing—from letters to short but professional emails. Also included: grammar guides
and writing samples you can use.

Proofreading, Revising, & Editing Skills Success in 20 Minutes a Day
One way to improve your writing is the revision process. In this eBook, you'll learn the principles of grammar
and how to manipulate your words until they're just right. Strengthen your revising and editing skills and
become a clear and consistent writer.

Research & Writing Skills Success in 20 Minutes a Day
In school, you will be asked to do research and write up your findings—from a brief summary to long reports.
This eBook presents 20 steps for writing clearly, explaining how to organize the research process so writing is
easy.

Mastering Workplace Skills: Grammar Fundamentals
Learn the skills you need to express yourself professionally and succeed in the workplace! This eBook is packed
with hundreds of practice exercises to help improve your word usage in cover letters, emails, presentations, and
much more.

Mastering Workplace Skills: Writing Fundamentals
Improve your writing and express yourself professionally on the job hunt and in the workplace! This eBook is
packed with hundreds of practice exercises to help you learn the skills you need to write top-notch cover letters,
emails, memos, and more.
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Build Your Workplace Skills

Public Speaking Success in 20 Minutes a Day
In just 20 simple lessons, you’ll learn how to be a good listener, analyze your audience, do research, organize
your thoughts and notes, prepare an outline, craft a memorable speech, and much more!

Mastering Workplace Skills: Math Fundamentals
Learn the math you need to solve everyday problems and be confident on the job! This eBook is packed with
hundreds of practice exercises to help sharpen your real-world math skills by seeing algebra, geometry, and
more in practical situations.

Prepare for the WorKkeys® Assessments and the TOEIC®
The Work Keys practice tests are authentic, content-valid tests which feature instant diagnostic score feedback, detailed instructive answer explanations,
and multiple-test modes designed to provide comprehensive practice for the official exams. All LearningExpress materials are proprietary and are
developed by leading educators and industry subject matter experts, using our research-based testing and tutorial development methods.
Prepare for the WorkKeys® Assessments
WorkKeys® Applied Mathematics Practice Tests

WorkKeys® Applied Mathematics Practice Test 1
This first practice test will familiarize test-takers with the content, format, and timing of the official WorkKeys®
Applied Mathematics test. It includes detailed answer explanations and instant scoring.

WorkKeys® Applied Mathematics Practice Test 2
This second practice test will familiarize test-takers with the content, format, and timing of the official
WorkKeys® Applied Mathematics test. It includes detailed answer explanations and instant scoring.

WorkKeys® Applied Technology Practice Tests

WorkKeys® Applied Technology Practice Test 1
This first practice test will familiarize test-takers with the content, format, and timing of the official WorkKeys®
Applied Technology test. It includes detailed answer explanations and instant scoring.

WorkKeys® Applied Technology Practice Test 2
This second practice test will familiarize test-takers with the content, format, and timing of the official
WorkKeys® Applied Technology test. It includes detailed answer explanations and instant scoring.

WorkKeys® Business Writing Practice Tests

WorkKeys® Business Writing Practice Test 1
This first practice test will familiarize test-takers with the content, format, and timing of the official WorkKeys®
Business Writing test. It includes detailed answer explanations and instant scoring.

WorkKeys® Business Writing Practice Test 2
This second practice test will familiarize test-takers with the content, format, and timing of the official
WorkKeys® Business Writing test. It includes detailed answer explanations and instant scoring.

WorkKeys® Listening for Understanding Practice
Tests

WorkKeys® Listening for Understanding Practice Test 1 *Coming Soon
This first practice test will familiarize test-takers with the content, format, and timing of the official WorkKeys®
Listening for Understanding test. It includes detailed answer explanations and instant scoring.

WorkKeys® Listening for Understanding Practice Test 2 *Coming Soon
This second practice test will familiarize test-takers with the content, format, and timing of the official
WorkKeys® Listening for Understanding test. It includes detailed answer explanations and instant scoring.

WorkKeys® Locating Information Practice Tests

WorkKeys® Locating Information Practice Test 1
The WorkKeys® Locating Information practice test is often used to test skills for working with information in
business graphics. This test will help users practice for test day, with test-like questions and complete
explanations.

WorkKeys® Locating Information Practice Test 2
The WorkKeys® Locating Information practice test is often used to test skills for working with information in
business graphics. This test will help users practice for test day, with test-like questions and complete
explanations.

WorkKeys® Reading for Information Practice Tests

WorkKeys® Reading for Information Practice Test 1
This WorkKeys® Reading for Information practice test is often used to test skills for reading business documents
and applying the information that was learned. This test will help users practice for test day, with test-like
questions and explanations.

WorkKeys® Reading for Information Practice Test 2
This second practice test will familiarize users with the content, format, and timing of the official WorkKeys®
Reading for Information test. It includes detailed answer explanations and instant scoring.
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Prepare for the TOEIC®
TOEIC® Practice Exams

TOEIC® Listening and Reading Practice Test 1
This practice test will help you prepare for the popular TOEIC® Listening and Reading Test, which tests your
ability to understand spoken and written English as used in international business and other professional
situations.

TOEIC® Listening and Reading Practice Test 2
This practice test will help you prepare for the popular TOEIC® Listening and Reading Test, which tests your
ability to understand spoken and written English as used in international business and other professional
situations.

TOEIC® Speaking and Writing Practice Test 1
This practice test will help you prepare for the popular TOEIC® Speaking and Writing Tests, which test your
ability to speak and write in English as it is used in international business and other professional situations.

TOEIC® Speaking and Writing Practice Test 2
This practice test will help you prepare for the popular TOEIC® Speaking and Writing Tests, which test your
ability to speak and write in English as it is used in international business and other professional situations.

TOEIC® eBooks

TOEIC® Test Prep
This comprehensive eBook includes a complete overview of the TOEIC exam, targeted lessons covering listening,
reading, writing, and speaking skills, four full-length practice exams with answer explanations, vocabulary word
lists, review, and more.
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These practice sets, tutorials, and eBooks will help college students build the skills they need to succeed. All LearningExpress materials are proprietary and
are developed by leading educators and industry subject matter experts, using our research-based testing and tutorial development methods.
Algebra
Algebra Practice Sets

Algebra, Patterns, & Functions Practice 1
Review your skills in algebra concepts like functions, patterns and sequences, graphing, quadratic equations,
systems of equations, and problems of distance, rate, and time with this 15-question practice set. Includes
instant scoring and detailed answers.

Algebra, Patterns, & Functions Practice 2
Review your skills in algebra concepts like functions, patterns and sequences, graphing, quadratic equations,
systems of equations, and problems of distance, rate, and time with this 15-question practice set. Includes
instant scoring and detailed answers.

Algebra, Patterns, & Functions Practice 3
Review your skills in algebra concepts like functions, patterns and sequences, graphing, quadratic equations,
systems of equations, and problems of distance, rate, and time with this 15-question practice set. Includes
instant scoring and detailed answers.

Algebra, Patterns, & Functions Practice 4
Review your skills in algebra concepts like functions, patterns and sequences, graphing, quadratic equations,
systems of equations, and problems of distance, rate, and time with this 15-question practice set. Includes
instant scoring and detailed answers.

Algebra, Patterns, & Functions Practice 5
Review your skills in algebra concepts like functions, patterns and sequences, graphing, quadratic equations,
systems of equations, and problems of distance, rate, and time with this 35-question practice set. Includes
instant scoring and detailed answers.

Algebra eBooks

Just in Time Algebra
In this eBook, you'll learn the basics of algebra that you need for your next test. You will also learn time-saving
study skills and test-taking tips. Topics include: equations, coordinate geometry, inequalities, exponents,
polynomials, and fractions.

Express Review Guides: Algebra I
Algebra can be as easy as 1-2-3 with Express Review Guides: Algebra I. This eBook provides targeted lessons that
give you the skills you need to make sense of any early algebra problem. With this guidance, you can bring your
algebra skills up to speed.

Express Review Guides: Algebra II
Express Review Guides: Algebra II will help you make sense of advanced algebra. This eBook will lead you
through functions, graphs, parabolas, tricky equations, inequalities, matrices, roots and radicals, quadratic
equations, and the quadratic formula.

1001 Algebra Problems
1001 Algebra Problems gives you all the practice and review needed to get ready for your college algebra
courses. This eBook will teach you the rules of algebra and how to apply them to problems.

501 Algebra Questions, 3rd Edition
Using a multiple-choice approach that moves from basic to difficult questions, this eBook will teach you all the
different concepts and skills in algebra. This eBook covers the full range of algebra concepts, with tips on how to
avoid careless mistakes.

Algebra Success in 20 Minutes a Day, 5th Edition
This eBook will guide you through all the fundamental algebra topics you need to know—fractions, coordinate
geometry, systems of equations, exponents, polynomials, and word problems—in 20 easy steps.

Math Tutorials

Basic Algebra Tutorial
Need extra review of your basic algebra skills? With six units covering everything from expressions to systems of
equations, the engaging exercises and quizzes in this tutorial offer the extra help you need to meet your goals.

Pre-Calculus Preparation Tutorial
The six units in this tutorial build from a review of basic algebra skills to advanced concepts like rational
expressions and equations, and offer the detailed concept review and practice a college student needs to
prepare for a course in Pre-Calculus.
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Basic Math
Data Analysis and Probability Practice Sets

Data Analysis & Probability Practice 1
This 15-question practice set will help you review data analysis and probability concepts like central tendency
and variability, independent and dependent events, factorial notation, and more. Includes instant scoring and
detailed answer explanations.

Data Analysis & Probability Practice 2
This 15-question practice set will help you review data analysis and probability concepts like central tendency
and variability, independent and dependent events, factorial notation, and more. Includes instant scoring and
detailed answer explanations.

Data Analysis & Probability Practice 3
This 15-question practice set will help you review data analysis and probability concepts like central tendency
and variability, independent and dependent events, factorial notation, and more. Includes instant scoring and
detailed answer explanations.

Data Analysis & Probability Practice 4
This 25-question practice set will help you review data analysis and probability concepts like central tendency
and variability, independent and dependent events, factorial notation, and more. Includes instant scoring and
detailed answer explanations.

Number Sense and Operations Practice Sets

Number Sense & Operations Practice 1
This 22-question practice set will help you grasp number sense and operations concepts like real numbers,
exponents, logarithms, operations with real numbers, real number systems, fractions, and more. Includes
instant scoring and detailed answers.

Number Sense & Operations Practice 2
This 25-question practice set will help you grasp number sense and operations concepts like real numbers,
exponents, logarithms, operations with real numbers, real number systems, fractions, and more. Includes
instant scoring and detailed answers.

Math Fundamentals Practice Sets

Math Fundamentals Practice 1
This 40-question practice set will help improve your basic math skills. It contains questions that test your ability
with decimals, fractions, algebra, geometry, percentages, and other math concepts. Includes instant scoring and
detailed answer explanatio

Math Fundamentals Practice 2
This 40-question practice set will help improve your basic math skills. It contains questions that test your ability
with decimals, fractions, algebra, geometry, percentages, and other math concepts. Includes instant scoring and
detailed answer explanatio

Basic Math eBooks

1001 Math Problems, 4th Edition
Don't let math anxiety get in the way—use this eBook to learn math concepts and how to apply them. You'll
improve your skills in fractions, ratios, probability, geometry, and other key concepts.

Express Review Guides: Basic Math & Pre-Algebra
Math is a tricky subject that stresses out many students. With Express Review Guides: Basic Math & PreAlgebra, this doesn't need to be the case. This eBook has lessons and examples with step-by-step answer
explanations to improve your math skills.

Express Review Guides: Fractions, Percentages, & Decimals
This eBook offers a clear and concise approach to learning fractions, percentages, and decimals. It features easyto-understand definitions and provides targeted lessons that reinforce necessary skills and practical drills that
will boost your confidence.

Express Review Guides: Math Word Problems
With targeted lessons that reinforce basic math skills, this eBook is a guide for solving one of the most difficult
of math challenges: the word problem. With tips and strategies for translating and solving questions, you'll be a
pro in no time.

Math to the Max
This eBook has 1,200 questions to help you improve your math skills. Problems and explanations help you take
command of arithmetic, algebra, and geometry. Each topic covered includes an overview of key terms and
formulas.

Math Builder
This eBook is perfect for anyone seeking to quickly and easily gain better math skills. Math Builder contains over
500 problems and answer explanations to help you practice the concepts and skills you need to get ahead.
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Practical Math Success in 20 Minutes a Day, 5th Edition
Not everyone is good at math, but math literacy is essential for getting ahead in our high-tech world, especially
in college and on the job. A refresher on pre-algebra, algebra, and geometry, this eBook covers all the basics.

Math Tutorials

Basic Math Tutorial: Comprehensive
This tutorial will walk you through basic math concepts, from fractions and decimals to pre-algebra and
geometry. Use the pre-test to learn which skills need more work. Practice exercises and quizzes are included to
reinforce what you've learned.

Basic Math Tutorial: Review
This tutorial offers additional review and plenty of practice exercises in the fundamental math concepts of real
numbers, basic operations, proportions, percentages, fractions, decimals, exponents, square roots, basic and
coordinate geometry, and more.

Calculus
Calculus Practice Set

Calculus Skills Improvement Practice
This instantly scored, 50-question calculus practice set will help you assess your knowledge of the subject and
identify areas in need of improvement.

Calculus eBooks

501 Calculus Questions
This comprehensive study guide walks you step-by-step though 501 calculus questions—helping you sharpen
your skills and build problem-solving techniques. Organized by topic, 501 Calculus Questions features extensive
practice for calculus concepts.

Calculus Success in 20 Minutes a Day, 2nd Edition
Learn or review the essential calculus skills college students need for Calculus I and II courses. Master key
topics, sharpen your test-taking skills, and maximize your time and effort in just 20 minutes a day!

Geometry and Measurement
Geometry and Measurement Practice Sets

Geometry Practice 1
This 15-question practice set will help you tackle tough geometric concepts like angles, congruency and
similarity, plane figures, transformations, locus points, and coordinate geometry. Includes instant scoring and
detailed answer explanations.

Geometry Practice 2
This 15-question practice set will help you tackle tough geometric concepts like angles, congruency and
similarity, plane figures, transformations, locus points, and coordinate geometry. Includes instant scoring and
detailed answer explanations.

Geometry Practice 3
This 15-question practice set will help you tackle tough geometric concepts like angles, congruency and
similarity, plane figures, transformations, locus points, and coordinate geometry. Includes instant scoring and
detailed answer explanations.

Geometry Practice 4
This 21-question practice set will help you tackle tough geometric concepts like angles, congruency and
similarity, plane figures, transformations, locus points, and coordinate geometry. Includes instant scoring and
detailed answer explanations.

Measurement Practice 1
This 15-question practice set will help you tackle measurement concepts including perimeter, area,
circumference, converting units of measure, applying the Pythagorean theorem, and more. Includes instant
scoring and detailed answer explanations.

Measurement Practice 2
This 15-question practice set will help you tackle measurement concepts including perimeter, area,
circumference, converting units of measure, applying the Pythagorean theorem, and more. Includes instant
scoring and detailed answer explanations.

Measurement Practice 3
This 15-question practice set will help you tackle measurement concepts including perimeter, area,
circumference, converting units of measure, applying the Pythagorean theorem, and more. Includes instant
scoring and detailed answer explanations.

Geometry & Measurement Practice
This practice contains 25 multiple-choice questions that relate to geometry and measurement. Use the results of
this test to determine where you are strong, and what can use improvement.
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Geometry and Measurement eBooks

Geometry Success in 20 Minutes a Day, 4th Edition
Strong geometry skills are essential for success in your college math courses. This eBook provides
comprehensive practice and review in geometry concepts and gives you the extra help you need—in just 20
minutes a day.

Just in Time Geometry
If you don't have time to read a math textbook, you'll have time for the quick lessons in this eBook. In ten
chapters, you will learn the basics of geometry that you need to know, time-saving study skills, and essential
test-taking strategies.

501 Geometry Questions, 2nd Edition
Increase your geometry skills with 501 Geometry Questions. This comprehensive study guide takes you step-bystep though 501 geometry questions, helping you brush up on your geometry skills and gain effective problemsolving techniques.

501 Measurement and Conversion Questions
In this eBook, you will learn all about measurement and conversions, including: calculating perimeter, area,
volume, and angles; converting from metric to standard units; solving questions dealing with time, currency,
weight, and temperature; and more.

Math Tutorials

Basic Math Tutorial: Comprehensive
This tutorial will walk you through basic math concepts, from fractions and decimals to pre-algebra and
geometry. Use the pre-test to learn which skills need more work. Practice exercises and quizzes are included to
reinforce what you've learned.

Basic Math Tutorial: Review
This tutorial offers additional review and plenty of practice exercises in the fundamental math concepts of real
numbers, basic operations, proportions, percentages, fractions, decimals, exponents, square roots, basic and
coordinate geometry, and more.

Trigonometry
Trigonometry eBook

Trigonometry Success in 20 Minutes a Day
Learn or review the skills and concepts college students need for trigononmetry courses, master key
trigonometry concepts, sharpen your test-taking skills, and maximize your time and effort using 20 simple steps!

Statistics
Statistics eBook

Statistics Success in 20 Minutes a Day
Learn or review essential statistics concepts, sharpen your test-taking skills, and maximize your time and effort
using 20 simple steps.

Logic and Reasoning
Logic and Reasoning eBooks

501 Challenging Logic and Reasoning Problems, 2nd Edition
Do you want to improve your reasoning skills, learn to work smarter, and think better? This eBook will help you
improve your critical thinking skills at your own pace. As you practice, you'll benefit from seeing full explanations
for every question.

Critical Thinking Skills Success, 3rd Edition
Become an effective critical thinker in 20 minutes a day! Learning to think critically will improve your decisionmaking and problem-solving skills, giving you the tools you need to tackle tough decisions. Use these practical
examples to learn quickly.

Reasoning Skills Success in 20 Minutes a Day, 3rd Edition
This eBook provides techniques for developing your critical reasoning skills, and will show you specific
techniques of thinking clearly and logically, in an easy 20-step program. Each step takes just 20 minutes a day.

Quantitative Comparison and Word Problems
Quantitative Comparison Practice Sets

Quantitative Comparison Practice 1
With this 20-question exercise, you'll practice answering quantitative comparison questions, which appear on
important tests like the GRE. The questions in this exercise will give you practice in arithmetic, geometry,
algebra, and data analysis.

Quantitative Comparison Practice 2
With this 20-question exercise, you'll practice answering quantitative comparison questions, which appear on
important tests like the GRE. The questions in this exercise will give you practice in arithmetic, geometry,
algebra, and data analysis.
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Quantitative Comparison Practice 3
With this 20-question exercise, you'll practice answering quantitative comparison questions, which appear on
important tests like the GRE. The questions in this exercise will give you practice in arithmetic, geometry,
algebra, and data analysis.

Quantitative Comparison and Word Problems
eBooks

501 Quantitative Comparison Questions
The GRE® and other important exams use quantitative comparison questions to test math skills. Practicing with
this question type is a great way to increase your test scores and boost your math skills!

501 Math Word Problems, 3rd Edition
Many vital tests, including the GRE, use word problems to test math and logic skills. Each chapter covers a
different topic: algebra, geometry, fractions, percents, decimals, and more, and questions progress in difficulty.

Reading Skills Review
These practice sets, tutorials, and eBooks will help college students build the skills they need to succeed. All LearningExpress materials are proprietary and
are developed by leading educators and industry subject matter experts, using our research-based testing and tutorial development methods.
Reading Comprehension
Informational Reading Practice Sets

Informational Reading Practice 1
This 30-question practice set will help to improve your ability to read and understand informational writing. It
includes three informational passages, instant scoring, and detailed answer explanations.

Informational Reading Practice 2
This 30-question practice set will help to improve your ability to read and understand informational writing. It
includes three informational passages, instant scoring, and detailed answer explanations.

Informational Reading Practice 3
This 25-question practice set will help to improve your ability to read and understand informational writing. It
includes a variety of informational passages, instant scoring, and detailed answer explanations.

Literary Reading Practice Sets

Literary Reading Practice 1
This 40-question practice set will help to improve your ability to read and understand literary writing. It includes
three literary passages and a poem, instant scoring, and detailed answer explanations.

Literary Reading Practice 2
This 40-question practice set will help to improve your ability to read and understand literary writing. It includes
three literary passages and a poem, instant scoring, and detailed answer explanations.

Persuasive Reading Practice Sets

Persuasive Reading Practice 1
This 30-question practice set will help to improve your ability to read and understand persuasive writing. It
includes three persuasive passages, instant scoring, and detailed answer explanations.

Persuasive Reading Practice 2
This 30-question practice set will help to improve your ability to read and understand persuasive writing. It
includes three persuasive passages, instant scoring, and detailed answer explanations.

General Reading Practice Sets

General Reading Practice 1
This 25-question practice set will help to improve your ability to read and understand different types of writing.
It includes a variety of literary and informational passages, instant scoring, and detailed answer explanations.

General Reading Practice 2
This 25-question practice set will help to improve your ability to read and understand different types of writing.
It includes a variety of literary and informational passages, instant scoring, and detailed answer explanations.

Reading Skills Tutorials

Reading Skills Tutorial 1
Each unit in this tutorial walks you through essential reading skills to help you to better understand and
remember what you read. Plus, you’ll find plenty of practice and evaluation to help reinforce what you’ve
learned.

Reading Skills Tutorial 2
Keep sharpening your basic reading skills and assess your progress with the more challenging texts, practice,
and quizzes found in this tutorial.

Reading Skills eBooks

501 Critical Reading Questions, 4th Edition
With this eBook, readers can practice answering questions based on critical reading passages. Each chapter
consists of approximately 60 questions on various topics from the classroom and the real world.
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Reading Comprehension Success in 20 Minutes a Day, 5th Edition
Being a good reader isn't just about knowing the words—you have to understand what you read and put it to
use. Critical reading is an essential skill at work and in school. This eBook provides a complete reading tutorial in
an easy 20-step program.

501 Reading Comprehension Questions, 5th Edition
This eBook offers you simple methods for dramatically improving your reading comprehension skills. Using a selfpaced approach that moves from basic questions to more difficult ones, you can successfully prepare for
different types of reading materials.

Read Better, Remember More, 2nd Edition
Understand and remember more of what you read with 20 easy-to-follow lessons to build confidence and skills.
This eBook provides tips for note taking and other vital memory aids, along with a pretest and an appendix of
word roots, prefixes, and suffixes.

Vocabulary and Spelling
Vocabulary and Spelling Practice Sets

Vocabulary & Spelling Practice 1
This 50-question practice set will help improve your vocabulary and spelling skills. It includes questions that test
your ability with synonyms, antonyms, vocabulary in context, and spelling. Includes instant scoring and detailed
answer explanations.

Vocabulary & Spelling Practice 2
This 50-question practice set will help improve your vocabulary and spelling skills. It includes questions that test
your ability with synonyms, antonyms, vocabulary in context, and spelling. Includes instant scoring and detailed
answer explanations.

Vocabulary and Spelling eBooks

Vocabulary & Spelling Success in 20 Minutes a Day, 6th Edition
Use this eBook to learn the words you need to know to successfully express yourself. Practice with exercises
that will help you understand words—from pronunciation, to spelling, context, definitions, word parts,
synonyms, antonyms, and more.

Practical Spelling, 2nd Edition
Do you often find yourself making spelling mistakes, and want to get better? This eBook provides practical
spelling exercises, so you can learn by doing.

Practical Vocabulary, 2nd Edition
Practical Vocabulary will help you improve your vocabulary by arming you with words that are often used, but
less often understood. It also shows you the secrets of breaking down new words to figure out what they mean
without a dictionary.

Just in Time Vocabulary
In ten chapters, you will learn the fundamentals that you need to improve your vocabulary. This eBook covers all
of the topics you need to know: context clues, word roots, prefixes, suffixes, homophones, confusing words,
modifiers, verbs, and more.

501 Vocabulary Questions
In this eBook, you'll practice with a variety of vocabulary questions, including synonyms, antonyms, sentence
completion, words in context, and crossword puzzles to help improve your vocabulary skills.

Think You Know Your Vocabulary?
Boosting your word power will improve your overall speaking, listening, reading, and writing skills. That's why
you need Think You Know Your Vocabulary?—the ultimate guide to building and using the right words
effectively.

Express Review Guides: Spelling
Express Review Guides: Spelling puts you on the smart and speedy path to spelling like a pro with hundreds of
activities, brainstorming ideas, notes, trivia, key definitions, and tips for avoiding spelling pitfalls.

Express Review Guides: Vocabulary
Express Review Guides: Vocabulary will give you the skills you need to expand your vocabulary. This guide lays
out the building blocks of meaning of many common words, making it easier to recognize similar words and
easily decipher their meaning.

Synonyms and Antonyms Practice Sets

Synonym & Antonym Practice 1
This 20-question practice set will help you learn how to handle synonym and antonym questions and improve
your vocabulary. Detailed answer explanations and a score report will help you evaluate your strengths and
weaknesses.
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Synonym & Antonym Practice 2
This 20-question practice set will help you learn how to handle synonym and antonym questions and improve
your vocabulary. Detailed answer explanations and a score report will help you evaluate your strengths and
weaknesses.

Synonym & Antonym Practice 3
This 20-question practice set will help you learn how to handle synonym and antonym questions and improve
your vocabulary. Detailed answer explanations and a score report will help you evaluate your strengths and
weaknesses.

Synonyms and Antonyms eBooks

501 Synonym and Antonym Questions
Improve your vocabulary skills tests with the 501 questions found in this eBook. All answers are explained using
short definitions and terms that clarify word meanings and their opposites for effective studying and positive
reinforcement.

Word Analogies Practice Sets

Word Analogy Practice 1
Improve your word analogy skills and boost your vocabulary with this 20-question practice set. Each question
asks you to identify the relationships between pairs of words. Includes instant scoring and detailed answers.

Word Analogy Practice 2
Improve your word analogy skills and boost your vocabulary with this 20-question practice set. Each question
asks you to identify the relationships between pairs of words. Includes instant scoring and detailed answers.

Word Analogy Practice 3
Improve your word analogy skills and boost your vocabulary with this 20-question practice set. Each question
asks you to identify the relationships between pairs of words. Includes instant scoring and detailed answers.

Vocabulary and Spelling Skills Tutorial

Vocabulary and Spelling Skills Tutorial
Each unit in this tutorial walks you through essential skills to help you improve your vocabulary and spelling,
including plenty of practice and evaluation to help reinforce what you've learned.

Grammar and Writing Skills Review
These practice sets, tutorials, and eBooks will help college students build the skills they need to succeed. All LearningExpress materials are proprietary and
are developed by leading educators and industry subject matter experts, using our research-based testing and tutorial development methods.
Grammar
Grammar Practice Sets

Grammar Practice 1
This 40-question practice set will teach you the skills needed to improve your grammar, and includes questions
that will test your understanding of capitalization, punctuation, subject-verb agreement, word usage, and other
important rules of grammar.

Grammar Practice 2
This 40-question practice set will teach you the skills needed to improve your grammar, and includes questions
that will test your understanding of capitalization, punctuation, subject-verb agreement, word usage, and other
important rules of grammar.

Grammar eBooks

Grammar Success in 20 Minutes a Day, 3rd Edition
This eBook helps you fine-tune your knowledge of grammar essentials with quick but thorough lessons that take
only 20 minutes a day! Use the tests and lessons within to sharpen your grammar skills and quickly improve
your writing skills.

Grammar Essentials, 3rd Edition
This eBook is designed for students who need to improve their writing ability quickly. It focuses on mastering
the basics, including parts of speech, punctuation, abbreviations, numbers, capitalization, common grammar
mistakes, and spelling.

Goof-Proof Grammar
Most grammar mistakes are common, with a small number of blunders accounting for the majority of all errors.
These errors can be fixed quickly by learning the 40 Goof-Proof Rules. These simple solutions will have you
writing with confidence in no time!

Grammar Skills Tutorial

Grammar Skills Tutorial
Strengthen your grammar skills for classes, assignments, important papers, and more with this tutorial. Use
these lessons and exercises to sharpen your fundamentals in punctuation and parts of speech, and learn how to
avoid common mistakes.
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Writing
Writing Skills Practice Sets

Writing Practice: Mechanics and Conventions
This practice set will help pinpoint your strengths and weaknesses in using proper mechanics and conventions in
your writing. It measures your skills in capitalization, grammar/usage, manuscript elements, punctuation, and
spelling.

Writing Practice: Organization and Focus
This practice set will help you determine your strengths and weaknesses with understanding main ideas,
identifying supporting details, and organizing text. Features instant scoring and complete answer explanations.

Writing Practice: Sentence Structures
This practice set will help you determine your strengths and weaknesses in using proper sentence structure in
your writing. You will practice combining ideas, using transitions correctly, revising for tone, and using precise
word choice.

Writing Skills eBooks

501 Grammar and Writing Questions, 4th Edition
The ability to use words and punctuation effectively is a necessary skill for effective writing. This eBook provides
a comprehensive review of grammar essentials and expert strategies for writing effective sentences and essays.

Proofreading, Revising, & Editing Skills Success in 20 Minutes a Day
One way to improve your writing is the revision process. In this eBook, you'll learn the principles of grammar
and how to manipulate your words until they're just right. Strengthen your revising and editing skills and
become a clear and consistent writer.

Research & Writing Skills Success in 20 Minutes a Day
In school, you will be asked to do research and write up your findings—from a brief summary to long reports.
This eBook presents 20 steps for writing clearly, explaining how to organize the research process so writing is
easy.

Writing Skills Success in 20 Minutes a Day, 5th Edition
Excellent writing skills are essential for college success. This eBook helps you achieve mastery with a 20-step
guide to improving writing skills that anyone can fit into a busy schedule.

Visual Writing
Visual writing can teach you how to organize your thoughts for effective writing and communication with word
webs, maps, flow charts, Venn diagrams, sequential charts, plot diagrams, sample topics, model essays, and
more!

Essay Writing eBooks

Write Better Essays in 20 Minutes a Day, 3rd Edition
This eBook provides instructions for writing clear and compelling essays, covering the essentials, including
identifying audience and purpose, brainstorming, choosing a thesis, drafting, and proofing/editing.

Writing Skills Tutorial

Writing Skills Tutorial
Sharpen your writing skills this five-step tutorial. Learn brainstorming and organizational techniques, review
grammar, spelling, and mechanics, and practice with an instantly scored essay.

Public Speaking
Public Speaking eBook

Public Speaking Success in 20 Minutes a Day
In just 20 simple lessons, you’ll learn how to be a good listener, analyze your audience, do research, organize
your thoughts and notes, prepare an outline, craft a memorable speech, and much more!

Science Skills Review
These practice sets, tutorials, and eBooks will help college students build the skills they need to succeed. All LearningExpress materials are proprietary and
are developed by leading educators and industry subject matter experts, using our research-based testing and tutorial development methods.
Chemistry
Chemistry Practice Set

Chemistry Skills Improvement Practice
This instantly scored, 50-question chemistry practice set will help you assess your knowledge of the subject and
identify areas in need of improvement.

Chemistry eBooks

Chemistry Review in 20 Minutes a Day
With this eBook, you will be able to tackle chemistry homework problems and exams with confidence. Packed
with activities, examples, lessons, and practice exercises, Chemistry Review in 20 Minutes a Day will help you
learn chemistry in no time!
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Biology
Biology eBook

Biology Success in 20 Minutes a Day
Packed with hands-on activities, real-life examples, step-by-step lessons, targeted practice exercises, and
effective test-taking strategies, this eBook will provide you with all the tools you need to master essential
biology skills in no time at all!

Prepare for Graduate School Admissions Exams
Authentic practice tests with full answer explanations and instant scoring are provided for each of the most popular graduate school admissions exams.
eBooks for these critical tests provide additional review, and skill building preparation. All LearningExpress materials are proprietary and are developed by
leading educators and industry subject matter experts, using our research-based testing and tutorial development methods.
GMAT ® Preparation
GMAT® Practice Tests
GMAT® Practice Tests 1 & 2
These tests provide practice for the Integrated Reasoning, Verbal, and Quantitative sections of the official
GMAT® Computer-Adaptive Test (CAT). Users can assess their strengths and weaknesses with the instantly
scored practice tests.

GMAT® Analytical Writing Practice Test 1
This is the first of six practice tests designed to familiarize you with the Analytical Writing section of the GMAT®
CAT. Includes a scoring guide and examples of top scoring responses.

GMAT® Analytical Writing Practice Test 2
This is the second of six practice tests designed to familiarize you with the Analytical Writing section of the
GMAT® CAT. Includes a scoring guide and examples of top scoring responses.

GMAT® Analytical Writing Practice Test 3
This is the third of six practice tests designed to familiarize you with the Analytical Writing section of the GMAT®
CAT. Includes a scoring guide and examples of top scoring responses.

GMAT® Analytical Writing Practice Test 4
This is the fourth of six practice tests designed to familiarize you with the Analytical Writing section of the
GMAT® CAT. Includes a scoring guide and examples of top scoring responses.

GMAT® Analytical Writing Practice Test 5
This is the fifth of six practice tests designed to familiarize you with the Analytical Writing section of the GMAT®
CAT. Includes a scoring guide and examples of top scoring responses.

GMAT® Analytical Writing Practice Test 6
This is the last of six practice tests designed to familiarize you with the Analytical Writing section of the GMAT®
CAT. Includes a scoring guide and examples of top scoring responses.

GMAT® eBooks

501 GMAT® Questions
This eBook contains 501 questions and essay prompts that will provide practice answering questions from all
four sections of the GMAT exam: Analytical Writing, Verbal, Integrated Reasoning, and Quantitative.

GRE ® Preparation
GRE® Practice Tests

GRE Analytical Writing Practice Test 1 &2
These practice tests will familiarize users with the Analytical Writing measure. It is comprised of two 30-minute
analytical writing tasks.

GRE Quantitative Reasoning Practice Test 1 & 2
These practice tests include a mix of questions designed to test the ability to solve problems of a quantitative
nature.

GRE Verbal Reasoning Practice Test 1 & 2
These practice tests include 50 questions covering Reading Comprehension, Text Completion, and Sentence
Equivalence.

GRE® eBooks

501 Sentence Completion Questions
The GRE® and other important exams use sentence completion questions to test verbal skills. Practicing with
this question type is a great way to increase test scores and boost vocabulary-in-context skills!

GRE® Vocabulary Flash Review
The perfect companion to any GRE® study plan, this eBook includes sample sentences, synonyms, and a
pronunciation key for 600 of the most commonly tested vocabulary words on the GRE®. Careful preparation is
the key to success!
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501 Quantitative Comparison Questions
Standardized tests like the GRE® and SAT* tests use quantitative comparison questions to assess math skills.
This eBook provides targeted practice on these questions to attain higher scores, and to help master this
question type.

LSAT ® Preparation
LSAT® Practice Tests

LSAT® Logic Games Practice Sets 1 & 2
These practice sets will help users prepare for the challenging logic games in the LSAT®'s Analytical Reasoning. It
includes practice sequencing, matching, selection, and hybrid games, detailed answer explanations, and an
instant score report.

LSAT® Practice Tests 1 & 2
These practice tests are designed to familiarize users with the format, content, and timing of the multiple-choice
portions of the LSAT®. It includes full answer explanations and an instant score report to identify strengths and
weaknesses.

LSAT® eBooks

LSAT® Logic Games
This eBook provides the tools to master the logic games in the LSAT®'s Analytical Reasoning section. It offers
more than 50 practice logic games, drills to reinforce logic game abilities, tips for time management on the test,
and more.

MAT® Preparation
MAT® Practice Tests

MAT® Practice Exams 1 & 2
These two 120-question practice tests are designed to familiarize users with the content, format, and timing of
the official Miller Analogies Test (MAT®). It includes an instant diagnostic score report and detailed answer
explanations.

MAT® eBooks

MAT®: Power Practice
The eBook includes ELEVEN 120-question MAT® practice tests, complete with detailed answer explanations, to
provide the authentic practice needed to get the best score possible on the official Miller Analogies Test.

MCAT® Preparation
MCAT® Practice Tests

MCAT® Practice Test 1 & 2: Biological and Biochemical Foundations of Living Systems
These two practice tests that will prepare you for the Biological and Biochemical Foundations of Living Systems
section of the official MCAT®. It includes 59 questions, instant scoring, and detailed answer explanations for
each question.

MCAT® Practice Test 1 & 2: Chemical and Physical Foundations of Biological Systems
These two practice tests that will prepare you for the Chemical and Physical Foundations of Biological Systems
section of the official MCAT®. It includes 59 questions, instant scoring, and detailed answer explanations for
each question.

MCAT® Practice Test 1 & 2: Psychological, Social, and Biological Foundations of Behavior
These two practice tests that will prepare you for the Psychological, Social, and Biological Foundations of
Behavior section of the official MCAT®. It includes 59 questions, instant scoring, and detailed answer
explanations.

MCAT® Practice Test 1 & 2: Critical Analysis and Reasoning Skills
These two practice tests that will prepare you for the Critical Analysis and Reasoning Skills section of the official
MCAT®. It includes 53 questions, instant scoring, and detailed answer explanations for each question.

MCAT® eBooks

MCAT®: Power Practice
MCAT Power Practice provides prospective test takers with two full-length MCAT exams that completely mirror
what they will see on test day. Each exam section features test-like passages and detailed answer explanations
so readers can get the most out of their experience.

PCAT® Preparation
PCAT® Practice Tests

PCAT® Practice Tests 1 & 2
The Pharmacy College Admission Test is used to determine who is best qualified for a career in pharmacy. These
240-question practice tests offers the practice needed to raise test scores.

PCAT® eBooks

PCAT®
This eBook offers a review of all PCAT® sections, practice questions with detailed answer explanations, sample
essays, a full-length practice exam with complete answer explanations, an overview of the pharmacy profession,
and more.
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College Admissions Essay Writing
College Admissions eBooks

Proofreading, Revising, & Editing Skills Success
One way to improve your writing is the revision process. In this eBook, you'll learn the principles of grammar
and how to manipulate your words until they're just right. Strengthen your revising and editing skills and
become a clear and consistent writer.

Write Your Way into College: College Admissions Essay
This eBook will guide you through the toughest part of the college application process—the personal essay. This
eBook provides all the practice, review, and strategies you need to write a great application.

Prepare for College Placement Exams
Full, authentic, instantly scored practice tests for each of the three major college placement testing systems provide students with the ability to prepare
for these important examinations. Practice tests with full answer explanations and diagnostic scoring and feedback are provided in multiple subject areas
in each of the three assessment types.
ACCUPLACER® Preparation
ACCUPLACER® Arithmetic Practice Tests 1 & 2
ACCUPLACER® Arithmetic Practice Tests
The ACCUPLACER® Arithmetic Practice Tests will help users master arithmetic. The practice questions are
designed to make sure users are fully prepared to score well on the actual test.

ACCUPLACER® College Level Math Practice Tests

ACCUPLACER® College-Level Math Practice Tests 1 & 2
The ACCUPLACER® College-Level Math Practice Tests will help users determine if they are ready for college-level
math. The practice questions are designed to make sure they are fully prepared to score well on the actual test.

ACCUPLACER® Elementary Algebra Practice Tests

ACCUPLACER® Elementary Algebra Practice Tests 1 & 2
The ACCUPLACER® Elementary Algebra Practice Tests help assess mastery of elementary algebra. The practice
questions are designed to make sure users are fully prepared to score well on the actual test.

ACCUPLACER® Reading Comprehension Practice
Tests

ACCUPLACER® Sentence Skills Practice Tests

ACCUPLACER® Reading Comprehension Practice Tests 1 & 2
Users will assess whether they have mastered the basics reading comprehension by taking these ACCUPLACER®
Reading Comprehension Practice Tests. The practice questions are designed to make sure they are fully
prepared to score well on the actual test.
ACCUPLACER® Sentence Skills Practice Tests 1 & 2
The ACCUPLACER® Sentence Skills Practice Tests help assess skills in sentence-structure. The practice questions
are designed to make sure users are fully prepared to score well on the official test.

ASSET® Preparation
ASSET® College Algebra Practice Tests

ASSET® College Algebra Practice Tests 1 & 2
The ASSET® College Algebra Practice Tests helps the user assess if they are ready for college-level algebra. The
practice questions are designed to make sure they are fully prepared to score well on the actual test.

ASSET® Elementary Algebra Practice Tests

ASSET® Elementary Algebra Practice Tests 1 & 2
Users can assess if they mastered elementary algebra by taking these ASSET® Elementary Algebra Practice Tests.
The practice questions are designed to make sure they are fully prepared for elementary algebra at the college
level.

ASSET® Geometry Practice Tests

ASSET® Geometry Practice Tests 1 & 2
The ASSET® Geometry Practice Tests help determine proficiency in geometry. The practice questions are
designed to make sure users are fully prepared for geometry at the college level.

ASSET® Intermediate Algebra Practice Tests

ASSET® Intermediate Algebra Practice Tests 1 & 2
The ASSET® Intermediate Algebra Practice Tests will help users determine if they have mastered intermediate
algebra. The practice questions are designed to make sure they are fully prepared to score well on the actual
test.

ASSET® Numerical Skills Practice Tests

ASSET® Numerical Skills Practice Tests 1 & 2
Users will find out if they have the numerical skills they need by taking these ASSET® Numerical Skills Practice
Tests. The practice questions are designed to make sure they are fully prepared to score well on the actual test.

ASSET® Reading Skills Practice Tests

ASSET® Reading Skills Practice Tests 1 & 2
The ASSET® Reading Skills Practice Tests help users determine if they need to improve their reading proficiency.
The practice questions are designed to make sure they are fully prepared to score well on the actual test.

ASSET® Writing Skills Practice Tests

ASSET® Writing Skills Practice Tests 1 & 2
The ASSET® Writing Skills Practice Tests help users determine their mastery of writing skills. These practice
questions are designed to make sure they are fully prepared to score well on the actual test.
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COMPASS® Preparation
COMPASS® Algebra Practice Tests

COMPASS® Algebra Practice Tests 1 & 2
The COMPASS® Algebra Practice Tests will help users determine if they have mastered algebra. The practice
questions are designed to make sure they are fully prepared for algebra at the college level.

COMPASS® College Algebra Practice Tests

COMPASS® College Algebra Practice Tests 1 & 2
Users can assess if they areready for college-level algebra by taking these COMPASS® College Algebra Practice
Tests. The practice questions are designed to make sure they are fully prepared to score well on the actual test.

COMPASS® Geometry Practice Tests

COMPASS® Geometry Practice Tests 1 & 2
Users will know if they've mastered geometry by taking these COMPASS® Geometry Practice Tests. The practice
questions are designed to make sure they are fully prepared for geometry at the college level.

COMPASS® Numerical Skills/Pre-Algebra Practice
Tests
COMPASS® Trigonometry Practice Tests

COMPASS® Numerical Skills/Pre-Algebra Practice Tests 1 & 2
The COMPASS® Numerical Skills/Pre-Algebra Practice Tests help users see if they have mastered pre-algebra.
The practice questions are designed to make sure they are fully prepared for pre-algebra at the college level.

COMPASS® Trigonometry Practice Tests 1 & 2
Users can assess their skills in college-level trigonometry by taking these COMPASS® Trigonometry Practice
Tests. The practice questions are designed to make sure they are fully prepared to score well on the actual test.

COMPASS® Reading Practice Tests

COMPASS® Reading Practice Tests 1 & 2
The COMPASS® Reading Practice Tests help determine reading proficiency. The practice questions are designed
to make sure users are fully prepared to score well on the actual test.

COMPASS® Writing Skills Practice Tests

COMPASS® Writing Skills Practice Tests 1 & 2
The COMPASS® Writing Skills Practice Tests help users assess their strengths and weakness in writing. The
practice questions are designed to make sure they are fully prepared to score well on the actual test.

College Placement Preparation eBooks
College Placement Preparation eBooks

College Placement Math Success in 20 Minutes a Day, 2nd Edition
Users will learn and review the skills and concepts they need to be placed into the appropriate college math
courses. They will master key concepts, sharpen test-taking skills, and maximize their time and effort using 20
simple steps!

Prepare for the CLEP* Exams
Prepare for the most popular College Level Examination Program (CLEP*) with these practice tests.
CLEP* Preparation
CLEP* College Composition Modular Practice Tests CLEP* College Composition Modular Practice Test 1
This 90-question practice test prepares you for the multiple-choice part of the CLEP* College Composition
Modular exam. Use the instant scoring and detailed answer explanations to determine where you're strong, and
what you can work on improving.

CLEP* College Composition Modular Practice Test 2
This 90-question practice test prepares you for the multiple-choice part of the CLEP* College Composition
Modular exam. Use the instant scoring and detailed answer explanations to determine where you're strong, and
what you can work on improving.

CLEP* College Mathematics Practice Tests

CLEP* College Mathematics Practice Test 1
This 60-question practice test prepares you for the CLEP* College Mathematics exam. Use the instant scoring
and detailed answer explanations to determine where you're strong, and what you can work on improving.

CLEP* College Mathematics Practice Test 2
This 60-question practice test prepares you for the CLEP* College Mathematics exam. Use the instant scoring
and detailed answer explanations to determine where you're strong, and what you can work on improving.

CLEP* Humanities Practice Tests

CLEP* Humanities Practice Test 1
This 140 question practice test prepares your for the CLEP* Humanities exam. Use the instant scoring and
detailed answer explanations to determine where you're strong, and what you can work on improving.

CLEP* Humanities Practice Test 2
This 140-question practice test prepares your for the CLEP* Humanities exam. Use the instant scoring and
detailed answer explanations to determine where you're strong, and what you can work on improving.

CLEP* Natural Sciences Practice Tests

CLEP* Natural Sciences Practice Test 1
This 120-question practice test prepares you for the CLEP* Natural Sciences exam. Use the instant scoring and
detailed answer explanations to determine where you're strong, and what you can work on improving.
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CLEP* Natural Sciences Practice Test 2
This 120-question practice test prepares you for the CLEP* Natural Sciences exam. Use the instant scoring and
detailed answer explanations to determine where you're strong, and what you can work on improving.

CLEP* Social Sciences and History Practice Tests

CLEP* Social Sciences and History Practice Test 1
This 120-question practice test prepares you for CLEP* Social Sciences and History exam. Use the instant scoring
and detailed answer explanations to determine where you're strong, and what you can work on improving.

CLEP* Social Sciences and History Practice Test 2
This 120-question practice test prepares you for CLEP* Social Sciences and History exam. Use the instant scoring
and detailed answer explanations to determine where you're strong, and what you can work on improving.
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Prepare for Your ACT® Test
The ACT® test is one of the most widely accepted tools colleges use to assess students' abilitites. Increase your scores with our interactive tutorial and
eBooks, which produce invaluable test-taking tips and detailed practice exercises to help you get a feel for the real ACT® test. You can also access helpful
sample practice tests in English, Reading, Writing, Science, and Math.
ACT® Preparation Tutorial
ACT® Test Preparation Tutorial

ACT® Practice Tests
ACT® English Practice Tests

ACT® Test Preparation Tutorial: Comprehensive
This tutorial will help you prepare for all subject areas of the ACT Test®. With interactive lessons and practice
exercises, this tutorial reviews all the key concepts you need to know, while testing your knowledge along the
way.

ACT® English Practice Test 1
This 75-question ACT English practice test lets you practice with the grammar and mechanics skills you'll need to
do well on test day. Use the instant scoring and detailed answer explanations to determine where you're strong,
and what can be improved.

ACT® English Practice Test 2
This 75-question ACT English practice test lets you practice with the grammar and mechanics skills you'll need to
do well on test day. Use the instant scoring and detailed answer explanations to determine where you're strong,
and what can be improved.

ACT® English Practice Test 3
This 75-question ACT English practice test lets you practice with the grammar and mechanics skills you'll need to
do well on test day. Use the instant scoring and detailed answer explanations to determine where you're strong,
and what can be improved.

ACT® English Practice Test 4
This 75-question ACT English practice test lets you practice with the grammar and mechanics skills you'll need to
do well on test day. Use the instant scoring and detailed answer explanations to determine where you're strong,
and what can be improved.

ACT® Math Practice Tests

ACT® Math Practice Test 1
This 60-question ACT Math practice test lets you practice the algebra, geometry, and other math skills you'll need
to do well on test day. Use the instant scoring and detailed answer explanations to determine where you're
strong, and what can be improved.

ACT® Math Practice Test 2
This 60-question ACT Math practice test lets you practice the algebra, geometry, and other math skills you'll need
to do well on test day. Use the instant scoring and detailed answer explanations to determine where you're
strong, and what can be improved.

ACT® Math Practice Test 3
This 60-question ACT Math practice test lets you practice the algebra, geometry, and other math skills you'll need
to do well on test day. Use the instant scoring and detailed answer explanations to determine where you're
strong, and what can be improved.

ACT® Math Practice Test 4
This 60-question ACT Math practice test lets you practice the algebra, geometry, and other math skills you'll need
to do well on test day. Use the instant scoring and detailed answer explanations to determine where you're
strong, and what can be improved.

ACT® Reading Practice Tests

ACT® Reading Practice Test 1
This 40-question ACT Reading practice test lets you practice with questions and reading passages from the
humanities, natural sciences, and more. Use the instant scoring and detailed explanations to determine where
you are strong and what can be improved.

ACT® Reading Practice Test 2
This 40-question ACT Reading practice test lets you practice with questions and reading passages from the
humanities, natural sciences, and more. Use the instant scoring and detailed explanations to determine where
you are strong and what can be improved.

ACT® Reading Practice Test 3
This 40-question ACT Reading practice test lets you practice with questions and reading passages from the
humanities, natural sciences, and more. Use the instant scoring and detailed explanations to determine where
you are strong and what can be improved.
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ACT® Reading Practice Test 4
This 40-question ACT Reading practice test lets you practice with questions and reading passages from the
humanities, natural sciences, and more. Use the instant scoring and detailed explanations to determine where
you are strong and what can be improved.

ACT® Science Practice Tests

ACT® Science Practice Test 1
This 40-question ACT Science practice test lets you practice with questions on science reasoning. Use the instant
scoring and detailed answer explanations to determine where you are strong, and what can be improved.

ACT® Science Practice Test 2
This 40-question ACT Science practice test lets you practice with questions on science reasoning. Use the instant
scoring and detailed answer explanations to determine where you are strong, and what can be improved.

ACT® Science Practice Test 3
This 40-question ACT Science practice test lets you practice with questions on science reasoning. Use the instant
scoring and detailed answer explanations to determine where you are strong, and what can be improved.

ACT® Science Practice Test 4
This 40-question ACT Science practice test lets you practice with questions on science reasoning. Use the instant
scoring and detailed answer explanations to determine where you are strong, and what can be improved.

ACT® Writing Practice Tests

ACT® Writing Practice Test 1
Use this practice exam to gain valuable experience brainstorming and writing an essay for the ACT. It includes a
prompt similar to the ones found on the official exam, plus sample responses at each level and a self-scoring guide
to assess your work.

ACT® Writing Practice Test 2
Use this practice exam to gain valuable experience brainstorming and writing an essay for the ACT. It includes a
prompt similar to the ones found on the official exam, plus sample responses at each level and a self-scoring guide
to assess your work.

ACT® Test Preparation eBooks
ACT® Test Preparation eBooks

ACT® Essay Practice
With an extensive grammar review, details on writing strategies that work, and opportunities to practice those
strategies with 40 sample ACT writing prompts, this eBook will show you how to write a top-scoring ACT essay.

ACT®: Power Practice
ACT: Power Practice will help you boost your ACT score! This eBook contains four complete ACT practice exams,
detailed answer explanations, helpful study strategies, and essential tips for managing your study time as you
prepare for the ACT.

ACT® Word Games
ACT Word Games is a fun way to brush up on ACT vocabulary. Complete a series of challenging games and learn
new words. This eBook includes more than 500 key test words and a variety of fun vocabulary-building activities
and expert tips and strategies.

ACT® Flash Review
This skill-building eBook features 600 ACT flashcards with definitions, sample sentences, synonyms, and a
pronunciation key for each term. It’s the perfect companion to any ACT study plan, and an ideal guide for selfstudy and review.

Prepare for Your SAT* Test
Mastering the SAT* in advance of test day is a smart strategy. Learn practical strategies for solving math problems with confidence, and get sample practice
for the Critical Reading and Writing sections using our step-by-step tutorial, in-depth eBooks, and sample tests featuring questions similar to those that
appear on the actual test.
SAT* Preparation Tutorials —Coming Soon!
SAT* Practice Tests
SAT* Reading Practice Tests

SAT* Reading Practice Test 1
This practice test includes the types of questions found on the new SAT Reading section: sentence completion,
long-passage critical reading, and paragraph-length critical reading. Use the explanations to learn from what you
get wrong.

SAT* Reading Practice Test 2
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This practice test includes the types of questions found on the new SAT Reading section: sentence completion,
long-passage critical reading, and paragraph-length critical reading. Use the explanations to learn from what you
get wrong.

SAT* Reading Practice Test 3
This practice test includes the types of questions found on the new SAT Reading section: sentence completion,
long-passage critical reading, and paragraph-length critical reading. Use the explanations to learn from what you
get wrong.

SAT* Reading Practice Test 4
This practice test includes the types of questions found on the new SAT Reading section: sentence completion,
long-passage critical reading, and paragraph-length critical reading. Use the explanations to learn from what you
get wrong.

SAT* Writing and Language Practice Tests

SAT* Writing and Language Practice Test 1
This practice test includes the types of questions found on the new SAT Writing and Language section to prepare
you for the test. Use the explanations to learn from what you get wrong.

SAT* Writing and Language Practice Test 2
This practice test includes the types of questions found on the new SAT Writing and Language section to prepare
you for the test. Use the explanations to learn from what you get wrong.

SAT* Writing and Language Practice Test 3
This practice test includes the types of questions found on the new SAT Writing and Language section to prepare
you for the test. Use the explanations to learn from what you get wrong.

SAT* Writing and Language Practice Test 4
This practice test includes the types of questions found on the new SAT Writing and Language section to prepare
you for the test. Use the explanations to learn from what you get wrong.

SAT* Math Practice Tests

SAT* Math Practice Test 1
This practice test will help you prepare for the subjects in the new Math section of the SAT, including algebra,
geometry, and arithmetic. Practice with test-like questions, and use the detailed explanations to learn your
strengths and weaknesses.

SAT* Math Practice Test 2
This practice test will help you prepare for the subjects in the new Math section of the SAT, including algebra,
geometry, and arithmetic. Practice with test-like questions, and use the detailed explanations to learn your
strengths and weaknesses.

SAT* Math Practice Test 3
This practice test will help you prepare for the subjects in the new Math section of the SAT, including algebra,
geometry, and arithmetic. Practice with test-like questions, and use the detailed explanations to learn your
strengths and weaknesses.

SAT* Math Practice Test 4
This practice test will help you prepare for the subjects in the new Math section of the SAT, including algebra,
geometry, and arithmetic. Practice with test-like questions, and use the detailed explanations to learn your
strengths and weaknesses.

SAT* Essay Practice Tests

SAT* Essay Practice Test 1
This SAT* Essay Practice test provides a practice essay based on the official SAT* essay, instant scoring, a
personalized writing analysis that identifies your strengths and weaknesses, and sample essays at multiple score
levels.

SAT* Essay Practice Test 2
This SAT* Essay Practice test provides a practice essay based on the official SAT* essay, instant scoring, a
personalized writing analysis that identifies your strengths and weaknesses, and sample essays at multiple score
levels.

SAT* Essay Practice Test 3
This SAT* Essay Practice test provides a practice essay based on the official SAT* essay, instant scoring, a
personalized writing analysis that identifies your strengths and weaknesses, and sample essays at multiple score
levels.
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SAT* Essay Practice Test 4
This SAT* Essay Practice test provides a practice essay based on the official SAT* essay, instant scoring, a
personalized writing analysis that identifies your strengths and weaknesses, and sample essays at multiple score
levels.

SAT* Test Preparation eBooks —Coming Soon!

Prepare for your AP* Exam
The AP* exams can be challenging, and being well-prepared on test day is crucial. Getting a high score on an AP* exam can earn you college credit. Learn
how to do your best on test day by taking our sample practice exams and downloading our helpful eBooks.
Practice for Your AP* Exam
AP* Biology Practice Exams

AP* Biology Practice Exam 1: Section I
This first AP* Biology Section I practice test will help familiarize you with the official test, including instant scoring
and detailed answer explanations. This practice test covers the multiple-choice part of the examination.

AP* Biology Practice Exam 2: Section I
This second AP* Biology Section I practice test will help familiarize you with the official test, including instant
scoring and detailed answer explanations. This practice test covers the multiple-choice part of the examination.

AP* Biology Practice Exam 1: Section II *Coming Soon
This first AP* Biology Section II practice test will familiarize you with the format, content, and timing of Section II
(free-response questions) of the official test. Includes examples of high-scoring responses to each question and
comprehensive scoring guides.

AP* Biology Practice Exam 2: Section II *Coming Soon
This second AP* Biology Section II practice test will familiarize you with the format, content, and timing of Section
II (free-response questions) of the official test. Includes examples of high-scoring responses to each question and
comprehensive scoring guides.

AP* Calculus AB Practice Exams

AP* Calculus AB Practice Exam 1: Section I
This AP* Calculus AB Section I practice test will help familiarize you with the official test, including instant scoring
and detailed answer explanations. This practice test covers the multiple-choice part of the examination.

AP* Calculus AB Practice Exam 1: Section II
This first AP* Calculus AB Section II practice test will familiarize you with the format, content, and timing of
Section II (free-response questions) of the official test. Includes examples of high-scoring responses to each
question and comprehensive scoring guides.

AP* Calculus AB Practice Exam 2: Section I
This AP* Calculus AB Section I practice test will help familiarize you with the official test, including instant scoring
and detailed answer explanations. This practice test covers the multiple-choice part of the examination.

AP* Calculus AB Practice Exam 2: Section II
This second AP* Calculus AB Section II practice test will familiarize you with the format, content, and timing of
Section II (free-response questions) of the official test. Includes examples of high-scoring responses to each
question and comprehensive scoring guides.

AP* Chemistry Practice Exams

AP* Chemistry Practice Exam 1: Section I
This AP* Chemistry Section I practice test will help familiarize you with the official test, including instant scoring
and detailed answer explanations. This practice test covers the multiple-choice part of the examination.

AP* Chemistry Practice Exam 1: Section II
This first AP* Chemistry Section II practice test will familiarize you with the format, content, and timing of Section
II (free-response questions) of the official test. Includes examples of high-scoring responses to each question and
comprehensive scoring guides.

AP* Chemistry Practice Exam 2: Section I
This AP* Chemistry Section I practice test will help familiarize you with the official test, including instant scoring
and detailed answer explanations. This practice test covers the multiple-choice part of the examination.

AP* Chemistry Practice Exam 2: Section II
This second AP* Chemistry Section II practice test will familiarize you with the format, content, and timing of
Section II (free-response questions) of the official test. Includes examples of high-scoring responses to each
question and comprehensive scoring guides.
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AP* English Language and Composition Practice
Exams

AP* English Lang. and Comp. Practice Exam 1: Section I
This AP* English Language and Composition Section I practice test will help familiarize you with the official test,
including instant scoring and detailed answer explanations. This practice test covers the multiple-choice part of
the examination.

AP* English Lang. and Comp. Practice Exam 1: Section II
This AP* English Language and Composition Section II practice test will familiarize you with the format, content,
and timing of Section II (free-response questions) of the official test. Includes examples of high-scoring responses
to each question and comprehensive scoring guides.

AP* English Lang. and Comp. Practice Exam 2: Section I
This AP* English Language and Composition Section I practice test will help familiarize you with the official test,
including instant scoring and detailed answer explanations. This practice test covers the multiple-choice part of
the examination.

AP* English Lang. and Comp. Practice Exam 2: Section II
This AP* English Language and Composition Section II practice test will familiarize you with the format, content,
and timing of Section II (free-response questions) of the official test. Includes examples of high-scoring responses
to each question and comprehensive scoring guides.

AP* English Literature Practice Exams

AP* English Lit. and Comp. Practice Exam 1: Section I
This AP* English Literature and Composition Section I practice test will help familiarize you with the official test,
including instant scoring and detailed answer explanations. This practice test covers the multiple-choice part of
the examination.

AP* English Lit. and Comp. Practice Exam 1: Section II
This AP* English Literature and Composition Section II practice test will familiarize you with the format, content,
and timing of Section II (free-response questions) of the official test. Includes examples of high-scoring responses
to each question and comprehensive scoring guides.

AP* English Lit. and Comp. Practice Exam 2: Section I
This AP* English Literature and Composition Section I practice test will help familiarize you with the official test,
including instant scoring and detailed answer explanations. This practice test covers the multiple-choice part of
the examination.

AP* English Lit. and Comp. Practice Exam 2: Section II
This AP* English Literature and Composition Section II practice test will familiarize you with the format, content,
and timing of Section II (free-response questions) of the official test. Includes examples of high-scoring responses
to each question and comprehensive scoring guides.

AP* European History Practice Exams

AP* European History Practice Exam 1
This first AP* European History practice exam will familiarize you with the format, content, and timing of the
official test. Includes an instant score report for Section I and examples of high-scoring responses with scoring
guides for Section II.

AP* European History Practice Exam 2
This second AP* European History practice exam will familiarize you with the format, content, and timing of the
official test. Includes an instant score report for Section I and examples of high-scoring responses with scoring
guides for Section II.

AP* Psychology Practice Exams

AP* Psychology Practice Exam 1
This first AP* Psychology practice exam will familiarize you with the format, content, and timing of the official
test. Includes an instant score report for Section I and examples of high-scoring responses with scoring guides for
Section II.

AP* Psychology Practice Exam 2
This second AP* Psychology practice exam will familiarize you with the format, content, and timing of the official
test. Includes an instant score report for Section I and examples of high-scoring responses with scoring guides for
Section II.

AP* Statistics Practice Exams

AP* Statistics Practice Exam 1
This first AP* Statistics practice exam will familiarize you with the format, content, and timing of the official test.
Includes an instant score report for Section I and examples of high-scoring responses with scoring guides for
Section II.

AP* Statistics Practice Exam 2
This second AP* Statistics practice exam will familiarize you with the format, content, and timing of the official
test. Includes an instant score report for Section I and examples of high-scoring responses with scoring guides for
Section II.
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AP* U.S. Government Practice Exams

AP* U.S. Government and Politics Practice Exam 1: Section I
This AP U.S. Government and Politics Section I practice test will help familiarize you with the official test, including
instant scoring and detailed answer explanations. This practice test covers the multiple-choice part of the
examination.

AP* U.S. Government and Politics Practice Exam 1: Section II
This AP* U.S. Government and Politics Section II practice test will familiarize you with the format, content, and
timing of Section II (free-response questions) of the official test. Includes examples of high-scoring responses to
each question and comprehensive scoring guides.

AP* U.S. Government and Politics Practice Exam 2: Section I
This AP U.S. Government and Politics Section I practice test will help familiarize you with the official test, including
instant scoring and detailed answer explanations. This practice test covers the multiple-choice part of the
examination.

AP* U.S. Government and Politics Practice Exam 2: Section II
This AP* European History Section II (free-response questions) practice exam will familiarize you with the format,
content, and timing of the official test. Includes examples of high-scoring responses to each question and detailed
scoring guides.

AP* U.S. History Practice Exams

AP* U.S. History Practice Exam 1
This first AP* U.S. History practice test will familiarize you with the format, content, and timing of the official test.
Includes an instant score report for Section I and examples of high-scoring responses with scoring guides for
Section II.

AP* U.S. History Practice Exam 2
This second AP* U.S. History practice test will familiarize you with the format, content, and timing of the official
test. Includes an instant score report for Section I and examples of high-scoring responses with scoring guides for
Section II.

AP* Exam Preparation eBooks
AP* Exam Preparation eBooks

AP* Biology Flash Review
This skill-building eBook features all the essential terms and concepts you need to know to prepare for the AP*
Biology Exam. Inside, you will find 600+ flashcards that include the most-tested content on the exam—including
the words and themes that come up year after year.

AP* U.S. History Flash Review
This skill-building eBook features the essential names, places, events, and definitions you need to know to
prepare for the AP* U.S. History Exam. Inside, you will find 600 flashcards, with a definition and important context
for each term, including the people, places, and dates that come up every year.

Prepare for Your PSAT/NMSQT* Test
Taking the PSAT/NMSQT* is a great opportunity to practice for the SAT* and qualify for a National Merit Scholarship for college. Our practice tests and
eBooks will help you sharpen your critical reading, math, and writing skills, and prepare you for test day success.
Practice for Your PSAT/NMSQT* Test
PSAT/NMSQT* Reading Practice Tests

PSAT/NMSQT* Reading Practice Test 1
The first of two, this practice exam gives you valuable experience answering the types of reading questions found
on the PSAT/NMSQT*. You'll receive instant scoring, a personalized score report, and detailed answer
explanations for every question.

PSAT/NMSQT* Reading Practice Test 2
The second of two, this practice exam gives you valuable experience answering the types of reading questions
found on the PSAT/NMSQT*. You'll receive instant scoring, a personalized score report, and detailed answer
explanations for every question.

PSAT/NMSQT* Math Practice Tests

PSAT/NMSQT* Math Practice Test 1
The first of two, this practice exam offers valuable experience solving the types of math problems featured on the
PSAT/NMSQT*. It also includes instant scoring, a personalized score report, and detailed answer explanations for
every question.

PSAT/NMSQT* Math Practice Test 2
The second of two, this practice exam offers valuable experience solving the types of math problems featured on
the PSAT/NMSQT*. It also includes instant scoring, a personalized score report, and detailed answer explanations
for every question.
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PSAT/NMSQT* Writing and Language Practice Tests PSAT/NMSQT* Writing and Language Practice Test 1
Use this practice exam to gain valuable experience answering the types of questions found on the Writing and
Language section of the PSAT/NMSQT*. It includes instant scoring, a personalized score report, and answer
explanations for every question.

PSAT/NMSQT* Writing and Language Practice Test 2
Use this practice exam to gain valuable experience answering the types of questions found on the Writing and
Language section of the PSAT/NMSQT*. It includes instant scoring, a personalized score report, and answer
explanations for every question.

Prepare for Your TOEFL iBT® Test
Are you hoping to study at an English-speaking school? Become proficient in college-level English by using the skill-building resources in this learning
center—and get instant scoring and feedback on all the skills measured on the test.
Practice for Your TOEFL iBT ® Test
TOEFL iBT® Listening Practice Tests

TOEFL iBT® Listening Practice Test 1
This practice test prepares you for the Listening section of the TOEFL iBT®. It is based on the official test fomat
and contains lectures, conversations, and questions like those you will see on the official test.

TOEFL iBT® Listening Practice Test 2
This practice test prepares you for the Listening section of the TOEFL iBT®. It is based on the official test fomat
and contains lectures, conversations, and questions like those you will see on the official test.

TOEFL iBT® Listening Practice Test 3
This practice test prepares you for the Listening section of the TOEFL iBT®. It is based on the official test fomat
and contains lectures, conversations, and questions like those you will see on the official test.

TOEFL iBT® Reading Practice Tests

TOEFL iBT® Reading Practice Test 1
This practice test prepares you for the Reading section of the TOEFL iBT®. It is based on the offical test format and
contains passages and questions like those you will encounter on the official test.

TOEFL iBT® Reading Practice Test 2
This practice test prepares you for the Reading section of the TOEFL iBT®. It is based on the offical test format and
contains passages and questions like those you will encounter on the official test.

TOEFL iBT® Reading Practice Test 3
This practice test prepares you for the Reading section of the TOEFL iBT®. It is based on the offical test format and
contains passages and questions like those you will encounter on the official test.

TOEFL iBT® Speaking Practice Tests

TOEFL iBT® Speaking Practice Test 1
This practice test prepares you for the Speaking section of the TOEFL iBT®. It is based on the official test format
and contains integrated and independent tasks. Practice the integrated tasks by reading a passage, listening to a
lecture, and responding to a prompt. Practice the independent tasks by responding to a prompt.

TOEFL iBT® Speaking Practice Test 2
This practice test prepares you for the Speaking section of the TOEFL iBT®. It is based on the official test format
and contains integrated and independent tasks. Practice the integrated tasks by reading a passage, listening to a
lecture, and responding to a prompt. Practice the independent tasks by responding to a prompt.

TOEFL iBT® Speaking Practice Test 3
This practice test prepares you you for the Speaking section of the TOEFL iBT®. It is based on the official test
format and contains integrated and independent tasks. Practice the integrated tasks by reading a passage,
listening to a lecture, and responding to a prompt. Practice the independent tasks by responding to a prompt.

TOEFL iBT® Writing Practice Tests

TOEFL iBT® Writing Practice Test 1
This practices test prepares you for the Writing section of the TOEFL iBT®. It contains integrated and independent
tasks. Practice the integrated tasks by reading a passage, listening to a lecture, and responding to a prompt.
Practice the independent tasks by responding to a prompt.

TOEFL iBT® Writing Practice Test 2
This practices test prepares you for the Writing section of the TOEFL iBT®. It contains integrated and independent
tasks. Practice the integrated tasks by reading a passage, listening to a lecture, and responding to a prompt.
Practice the independent tasks by responding to a prompt.

TOEFL iBT® Writing Practice Test 3
This practices test prepares you for the Writing section of the TOEFL iBT®. It contains integrated and independent
tasks. Practice the integrated tasks by reading a passage, listening to a lecture, and responding to a prompt.
Practice the independent tasks by responding to a prompt.
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TOEFL iBT ® Test Preparation eBooks
TOEFL iBT® Test Preparation eBooks

Vocabulary for TOEFL® iBT
With an extensive word list, practice exercises, and essential test info, this guide will help you build the vocabulary
skills you need to pass the TOEFL iBT® and communicate more effectively!

TOEFL iBT® Vocabulary Flash Review
This helpful eBook contains 600 of the most commonly tested terms that appear on the TOEFL iBT®. It's an
effective tool to prepare for a great score on this important exam.

College Admissions Essay Writing
Crafting a focused, engaging, and well-written essay is an essential part of completing any college application. Learn practical tips on how to highlight your
skills and talents with our comprehensive and easy-to-use eBooks.
Learn to Write a College Admissions Essay
How to Write a College Admissions Essay

Proofreading, Revising, & Editing Skills Success in 20 Minutes a Day
One way to improve your writing is the revision process. In this eBook, you'll learn the principles of grammar and
how to manipulate your words until they're just right. Strengthen your revising and editing skills and become a
clear and consistent writer.

Write Your Way into College: College Admissions Essay
Write Your Way into College: College Admissions Essay will guide you through the toughest part of the college
application process—the personal essay. This eBook provides all the practice, review, and strategies you need to
write a great application.

Prepare for your THEA® Test
Prepare for the THEA® tests by becoming familiar with the tests' format, content, and timing. Get plenty of practice before test day and use the
downloadable eBooks to help you get the extra skill-building practice and preparation you need to reach your THEA® test goals.
Practice for your THEA® Tests
THEA® Mathematics Practice Test

THEA® Mathematics Practice Test
This 48-question multiple choice practice test willl help you get a top score on the Texas Higher Education
Assessment (THEA®) math test, including instant scoring and detailed answer explanations.

THEA® Reading Comprehension Practice Test

THEA® Reading Comprehension Practice Test
This 30-question practice test covers the 4 types of questions that appear the most often on the THEA® test:
inference, main idea, vocabulary, and specific fact or detail. Use thescoring and answer explanations to learn from
what you got wrong.

THEA® Writing Practice Test

THEA® Writing Practice Test
This 40-question practice test prepares you for the multiple-choice part of the THEA® Writing test, including
instant scoring and detailed answer explanations.

THEA® Test Preparation eBooks
THEA® Test Preparation eBooks

THEA®: Texas Higher Education Assessment
This eBook will help you become familiar with the format and content of the THEA® test. You'll get targeted
lessons in the areas of reading, writing and math, 3 full-length practice tests, and more to make sure you are
prepared to succeed.
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Are You Ready?
Find out if your reading, writing, and math skills are strong enough to begin practicing for your high school equivalency exam with the instantly scored
diagnostic tests found here.
Test Yourself
Skills Check: Set 1

Skills Check: Reading 1
This skills check, based on the TABE 9/10, Level A Reading subtest, will help assess your reading skills. Includes
detailed answer explanations and a score report that identifies your grasp of essential literacy skills.

Skills Check: Math Computation 1
This skills check, based on the TABE 9/10, Level A Math Computation subtest, will help assess how well you solve
basic math problems. Includes detailed answer explanations and a score report that identifies your grasp of basic
math skills.

Skills Check: Applied Math 1
This skills check, based on the TABE 9/10, Level A Applied Math subtest, will help assess how well you solve more
complicated math problems. Includes detailed answer explanations and a score report that identifies your grasp
of more difficult math skills.

Skills Check: Language 1
This skills check, based on the TABE 9/10, Level A Language subtest, will help assess your writing skills for your
high school equivalency exam. Includes detailed answer explanations and a score report that identifies your
strengths and weaknesses.

Skills Check: Language Mechanics 1
This skills check, based on the TABE 9/10, Level A Language Mechanics subtest, will help assess your specialized or
formal writing skills. Includes detailed answer explanations and a score report that identifies your strengths and
weaknesses.

Skills Check: Vocabulary 1
This skills check, based on the TABE 9/10, Level A Vocabulary subtest, will help assess your vocabulary skills.
Includes detailed answer explanations and a score report that identifies your grasp of academic and workplace
vocabulary.

Skills Check: Spelling 1
This skills check, based on the TABE 9/10, Level A Spelling subtest, will help assess your spelling skills. Includes
detailed answer explanations and a score report that identifies your academic and workplace spelling abilities.

Skills Check: Set 2

Skills Check: Reading 2
This second skills check, based on the TABE 9/10, Level A Reading subtest, will help assess your reading skills.
Includes detailed answer explanations and a score report that identifies your grasp of essential literacy skills.

Skills Check: Math Computation 2
This second skills check, based on the TABE 9/10, Level A Math Computation subtest, will help assess how well
you solve basic math problems. Includes detailed answer explanations and a score report that identifies your
grasp of basic math skills.

Skills Check: Applied Math 2
This second skills check, based on the TABE 9/10, Level A Applied Math subtest, will help assess how well you
solve more complicated math problems. Includes answer explanations and a score report that identifies your
grasp of more difficult math skills.

Skills Check: Language 2
This second skills check, based on the TABE 9/10, Level A Language subtest, will help assess your writing skills.
Includes detailed answer explanations and a score report that identifies your strengths and weaknesses.

Skills Check: Language Mechanics 2
This second skills check, based on the TABE 9/10, Level A Language Mechanics subtest, will help assess your
specialized or formal writing skills. Includes detailed answer explanations and a score report that identifies your
strengths and weaknesses.

Skills Check: Vocabulary 2
This second skills check, based on the TABE 9/10, Level A Vocabulary subtest, will help assess your vocabulary
skills. Includes detailed answer explanations and a score report that identifies your grasp of academic and
workplace vocabulary.
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Skills Check: Spelling 2
This second skills check, based on the TABE 9/10, Level A Spelling subtest, will help assess your spelling skills.
Includes detailed answer explanations and a score report that identifies your academic and workplace spelling
abilities.

eBooks

TABE®: Power Practice
This eBook is designed to help test-takers get comfortable with the structure, format, and content of the TABE®
9/10, Level A test. It contains two complete practice exams, with all subtests, based on the official test, with
detailed answer

Build Your Basic Skills
If your basic reading, writing, or math skills aren't strong enough to begin practicing for your high school equivalency test, the resources here can help you
prepare with confidence.
Build Your Reading Skills
Level 1 Skill Builders

Informational Reading: Level 1, Practice 1
This first practice set will help you build your reading skills with informational texts. When you're done, you'll get
detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that shows your strengths and weaknesses.

Informational Reading: Level 1, Practice 2
This second practice set will help you build your reading skills with informational texts. When you're done, you'll
get detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that shows your strengths and weaknesses.

Informational Reading: Level 1, Practice 3
This third practice set will help you build your reading skills with informational texts. When you're done, you'll get
detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that shows your strengths and weaknesses.

Informational Reading: Level 1, Practice 4
This fourth practice set will help you build your reading skills with informational texts. When you're done, you'll
get detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that shows your strengths and weaknesses.

Literary Reading: Level 1, Practice 1
This first practice set will help you build your reading skills with literary texts. When you're done, you'll get
detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that shows your strengths and weaknesses.

Literary Reading: Level 1, Practice 2
This second practice set will help you build your reading skills with literary texts. When you're done, you'll get
detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that shows your strengths and weaknesses.

Literary Reading: Level 1, Practice 3
This third practice set will help you build your reading skills with literary texts. When you're done, you'll get
detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that shows your strengths and weaknesses.

Literary Reading: Level 1, Practice 4
This fourth practice set will help you build your reading skills with literary texts. When you're done, you'll get
detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that shows your strengths and weaknesses.

Level 2 Skill Builders

Informational Reading: Level 2, Practice 1
This first practice set will help you continue to build your reading skills with informational texts. When you're
done, you'll get detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that shows your strengths and
weaknesses.

Informational Reading: Level 2, Practice 2
This second practice set will help you continue to build your reading skills with informational texts. When you're
done, you'll get detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that shows your strengths and
weaknesses.

Informational Reading: Level 2, Practice 3
This third practice set will help you continue to build your reading skills with informational texts. When you're
done, you'll get detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that shows your strengths and
weaknesses.

Informational Reading: Level 2, Practice 4
This fourth practice set will help you continue to build your reading skills with informational texts. When you're
done, you'll get detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that shows your strengths and
weaknesses.
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Literary Reading: Level 2, Practice 1
This first practice set will help you continue to build your reading skills with literary texts. When you're done,
you'll get detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that shows your strengths and weaknesses.

Literary Reading: Level 2, Practice 2
This second practice set will help you continue to build your reading skills with literary texts. When you're done,
you'll get detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that shows your strengths and weaknesses.

Literary Reading: Level 2, Practice 3
This third practice set will help you continue to build your reading skills with literary texts. When you're done,
you'll get detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that shows your strengths and weaknesses.

Literary Reading: Level 2, Practice 4
This fourth practice set will help you continue to build your reading skills with literary texts. When you're done,
you'll get detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that shows your strengths and weaknesses.

Level 3 Skill Builders

Informational Reading: Level 3, Practice 1
This first practice set will help you continue to improve your reading skills with informational texts. When you're
done, you'll get detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that shows your strengths and
weaknesses.

Informational Reading: Level 3, Practice 2
This second practice set will help you continue to improve your reading skills with informational texts. When
you're done, you'll get detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that shows your strengths and
weaknesses.

Informational Reading: Level 3, Practice 3
This third practice set will help you continue to improve your reading skills with informational texts. When you're
done, you'll get detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that shows your strengths and
weaknesses.

Informational Reading: Level 3, Practice 4
This fourth practice set will help you continue to improve your reading skills with informational texts. When
you're done, you'll get detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that shows your strengths and
weaknesses.

Literary Reading: Level 3, Practice 1
This first practice set will help you continue to improve your reading skills with literary texts. When you're done,
you'll get detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that shows your strengths and weaknesses.

Literary Reading: Level 3, Practice 2
This second practice set will help you continue to improve your reading skills with literary texts. When you're
done, you'll get detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that shows your strengths and
weaknesses.

Literary Reading: Level 3, Practice 3
This third practice set will help you continue to improve your reading skills with literary texts. When you're done,
you'll get detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that shows your strengths and weaknesses.

Tutorials

Build Your Basic Reading Skills
Each unit in this tutorial walks you through essential reading skills to help you build your basic reading skills. Plus,
you'll find plenty of practice and evaluation to help reinforce what you've learned.

eBooks

501 Critical Reading Questions, 4th Edition
In this eBook, readers can practice answering questions based on critical reading passages. Each chapter consists
of approximately 60 questions on various topics from the classroom and the real world.

501 Reading Comprehension Questions, 5th Edition
This eBook offers you simple methods for dramatically improving your reading comprehension skills. Using a selfpaced approach that moves from basic questions to more difficult ones, you can successfully prepare for different
types of reading materials.

GED® Test Skill Builder: Reasoning through Language Arts
GED® test takers can use this eBook's innovative three-part "Refresh, Assess, Strengthen" learning method to
build the reading, writing, and language mechanics skills they need to prepare for the official test.

Read Better, Remember More, 2nd Edition
Reading isn't just for the classroom—it's an essential part of many jobs. Most books about reading focus on
speed, but that doesn't matter if you can't remember what you read. With this eBook, learn strategies to help you
retain key information.
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Reading Comprehension Success in 20 Minutes a Day, 5th Edition
Being a good reader isn't just about knowing the words&mdash;you have to understand what you read and put it
to use. Critical reading is an essential skill at work and in school. This eBook provides a complete reading tutorial
in an easy 20-step program.

Desarrolle sus Habilidades (en Español)

Desarrolle sus Habilidades de Lectura Básica
Este curso lo guiará por las destrezas de lectura indispensables para que entienda y recuerde mejor lo que lee
todos los días. Además, encontrará muchas prácticas y evaluaciones para fortalecer lo que aprendió.

Aprenda Rápido: Lectura/Reading
Con explicaciones en inglés y español, este eBook utiliza ejemplos de literatura, ensayos, escritura y artículos
técnicos para ayudarle a desarrollar sus habilidades de comprensión de lectura.

Build Your Writing Skills
Level 1 Skill Builders

Writing Skills: Level 1, Practice 1
This first practice set will help you build your writing skills in mechanics and conventions, organization and focus,
and sentence structure. Includes detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that shows your
strengths and weaknesses.

Writing Skills: Level 1, Practice 2
This second practice set will help you build your writing skills in mechanics and conventions, organization and
focus, and sentence structure. Includes detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that shows your
strengths and weaknesses

Writing Skills: Level 1, Practice 3
This third practice set will help you build your writing skills in mechanics and conventions, organization and focus,
and sentence structure. Includes detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that shows your
strengths and weaknesses.

Writing Skills: Level 1, Practice 4
This fourth practice set will help you build your writing skills in mechanics and conventions, organization and
focus, and sentence structure. Includes detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that shows your
strengths and weaknesses.

Level 2 Skill Builders

Writing Skills: Level 2, Practice 1
This first practice set will help you continue to build your writing skills in mechanics and conventions, organization
and focus, and sentence structure. Detailed answer explanations and an instant score report show your strengths
and weaknesses.

Writing Skills: Level 2, Practice 2
This second practice set will help you continue to build your writing skills in mechanics and conventions,
organization and focus, and sentence structure. Detailed answer explanations and an instant score report show
your strengths and weaknesses

Writing Skills: Level 2, Practice 3
This third practice set will help you continue to build your writing skills in mechanics and conventions,
organization and focus, and sentence structure. Detailed answer explanations and an instant score report show
your strengths and weaknesses.

Writing Skills: Level 2, Practice 4
This fourth practice set will help you continue to build your writing skills in mechanics and conventions,
organization and focus, and sentence structure. Detailed answer explanations and an instant score report show
your strengths and weaknesses.

Level 3 Skill Builders

Writing Skills: Level 3, Practice 1
This first practice set will help you continue to improve your writing skills in mechanics and conventions,
organization and focus, and sentence structure. Detailed answer explanations and an instant score report show
your strengths and weaknesses.

Writing Skills: Level 3, Practice 2
This second practice set will help you continue to improve your writing skills in mechanics and conventions,
organization and focus, and sentence structure. Detailed answer explanations and an instant score report show
your strengths and weaknesses

Writing Skills: Level 3, Practice 3
This third practice set will help you continue to improve your writing skills in mechanics and conventions,
organization and focus, and sentence structure. Detailed answer explanations and an instant score report show
your strengths and weaknesses.
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Writing Skills: Level 3, Practice 4
This fourth practice set will help you continue to improve your writing skills in mechanics and conventions,
organization and focus, and sentence structure. Detailed answer explanations and an instant score report show
your strengths and weaknesses.

Tutorials

Build Your Basic Writing Skills
Build your basic writing skills with this five-step tutorial. Learn brainstorming and organizational techniques,
review grammar, spelling, and mechanics, and practice with an instantly scored essay.

eBooks

Writing Skills Success in 20 Minutes a Day, 5th Edition
Excellent writing skills are essential for getting high marks on standardized tests and succeeding in a wide range of
jobs. This eBook helps you achieve mastery with a 20-step guide to improving writing skills that anyone can fit
into a busy schedule.

Proofreading, Revising, & Editing Skills Success
One way to improve your writing is the revision process. In this eBook, you'll learn the principles of grammar and
how to manipulate your words until they're just right. Strengthen your revising and editing skills and become a
clear and consistent writer.

Research & Writing Skills Success in 20 Minutes a Day
In school, you will be asked to do research and write up your findings—from a brief summary to long reports. This
eBook presents 20 steps for writing clearly, explaining how to organize the research process so writing is easy.

Desarrolle sus Habilidades (en Español)

Aprenda Rápido: Escritura/Writing
Por medio de ejemplos y ejercicios prácticos en inglés y español, este eBook provee un repaso de los
fundamentos de cómo escribir que incluyen categorías gramaticales, puntuación, y uso de mayúsculas.

Build Your Grammar Skills
Grammar Skill Builders

Grammar Skills: Practice 1
This 40-question skill builder will teach you the skills needed to improve your grammar, and includes questions
that will test your understanding of capitalization, punctuation, subject-verb agreement, word usage, and other
important rules of grammar.

Grammar Skills: Practice 2
This 40-question skill builder will teach you the skills needed to improve your grammar, and includes questions
that will test your understanding of capitalization, punctuation, subject-verb agreement, word usage, and other
important rules of grammar.

Tutorials

Build Your Basic Grammar Skills
Build your grammar skills with this tutorial. Use these lessons and exercises to sharpen your fundamentals in
punctuation and parts of speech, and learn how to avoid common mistakes.

eBooks

Grammar Essentials, 3rd Edition
This eBook is designed for adults who need to improve their writing ability quickly. This book focuses on
mastering the basics, including parts of speech, punctuation, abbreviations, capitalization, and spelling.

Grammar Success in 20 Minutes a Day, 3rd Edition
This eBook helps you fine-tune your knowledge of grammar essentials with quick but thorough lessons that take
only 20 minutes a day! Use the tests and lessons within to sharpen your grammar skills and quickly improve your
writing skills.

Desarrolle sus Habilidades (en Español)

Desarrolle sus Habilidades de Gramática Básica
Este curso le dará la confianza de escribir correos electrónicos, cartas, y mucho más, sin errores. Aprender los
fundamentos de puntuación, categorías gramaticales y cómo evitar errores comunes.

Build Your Vocabulary and Spelling Skills
Vocabulary and Spelling Skill Builders

Vocabulary and Spelling Skills: Practice 1
This 50-question skill builder will help improve your vocabulary and spelling. It includes questions that test your
ability with synonyms, antonyms, vocabulary in context, and spelling. Includes instant scoring and detailed answer
explanations.

Vocabulary and Spelling Skills: Practice 2
This 50-question skill builder will help improve your vocabulary and spelling. It includes questions that test your
ability with synonyms, antonyms, vocabulary in context, and spelling. Includes instant scoring and detailed answer
explanations.

Tutorials

Build Your Basic Vocabulary and Spelling Skills
Each unit in this tutorial walks you through essential skills to help you improve your vocabulary and spelling. This
tutorial includes plenty of practice and evaluation to help reinforce what you've learned.
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eBooks

1001 Vocabulary & Spelling Questions
This eBook will help you to stop misspelling words, and to boost your confidence with the words you write with.
Master those words that you find in competitive exams—this eBook is your guide to more confident spelling and a
more powerful vocabulary.

Practical Spelling, 2nd Edition
Do you find yourself making embarrassing spelling mistakes and want to get better? Improving your spelling
ability is a must for both self-improvement and professional growth. This eBook provides practical spelling
exercises, so you can learn by doing.

Practical Vocabulary, 2nd Edition
Practical Vocabulary will help you improve your vocabulary by arming you with words that are often used but less
often understood. It also shows you the secrets to breaking down new words to figure out what they mean
without a dictionary.

Vocabulary & Spelling Success in 20 Minutes a Day, 6th Edition
Use this eBook to learn the words you need to know to express yourself successfully. Practice with exercises that
will help you understand words—from pronunciation and spelling to context, definitions, word parts, synonyms,
antonyms, and more.

Desarrolle sus Habilidades (en Español)

Build Your Basic Vocabulary and Spelling Skills (Spanish)—Coming Soon
Práctica 1 de Analogías Verbales con instrucciones en español
Este conjunto de prácticas de 20 preguntas se diseñó para ayudarle a aprender a identificar las relaciones entre
pares de palabras.

Práctica 2 de Analogías Verbales con instrucciones en español
Este conjunto de prácticas de 20 preguntas se diseñó para ayudarle a aprender a identificar las relaciones entre
pares de palabras.

Práctica 3 de Analogías Verbales con instrucciones en español
Este conjunto de prácticas de 20 preguntas se diseñó para ayudarle a aprender a identificar las relaciones entre
pares de palabras.

Práctica 1 de Sinónimos y Antónimos con instrucciones en español
Este ejercicio de práctica de 20 preguntas se diseñó para ayudarle a manejar las preguntas de sinónimos y
antónimos y ampliar su vocabulario.

Práctica 2 de Sinónimos y Antónimos con instrucciones en español
Este ejercicio de práctica de 20 preguntas se diseñó para ayudarle a manejar las preguntas de sinónimos y
antónimos y ampliar su vocabulario.

Práctica 3 de Sinónimos y Antónimos con instrucciones en español
Este ejercicio de práctica de 20 preguntas se diseñó para ayudarle a manejar las preguntas de sinónimos y
antónimos y ampliar su vocabulario.

Aprenda Rápido: Vocabulario y Ortografía/Vocabulary y Spelling
Por medio de ejemplos y ejercicios prácticos en inglés y español, este eBook le ayudarán a entender las palabras:
desde pronunciación hasta ortografía, sinónimos, antónimos y más.

Build Your Math Skills
Level 1 Skill Builders

Basic Algebra: Level 1, Practice Set 1
Do you grasp the basics of algebra? Find out by taking Basic Algebra: Level 1, Practice Set 1. Detailed answer
explanations for each question help you identify areas that need work.

Basic Algebra: Level 1, Practice Set 3
Do you grasp the basics of algebra? Find out by taking Basic Algebra: Level 1, Practice Set 3. Detailed answer
explanations for each question help you identify areas that need work.

Basic Algebra: Level 1, Practice Set 4
Do you grasp the basics of algebra? Find out by taking Basic Algebra: Level 1, Practice Set 4. Detailed answer
explanations for each question help you identify areas that need work.

Decimals: Level 1, Practice Set 1
Do you grasp the basics of decimals? Find out by taking Decimals: Level 1, Practice Set 1. Detailed answer
explanations for each question help you identify areas that need work.

Decimals: Level 1, Practice Set 2
Do you grasp the basics of decimals? Find out by taking Decimals: Level 1, Practice Set 2. Detailed answer
explanations for each question help you identify areas that need work.
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Geometry: Level 1, Practice Set 1
Do you grasp the basics of geometry? Find out by taking Geometry: Level 1, Practice Set 1. Detailed answer
explanations for each question help you identify areas that need work.

Geometry: Level 1, Practice Set 2
Do you grasp the basics of geometry? Find out by taking Geometry: Level 1, Practice Set 2. Detailed answer
explanations for each question help you identify areas that need work.

Geometry: Level 1, Practice Set 3
Do you grasp the basics of geometry? Find out by taking Geometry: Level 1, Practice Set 3. Detailed answer
explanations for each question help you identify areas that need work.

Geometry: Level 1, Practice Set 4
Do you grasp the basics of geometry? Find out by taking Geometry: Level 1, Practice Set 4. Detailed answer
explanations for each question help you identify areas that need work.

Fractions & Mixed Numbers: Level 1, Practice Set 1
Do you grasp the basics of fractions and mixed numbers? Find out by taking Fractions & Mixed Numbers: Level 1,
Practice Set 1. Detailed answer explanations for each question help you identify areas that need work.

Fractions & Mixed Numbers: Level 1, Practice Set 2
Do you grasp the basics of fractions and mixed numbers? Find out by taking Fractions & Mixed Numbers: Level 1,
Practice Set 2. Detailed answer explanations for each question help you identify areas that need work.

Fractions & Mixed Numbers: Level 1, Practice Set 3
Do you grasp the basics of fractions and mixed numbers? Find out by taking Fractions & Mixed Numbers: Level 1,
Practice Set 3. Detailed answer explanations for each question help you identify areas that need work.

Fractions & Mixed Numbers: Level 1, Practice Set 4
Do you grasp the basics of fractions and mixed numbers? Find out by taking Fractions & Mixed Numbers: Level 1,
Practice Set 4. Detailed answer explanations for each question help you identify areas that need work.

Measurement: Level 1, Practice Set 1
Do you grasp the basics of measurement? Find out by taking Measurement: Level 1, Practice Set 1. Detailed
answer explanations for each question help you identify areas that need work.

Measurement: Level 1, Practice Set 2
Do you grasp the basics of measurement? Find out by taking Measurement: Level 1, Practice Set 2. Detailed
answer explanations for each question help you identify areas that need work.

Measurement: Level 1, Practice Set 3
Do you grasp the basics of measurement? Find out by taking Measurement: Level 1, Practice Set 3. Detailed
answer explanations for each question help you identify areas that need work.

Measurement: Level 1, Practice Set 4
Do you grasp the basics of measurement? Find out by taking Measurement: Level 1, Practice Set 4. Detailed
answer explanations for each question help you identify areas that need work.

Ratios & Proportions: Level 1, Practice Set 1
Do you grasp the basics of ratios? Find out by taking Ratios & Proportions: Level 1, Practice Set 1. Detailed answer
explanations for each question help you identify areas that need work.

Real Numbers: Level 1, Practice Set 1
Do you grasp the basics of real numbers? Find out by taking Real Numbers: Level 1, Practice Set 1. Detailed
answer explanations for each question help you identify areas that need work.

Whole Numbers: Level 1, Practice Set 1
Do you grasp the basics of whole numbers? Find out by taking Whole Numbers: Level 1, Practice Set 1. Detailed
answer explanations for each question help you identify areas that need work.

Whole Numbers: Level 1, Practice Set 2
Do you grasp the basics of whole numbers? Find out by taking Whole Numbers: Level 1, Practice Set 2. Detailed
answer explanations for each question help you identify areas that need work.

Whole Numbers: Level 1, Practice Set 3
Do you grasp the basics of whole numbers? Find out by taking Whole Numbers: Level 1, Practice Set 3. Detailed
answer explanations for each question help you identify areas that need work.
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Whole Numbers: Level 1, Practice Set 4
Do you grasp the basics of whole numbers? Find out by taking Whole Numbers: Level 1, Practice Set 4. Detailed
answer explanations for each question help you identify areas that need work.

Level 2 Skill Builders

Basic Algebra: Level 2, Practice Set 1
Improve your skills in algebra by taking Basic Algebra: Level 2, Practice Set 1. At the end of the practice set, get an
instant score report that measures your understanding of concepts like variables and inequalities.

Basic Algebra: Level 2, Practice Set 2
Improve your skills in algebra by taking Basic Algebra: Level 2, Practice Set 2. At the end of the practice set, get an
instant score report that measures your understanding of concepts like variables and inequalities.

Basic Algebra: Level 2, Practice Set 3
Improve your skills in algebra by taking Basic Algebra: Level 2, Practice Set 3. At the end of the practice set, get an
instant score report that measures your understanding of concepts like variables and inequalities.

Basic Algebra: Level 2, Practice Set 4
Improve your skills in algebra by taking Basic Algebra: Level 2, Practice Set 4. At the end of the practice set, get an
instant score report that measures your understanding of concepts like variables and inequalities.

Data, Graphs, & Statistics: Level 2, Practice Set 1
Improve your skills in pre-algebra by taking Data, Graphs, & Statistics: Level 2, Practice Set 1. At the end of the
practice set, get an instant score report that measures your understanding of concepts like measures of central
tendency.

Data, Graphs, & Statistics: Level 2, Practice Set 2
Improve your skills in pre-algebra by taking Data, Graphs, & Statistics: Level 2, Practice Set 2. At the end of the
practice set, get an instant score report that measures your understanding of concepts like measures of central
tendency.

Data, Graphs, & Statistics: Level 2, Practice Set 3
Improve your skills in pre-algebra by taking Data, Graphs, & Statistics: Level 2, Practice Set 3. At the end of the
practice set, get an instant score report that measures your understanding of concepts like measures of central
tendency.

Decimals: Level 2, Practice Set 1
Improve your skills in decimals by taking Decimals: Level 2, Practice Set 1. At the end of the practice set, get an
instant score report that measures your understanding of concepts like converting between fractions and
decimals.

Decimals: Level 2, Practice Set 2
Improve your skills in decimals by taking Decimals: Level 2, Practice Set 2. At the end of the practice set, get an
instant score report that measures your understanding of concepts like converting between fractions and
decimals.

Decimals: Level 2, Practice Set 3
Improve your skills in decimals by taking Decimals: Level 2, Practice Set 3. At the end of the practice set, get an
instant score report that measures your understanding of concepts like converting between fractions and
decimals.

Decimals: Level 2, Practice Set 4
Improve your skills in decimals by taking Decimals: Level 2, Practice Set 4. At the end of the practice set, get an
instant score report that measures your understanding of concepts like converting between fractions and
decimals.

Fractions & Mixed Numbers: Level 2, Practice Set 1
Improve your skills in fractions and mixed numbers by taking Fractions & Mixed Numbers: Level 2, Practice Set 1.
At the end of the practice set, get an instant score report that measures your understanding of concepts like
numerators and denominators.

Fractions & Mixed Numbers: Level 2, Practice Set 2
Improve your skills in fractions and mixed numbers by taking Fractions & Mixed Numbers: Level 2, Practice Set 2.
At the end of the practice set, get an instant score report that measures your understanding of concepts like
numerators and denominators.

Geometry: Level 2, Practice Set 1
Improve your skills in geometry by taking Geometry: Level 2, Practice Set 1. At the end of the practice set, get an
instant score report that measures your understanding of concepts like perimeter and area.
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Geometry: Level 2, Practice Set 2
Improve your skills in geometry by taking Geometry: Level 2, Practice Set 2. At the end of the practice set, get an
instant score report that measures your understanding of concepts like perimeter and area.

Geometry: Level 2, Practice Set 3
Improve your skills in geometry by taking Geometry: Level 2, Practice Set 3. At the end of the practice set, get an
instant score report that measures your understanding of concepts like perimeter and area.

Geometry: Level 2, Practice Set 4
Improve your skills in geometry by taking Geometry: Level 2, Practice Set 4. At the end of the practice set, get an
instant score report that measures your understanding of concepts like perimeter and area.

Integers: Level 2, Practice Set 1
Improve your skills in integers by taking Integers: Level 2, Practice Set 1. At the end of the practice set, get an
instant score report that measures your understanding of concepts like absolute value.

Ratios & Proportions: Level 2, Practice Set 1
Improve your skills in ratios and proportions by taking Ratios & Proportions: Level 2, Practice Set 1. At the end of
the practice set, get an instant score report that measures your understanding of concepts like direct and inverse
proportions.

Ratios & Proportions: Level 2, Practice Set 2
Improve your skills in ratios and proportions by taking Ratios & Proportions: Level 2, Practice Set 2. At the end of
the practice set, get an instant score report that measures your understanding of concepts like direct and inverse
proportions.

Ratios & Proportions: Level 2, Practice Set 3
Improve your skills in ratios and proportions by taking Ratios & Proportions: Level 2, Practice Set 3. At the end of
the practice set, get an instant score report that measures your understanding of concepts like direct and inverse
proportions.

Ratios & Proportions: Level 2, Practice Set 4
Improve your skills in ratios and proportions by taking Ratios & Proportions: Level 2, Practice Set 4. At the end of
the practice set, get an instant score report that measures your understanding of concepts like direct and inverse
proportions.

Real Numbers: Level 2, Practice Set 1
Improve your real numbers skills by taking Real Numbers: Level 2, Practice Set 1. At the end of the practice set,
get an instant score report that measures your understanding of concepts like exponents and square roots.

Percents: Level 2, Practice Set 1
Improve your skills in percents by taking Percents: Level 2, Practice Set 1. At the end of the practice set, get an
instant score report that measures your understanding of concepts like finding percent values in equations and
word problems.

Percents: Level 2, Practice Set 2
Improve your skills in percents by taking Percents: Level 2, Practice Set 2. At the end of the practice set, get an
instant score report that measures your understanding of concepts like finding percent values in equations and
word problems.

Percents: Level 2, Practice Set 3
Improve your skills in percents by taking Percents: Level 2, Practice Set 3. At the end of the practice set, get an
instant score report that measures your understanding of concepts like finding percent values in equations and
word problems.

Percents: Level 2, Practice Set 4
Improve your skills in percents by taking Percents: Level 2, Practice Set 4. At the end of the practice set, get an
instant score report that measures your understanding of concepts like finding percent values in equations and
word problems.

Whole Numbers: Level 2, Practice Set 1
Improve your skills in whole numbers by taking Whole Numbers: Level 2, Practice Set 1. At the end of the practice
set, get an instant score report that measures your understanding of concepts like order of operations and
factoring.

Whole Numbers: Level 2, Practice Set 2
Improve your skills in whole numbers by taking Whole Numbers: Level 2, Practice Set 2. At the end of the practice
set, get an instant score report that measures your understanding of concepts like order of operations and
factoring.
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Whole Numbers: Level 2, Practice Set 3
Improve your skills in whole numbers by taking Whole Numbers: Level 2, Practice Set 3. At the end of the practice
set, get an instant score report that measures your understanding of concepts like order of operations and
factoring.

Level 3 Skill Builders

Basic Algebra: Level 3, Practice Set 1
Find out if you've mastered variables, inequalities, and quadratic equations by taking Basic Algebra: Level 3,
Practice Set 1. These practice questions are designed to make you're sure ready to begin practicing for your high
school equivalency exam.

Basic Algebra: Level 3, Practice Set 2
Find out if you've mastered variables, inequalities, and quadratic equations by taking Basic Algebra: Level 3,
Practice Set 2. These practice questions are designed to make you're sure ready to begin practicing for your high
school equivalency exam.

Basic Algebra: Level 3, Practice Set 3
Find out if you've mastered variables, inequalities, and quadratic equations by taking Basic Algebra: Level 3,
Practice Set 3. These practice questions are designed to make you're sure ready to begin practicing for your high
school equivalency exam.

Decimals: Level 3, Practice Set 1
Find out if you've mastered concepts like converting between fractions and decimals by taking Decimals: Level 3,
Practice Set 1. These practice questions are designed to make you're sure ready to begin practicing for your high
school equivalency exam.

Geometry: Level 3, Practice Set 1
Find out if you've mastered area, perimeter, and classifying quadrilaterals by taking Geometry: Level 3, Practice
Set 1. These practice questions are designed to make sure you're fully prepared for geometry at the college level.

Geometry: Level 3, Practice Set 2
Find out if you've mastered area, perimeter, and classifying quadrilaterals by taking Geometry: Level 3, Practice
Set 2. These practice questions are designed to make you're sure ready to begin practicing for your high school
equivalency exam.

Geometry: Level 3, Practice Set 3
Find out if you've mastered area, perimeter, and classifying quadrilaterals by taking Geometry: Level 3, Practice
Set 3. These practice questions are designed to make you're sure ready to begin practicing for your high school
equivalency exam.

Geometry: Level 3, Practice Set 4
Find out if you've mastered area, perimeter, and classifying quadrilaterals by taking Geometry: Level 3, Practice
Set 4. These practice questions are designed to make you're sure ready to begin practicing for your high school
equivalency exam.

Ratios & Proportions: Level 3, Practice Set 1
Find out if you've mastered inverse and direct proportions by taking Ratios & Proportions: Level 3, Practice Set 1.
These practice questions are designed to make you're sure ready to begin practicing for your high school
equivalency exam.

Real Numbers: Level 3, Practice Set 1
Find out if you've mastered powers, exponents, and square roots by taking Real Numbers: Level 3, Practice Set 1.
These practice questions are designed to make you're sure ready to begin practicing for your high school
equivalency exam.

Real Numbers: Level 3, Practice Set 2
Find out if you've mastered powers, exponents, and square roots by taking Real Numbers: Level 3, Practice Set 2.
These practice questions are designed to make you're sure ready to begin practicing for your high school
equivalency exam.

Real Numbers: Level 3, Practice Set 3
Find out if you've mastered powers, exponents, and square roots by taking Real Numbers: Level 3, Practice Set 3.
These practice questions are designed to make you're sure ready to begin practicing for your high school
equivalency exam.

Tutorials

Build Your Basic Algebra Skills
Use this tutorial to master the concepts and build the skills needed to solve algebra problems. A pre-test at the
beginning of the course and interactive practice exercises will help you stay focused and measure your progress.
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Build Your Basic Math Skills
This tutorial course will walk you through basic math concepts, from fractions and decimals to pre-algebra and
geometry. Use the pre-test to learn which skills need more work. Practice exercises and quizzes are included to
reinforce what you've learned.

eBooks

Geometry Success in 20 Minutes a Day, 4th Edition
Geometry Success in 20 Minutes a Day provides a course in geometry skills that fits into any busy schedule—and
takes just 20 minutes a day.

Algebra Success in 20 Minutes a Day, 5th Edition
This eBook guides you through all the topics of fundamental algebra you need to know—fractions, coordinate
geometry, systems of equations, exponents, polynomials, and word problems—in 20 easy steps. Each step takes
just 20 minutes a day.

GED® Test Skill Builder: Mathematics, 2nd Edition
This eBook was designed for adult learners whose skills aren't strong enough to start practicing for the GED®
Math test. Filled with lessons and practice, this is a complete guide to boost your skills to get ready to prepare.

Math Builder
This eBook is perfect for anyone seeking to quickly and easily gain better math skills. Math Builder contains over
500 problems and answer explanations to help you practice the concepts and skills you need to get ahead.

Math to the Max
This eBook has 1,200 questions to help you improve your math skills. Problems and explanations help you take
command of arithmetic, algebra, and geometry. Each section includes an overview of key terms and formulas.

Practical Math Success in 20 Minutes a Day, 5th Edition
Not everyone is good at math, but math literacy is essential for getting ahead in our high-tech world, especially in
college and on the job. A refresher on pre-algebra, algebra, and geometry, this eBook covers all the basics.

501 Measurement and Conversion Questions
In this eBook, you will learn all about measurement and conversions, including: calculating perimeter, area,
volume, and angles; converting from metric to standard units; solving questions dealing with time, currency,
weight, and temperature; and more.

Desarrolle sus Habilidades (en Español)

Desarrolle sus Habilidades Matemáticas Básicas
Este curso le guiará por los conceptos de matemáticas básicas, desde fracciones, decimales hasta pre-álgebra y
geometría. Los ejercicios y pruebas de práctica se incluyen para reforzar lo que aprendió.

Prepare for the GED® Test
Pass the new GED® and enjoy the benefits of a better education! With informative tutorials, authentic practice tests, and helpful eBooks, earning your high
school equivalency credential has never been easier.
Learn About the new GED® Test
Tutorials

Introduction to the 2014 GED® Test
This interactive tutorial offers you a comprehensive introduction to the new GED® test. You'll learn about the new
test format, practice with the new question types, find out what is assessed on all four tests, and more.

eBooks

GED® Test Flash Review
This handy eBook is the ideal on-the-go study system for the GED® test. The perfect companion to any GED® test
study plan, it includes thorough yet easy-to-understand explanations for 600 of the most commonly covered
terms on the exam.

GED® Test Power Practice
GED® Test Power Practice includes two full-length practice tests with detailed answer explanations, and a helpful
introduction to the new GED® test format, so you know exactly what to expect on test day.

GED® Test Preparation
This all-in-one guide includes the proven nine-step LearningExpress Test Preparation System, hundreds of practice
questions with detailed answer explanations, and thorough review of every test section so you know exactly what
to expect on test day.

Reasoning Through Language Arts
Practice Tests

GED® Reasoning through Language Arts Practice Test 1: Part 1
This practice test will help you prepare for the GED® RLA Test with questions similar to those you'll find on test
day. Includes instant scoring and detailed answer explanations. Be sure to take Part 2 for practice with the
extended-response question.
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GED® Reasoning through Language Arts Practice Test 1: Part 2
Prepare for the extended-response question found on the GED® RLA Test. You'll practice writing under similar
conditions as the official GED® test, and then read sample essays at different score levels to know what to aim for.

GED® Reasoning through Language Arts Practice Test 2: Part 1
This practice test will help you prepare for the GED® RLA Test with questions similar to those you'll find on test
day. Includes instant scoring and detailed answer explanations. Be sure to take Part 2 for practice with the
extended-response question.

GED® Reasoning through Language Arts Practice Test 2: Part 2
Prepare for the extended-response question found on the GED® RLA Test. You’ll practice writing under similar
conditions as the official GED® test and then read sample essays at different score levels to know what to aim for.

Tutorials

Prepare for the GED® Reasoning through Language Arts Test
This interactive tutorial will help you build the skills you need to succeed on the GED® Reasoning through
Language Arts test. Learn reading topics you need to know and get practice with the types of questions you will
encounter on the real test.

eBook

GED® Test Flash Review: RLA
This eBook features essential terms and concepts you need to prepare for the GED® RLA Test. Inside, you will find
600+ flashcards that include the most-tested content on the exam, including the words and themes that come up
year after year.

Mathematical Reasoning
Practice Tests

GED® Mathematical Reasoning Practice Test 1
This full-length practice test will help you prepare for the GED® Mathematical Reasoning Test with questions
similar to those you'll encounter on test day. Includes instant scoring and detailed answer explanations.

GED® Mathematical Reasoning Practice Test 2
This full-length practice test will help you prepare for the GED® Mathematical Reasoning Test with questions
similar to those you'll encounter on test day. Includes instant scoring and detailed answer explanations.

Tutorials

Prepare for the GED® Mathematical Reasoning Test
This interactive tutorial will help you build the skills you need to succeed on the GED® Mathematical Reasoning
test. Learn math topics you need to know and get lots of practice with the types of questions you will encounter
on the real test.

eBook

GED® Test Flash Review: Math
This eBook features essential terms and concepts you need to prepare for the GED® Mathematical Reasoning test.
You’ll find 600+ flashcards that include the most-tested concepts on the exam.

Science
Practice Tests

GED® Science Practice Test 1: Part 1
This practice test will help you prepare for the GED® Science Test with questions similar to those you'll find on test
day. Includes instant scoring and detailed answer explanations. Be sure to take Part 2 for practice with the shortanswer questions.

GED® Science Practice Test 1: Part 2
This practice test will help you prepare for two short-answer questions found on the GED® Science Test, with
questions similar to those you'll find on test day. Includes detailed answer explanations and a helpful scoring
guide.

GED® Science Practice Test 2: Part 1
This practice test will help you prepare for the GED® Science Test with questions similar to those you'll find on test
day. Includes instant scoring and detailed answer explanations. Be sure to take Part 2 for practice with the shortanswer questions.

GED® Science Practice Test 2: Part 2
This practice test will help you prepare for two short-answer questions found on the GED® Science Test, with
questions similar to those you'll find on test day. Includes detailed answer explanations and a helpful scoring
guide.

Tutorials

Prepare for the GED® Science Test
This interactive tutorial will help you build the skills you need for the GED® Science test. Learn the science
reasoning skills and topics you need to know and practice with the types of questions you will encounter on the
real test.
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eBook

GED® Test Flash Review: Science
This eBook features essential terms and concepts you need to know to prepare for the GED® Science test. Inside,
you will find 600+ flashcards that include the most-tested content, including the words and concepts that come
up year after year.

Social Studies
Practice Tests

GED® Social Studies Practice Test 1: Part 1
Prepare for the GED® Social Studies Test with questions similar to those you'll find on test day. Includes instant
scoring and detailed answer explanations. Be sure to take Part 2 for practice with the extended-response
question.

GED® Social Studies Practice Test 1: Part 2

Prepare for the extended-response question found on the GED® Social Studies Test. You'll practice writing under
similar conditions as the official GED® test and then read sample essays at different score levels to know what to
aim for.

GED® Social Studies Practice Test 2: Part 1
Prepare for the GED® Social Studies Test with questions similar to those you'll find on test day. Includes instant
scoring and detailed answer explanations. Be sure to take Part 2 for practice with the extended-response
question.

GED® Social Studies Practice Test 2: Part 2

Prepare for the extended-response question found on the GED® Social Studies Test. You’ll practice writing under
similar conditions as the official GED® test and then read sample essays at different score levels to know what to
aim for.

Tutorials

Prepare for the GED® Social Studies Test
This interactive tutorial will help you build the skills you need for the GED® Social Studies test. Learn the social
studies reasoning skills and topics you need to know, and practice with the types of questions you will encounter
on the real test.

eBook

GED® Test Flash Review: Social Studies
This eBook features essential terms and concepts you need to know to prepare for the GED® Social Studies test.
Inside, you will find 600+ flashcards that include the most-tested content, including the words and concepts that
come up year after year.

GED® en Español
Con GED® Preparación para Examen en Español, usted tendrá la ventaja y la confianza que necesitará el dia del examen.
Aprenda Sobre el Nuevo Examen de GED®
Cursos

Introducción de Examen GED® de 2014
Este tutorial le ofrece una introducción al nuevo examen de GED®. Aprenderá sobre el nuevo formato de examen,
practicará con los nuevos tipos de preguntas y se enterará de lo que se evalúa en las cuatro pruebas.

Libros Electronico

Práctica integral para la prueba GED®
En este libro electrónico se encuentran dos exámenes de práctica completos que se parecen mucho a la prueba
oficial GED® . Incluye explicaciones de las respuestas detalladas.

Razonamiento a través de las Artes del Lenguaje
Examenes de Práctica

1.er Examen de Práctica GED® de Razonamiento a través de las Artes del Lenguaje: Parte 1
Incluye una puntuación instantánea y explicaciones detalladas de las respuestas. Asegúrese de tomar la segunda
parte para la práctica de pregunta de respuesta larga.

1.er Examen de Práctica GED® de Razonamiento a través de las Artes del Lenguaje: Parte 2
Prepárese para las pregunta de respuesta larga con condiciones similares como el examen oficial, y luego leerá
ejemplos de redacciones con diferentes niveles de puntuación para saber qué objetivos debe perseguir.

2.do Examen de Práctica GED® de Razonamiento a través de las Artes del Lenguaje: Parte 1
Incluye una puntuación instantánea y explicaciones detalladas de las respuestas. Asegúrese de tomar la segunda
parte para la práctica de pregunta de respuesta larga.

2.do Examen de Práctica GED® de Razonamiento a través de las Artes del Lenguaje: Parte 2
Prepárese para las pregunta de respuesta larga con condiciones similares como el examen oficial, y luego leerá
ejemplos de redacciones con diferentes niveles de puntuación para saber qué objetivos debe perseguir.

Cursos

Prepárese para el Examen GED® de Razonamiento a través de las Artes del Lenguaje
Este tutorial te ayudará a prepararte para el examen RLA de GED®. Aprende las habilidades y temas de las artes
del lenguaje que necesitarás saber y practica los tipos de preguntas que encontrarás el día del examen.
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Razonamiento Matemático
Examenes de Práctica

1.er Examen de Práctica GED® de Razonamiento Matemático
Este examen de práctica, le ayudará a prepararse con preguntas similares a las que encontrará en el día de la
prueba. Incluye una puntuación instantánea y explicaciones detalladas de las respuestas.

2.do Examen de Práctica GED® de Razonamiento Matemático
Este examen de práctica, le ayudará a prepararse con preguntas similares a las que encontrará en el día de la
prueba. Incluye una puntuación instantánea y explicaciones detalladas de las respuestas.

Cursos

Prepárese para el Examen GED® de Razonamiento Matemático
Este tutorial te ayudará a prepararte para el examen de Razonamiento Matemático de GED®. Repasa los temas de
matemáticas esenciales y practica los tipos de preguntas que encontrarás el día del examen.

Estudios Sociales
Examenes de Práctica

1.er Examen de Práctica GED® de Estudios Sociales: Parte 1
Incluye una puntuación instantánea y explicaciones detalladas de las respuestas. Asegúrese de tomar la segunda
parte para la práctica de pregunta de respuesta larga.

1.er Examen de Práctica GED® de Estudios Sociales: Parte 2
Prepárese para las pregunta de respuesta larga con condiciones similares como el examen oficial, y luego leerá
ejemplos de redacciones con diferentes niveles de puntuación para saber qué objetivos debe perseguir.

2.do Examen de Práctica GED® de Estudios Sociales: Parte 1
Incluye una puntuación instantánea y explicaciones detalladas de las respuestas. Asegúrese de tomar la segunda
parte para la práctica de pregunta de respuesta larga.

2.do Examen de Práctica GED® de Estudios Sociales: Parte 2
Prepárese para las pregunta de respuesta larga con condiciones similares como el examen oficial, y luego leerá
ejemplos de redacciones con diferentes niveles de puntuación para saber qué objetivos debe perseguir.

Cursos

Prepárese para el Examen GED® de Estudios Sociales
Este tutorial te ayudará a prepararte para el examen de Estudios Sociales de GED®. Aprende las habilidades y
temas que necesitarás saber y practica los tipos de preguntas que encontrarás el día del examen.

Ciencia
Examenes de Práctica

1.er Examen de Práctica GED® de Ciencia: Parte 1
Prepárese para el examen de GED® de ciencias con preguntas similares a las que encontrará en el día de la
prueba. Incluye una puntuación instantánea y explicaciones detalladas de las respuestas.

1.er Examen de Práctica GED® de Ciencia: Parte 2
Prepárese para la dos preguntas de respuesta corta con preguntas similares a las que encontrará en el día de la
prueba. Incluye explicaciones detalladas de las respuestas y una guía útil de puntuación.

2.do Examen de Práctica GED® de Ciencia: Parte 1
Prepárese para el examen de GED® de ciencias con preguntas similares a las que encontrará en el día de la
prueba. Incluye una puntuación instantánea y explicaciones detalladas de las respuestas.

2.do Examen de Práctica GED® de Ciencia: Parte 2
Prepárese para la dos preguntas de respuesta corta con preguntas similares a las que encontrará en el día de la
prueba. Incluye explicaciones detalladas de las respuestas y una guía útil de puntuación.

Cursos

Prepárese para el Examen GED® de Ciencia
Este tutorial te ayudará a prepararte para el examen de Ciencias de GED®. Aprende las habilidades y temas que
necesitarás saber y practica los tipos de preguntas que encontrarás el día del examen.

Prepare for the HiSET®
If you're preparing for the HiSET®, the informative tutorial and authentic reading, writing, math, science, and social studies practice here will help you pass
the official HiSET® and earn your high school equivalency credential—especially if you plan on taking the HiSET® on a computer!
Language Arts Practice
HiSET® Language Arts – Reading Practice Questions HiSET® Language Arts – Reading Practice Questions: Set 1
Get a head start on the HiSET® with this practice exam for the Reading subtest. At the end, instantly see a
personalized score report that shows what you did well on and what you need to review.

HiSET® Language Arts – Reading Practice Questions: Set 2
Target the reading skills assessed by the official HiSET® with this second set of practice questions. You’ll receive
instant scoring, a personalized score report, and detailed answer explanations to maximize your study time.
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HiSET® Language Arts – Writing Practice Questions

HiSET® Language Arts – Writing Part I Practice Questions: Set 1
Get ready for the HiSET® with this set of practice questions, which covers many of the writing topics found on the
official exam. Then use the instant score report to identify your weak areas and the full answer explanations to
help you improve.

HiSET® Language Arts – Writing Part I Practice Questions: Set 2
Continue to target the writing skills assessed by the official HiSET® Exam with this second set of practice
questions. You’ll receive instant scoring, a personalized score report, and detailed answer explanations to
maximize your study time.

HiSET® Language Arts – Writing Part II Practice Question: Essay 1
This first practice essay gives you a writing topic like those found on HiSET® and then provides sample essays at
different score levels.

HiSET® Language Arts – Writing Part II Practice Question: Essay 2
This second practice essay gives you a writing topic like those found on HiSET® and then provides sample essays
at different score levels.

Mathematics Practice
HiSET® Mathematics Practice Questions

HiSET® Mathematics Practice Questions: Set 1
Get a jump start on the HiSET® with this set of practice questions, which covers many of the math topics found on
the official exam. The instant score report will identify your weak areas, and the detailed answer explanations will
help you improve.

HiSET® Mathematics Practice Questions: Set 2
Target the math skills assessed by the official HiSET® with this second set of practice questions. You’ll receive
instant scoring, a personalized score report, and detailed answer explanations to maximize your study time.

Social Studies Practice
HiSET® Social Studies Practice Questions

HiSET® Social Studies Practice Questions: Set 1
Get ready for the HiSET® with this set of practice questions, which covers many of the social studies topics found
on the official exam. The instant score report will identify your weak areas, and the detailed answer explanations
will help you improve.

HiSET® Social Studies Practice Questions: Set 2
Target the social studies topics found on the official HiSET® with this second set of practice questions. You’ll
receive instant scoring, a personalized score report, and detailed answer explanations to maximize your study
time.

Science Practice
HiSET® Science Practice Questions

HiSET® Science Practice Questions: Set 1
Get ready for the HiSET® with this set of practice questions, which covers many of the science skills assessed by
the official exam. The instant score report will identify your weak areas, and the detailed answer explanations will
help you improve.

HiSET® Science Practice Questions: Set 2
Target the science skills assessed by the official HiSET® with this second set of practice questions. You’ll receive
instant scoring, a personalized score report, and detailed answer explanations to maximize your study time.

Prepare for the TASC Test Assessing Secondary Completion
If you're preparing for the TASC test, the informative tutorial and authentic reading, writing, math, science, and social studies practice here will help you pass
the official TASC test and earn your high school equivalency credential—especially if you plan on taking the TASC test on a computer!
Language Arts Practice
TASC Test Language Arts – Reading Practice
Questions

TASC Test Reading Literacy Practice Questions: Set 1
Get ready for the TASC test with this set of practice questions, which cover many of the reading topics found on
the official exam. Use the instant score report to identify your weak areas and the full answer explanations to help
you improve.

TASC Test Reading Literacy Practice Questions: Set 1
Target the reading skills assessed on the official TASC test with this second set of practice questions. You’ll receive
instant scoring, a personalized score report, and detailed answer explanations to maximize your study time.

TASC Test Language Arts – Writing Practice
Questions

LearningExpress Library

TASC Test Writing Section 1 Practice Questions: Set 1
Get ready for TASC test with this set of practice questions, which cover many of the writing topics found on the
official exam. At the end, use the instant score report to identify your weak areas and the full answer explanations
to help you improve.
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TASC Test Writing Section 1 Practice Questions: Set 2
Continue to target the writing skills assessed by the official TASC test with this second set of practice questions.
You’ll receive instant scoring, a personalized score report, and detailed answer explanations to maximize your
study time.

TASC Test Writing Section 2 Practice Questions: Essay 1
This first practice essay gives you a writing topic like those found on TASC test, and then provides sample essays
at different score levels to know what to aim for.

TASC Test Writing Section 2 Practice Questions: Essay 2
This second practice essay gives you a writing topic like those found on TASC test, and then provides sample
essays at different score levels to know what to aim for.

Mathematics Practice
TASC Test Mathematics Practice Questions

TASC Test Mathematics Practice Questions: Set 1
Get ready for TASC test with this set of practice questions, which cover many of the math topics found on the
official exam. At the end, use the instant score report to identify your weak areas and the full answer explanations
to help you improve.

TASC Test Mathematics Practice Questions: Set 2
Improve your understanding of the math topics found on the official TASC test with this second set of practice
questions. Instant scoring, a personalized score report, and detailed answer explanations will help you maximize
your study time.

Social Studies Practice
TASC Test Social Studies Practice Questions

TASC Test Social Studies Practice Questions: Set 1
Get ready for TASC test with this set of practice questions, which cover many of the social-studies topics found on
the official exam. Then use the instant score report to identify your weak areas and the full answer explanations
to help you improve.

TASC Test Social Studies Practice Questions: Set 2
Improve your understanding of the social-studies topics found on the official TASC test with this second set of
practice questions. Instant scoring, a personalized score report, and detailed answer explanations will help you
maximize your study time.

Science Practice
TASC Test Science Practice Questions

TASC Test Science Practice Questions: Set 1
Get ready for TASC test with this set of practice questions, which cover many of the science skills assessed by the
official exam. Then use the instant score report to identify your weak areas and the full answer explanations to
help you improve.

TASC Test Science Practice Questions: Set 2
Improve your understanding of the topics found on the science section of the official TASC test with this second
practice set. Instant scoring, a personalized score report, and detailed answer explanations will help you maximize
your study time.
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Elementary School
Need some extra practice to do your best in school? Get yourself ready with practice, lessons, and study help.
Mathematics Skills Improvement
Geometry Practice
Grade 4 Geometry Practice 1
Build your 4th grade geometry skills with this first practice set. It provides questions aligned to Common Core
State Standards, an instant score report, and full answer explanations.

Grade 4 Geometry Practice 2
Build your 4th grade geometry skills with this second practice set. It provides questions aligned to Common Core
State Standards, an instant score report, and full answer explanations.

Grade 4 Geometry Practice 3
Keep building your 4th grade geometry skills with this third practice set. It provides questions aligned to Common
Core State Standards, an instant score report, and full answer explanations.

Grade 4 Geometry Practice 4
Build your 5th grade geometry skills with this second practice set. It provides questions aligned to Common Core
State Standards, an instant score report, and full answer explanations.

Grade 5 Geometry Practice 1
Build your 5th grade geometry skills with this first practice set. It provides questions aligned to Common Core
State Standards, an instant score report, and full answer explanations.

Grade 5 Geometry Practice 2
Build your 5th grade geometry skills with this second practice set. It provides questions aligned to Common Core
State Standards, an instant score report, and full answer explanations.

Grade 5 Geometry Practice 3
Build your 5th-grade geometry skills with this third practice set. It provides questions aligned to the Common Core
State Standards, an instant score report, and detailed answer explanations.

Grade 5 Geometry Practice 4
Build your 5th-grade geometry skills with this fourth practice set. It provides questions aligned to the Common
Core State Standards, an instant score report, and detailed answer explanations.

Measurement & Data Practice

Grade 4 Measurement & Data Practice 1
This first practice set will help build your 4th grade measurement and data skills. It consists of questions aligned to
Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations and an instant score report.

Grade 4 Measurement & Data Practice 2
This second practice set will help build your 4th grade measurement and data skills. It consists of questions
aligned to Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations and an instant score report.

Grade 4 Measurement & Data Practice 3
This third practice set will help build your 4th grade measurement and data skills. It consists of questions aligned
to Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations and an instant score report.

Grade 4 Measurement & Data Practice 4
This fourth practice set will help build your 4th grade measurement and data skills. It consists of questions aligned
to Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations and an instant score report.

Grade 5 Measurement & Data Practice 1
This practice set will help build your 5th grade measurement and data skills. It consists of questions aligned to
Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations and an instant score report.

Grade 5 Measurement & Data Practice 2
Build your 5th grade measurement and data skills with this second practice set. It consists of questions aligned to
Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations and an instant score report.

Grade 5 Measurement & Data Practice 3
Build your skills working with measurement and data at the fifth grade level. Aligned to the Common Core State
Standards, this practice set includes instant scoring and detailed answer explanations.
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Grade 5 Measurement & Data Practice 4
Build your skills working with measurement and data at the fifth grade level. Aligned to the Common Core State
Standards, this practice set includes instant scoring and detailed answer explanations.

Number & Operations Practice

Grade 4 Number & Operations Practice 1
Build your 4th grade number and operations skills with this first practice set. It consists of questions aligned to
Common Core State Standards, along with an instant score report and full answer explanations.

Grade 4 Number & Operations Practice 2
Build your 4th grade number and operations skills with this second practice set. It consists of questions aligned to
Common Core State Standards, along with an instant score report and full answer explanations.

Grade 4 Number & Operations Practice 3
Build your 4th grade number and operations skills with this third practice set. It consists of questions aligned to
Common Core State Standards, along with an instant score report and full answer explanations.

Grade 4 Number & Operations Practice 4
Build your 4th grade number and operations skills with this fourth practice set. It consists of questions aligned to
Common Core State Standards, along with an instant score report and full answer explanations.

Grade 5 Number & Operations Practice 1
This first practice set will help build your 5th grade number and operations skills. It consists of questions aligned
to Common Core State Standards, along with an instant score report and full answer explanations.

Grade 5 Number & Operations Practice 2
This second practice set will help build your 5th grade number and operations skills. It consists of questions
aligned to Common Core State Standards, along with an instant score report and full answer explanations.

Grade 5 Number & Operations Practice 3
This third practice set will help build your 5th grade number and operations skills. It consists of questions aligned
to Common Core State Standards, along with an instant score report and full answer explanations.

Grade 5 Number & Operations Practice 4
This fourth practice set will help build your 5th grade number and operations skills. It consists of questions aligned
to Common Core State Standards, along with an instant score report and full answer explanations.

Operations & Algebraic Thinking Practice

Grade 4 Operations & Algebraic Thinking Practice 1
This first practice set will help build your 4th grade operations and algebra skills. It provides questions aligned to
Common Core State Standards, an instant score report, and full answer explanations.

Grade 4 Operations & Algebraic Thinking Practice 2
This second practice set will help build your 4th grade operations and algebra skills. It provides questions aligned
to Common Core State Standards, an instant score report, and full answer explanations.

Grade 4 Operations & Algebraic Thinking Practice 3
This third practice set will help build your 4th grade operations and algebra skills. It provides questions aligned to
Common Core State Standards, an instant score report, and full answer explanations.

Grade 4 Operations & Algebraic Thinking Practice 4
This fourth practice set will help build your 4th grade operations and algebra skills. It provides questions aligned
to Common Core State Standards, an instant score report, and full answer explanations.

Grade 5 Operations & Algebraic Thinking Practice 1
Build your 5th grade operations and algebra skills with this first practice set. It consists of questions aligned to
Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations and an instant score report.

Grade 5 Operations & Algebraic Thinking Practice 2
Build your 5th grade operations and algebra skills with this second practice set. It consists of questions aligned to
Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations and an instant score report.

Grade 5 Operations & Algebraic Thinking Practice 3
Build your 5th grade operations and algebra skills with this third practice set. It consists of questions aligned to
Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations and an instant score report.

Grade 5 Operations & Algebraic Thinking Practice 4
Build your 5th grade operations and algebra skills with this fourth practice set. It consists of questions aligned to
Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations and an instant score report.
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English Language Arts Skills Improvement
Informational Reading Practice

Grade 4 Informational Reading Practice 1
Improve your 4th grade informational reading skills with this first practice set. It provides informational passages
and questions aligned to CCSS Anchor Standards, along with an instant score report and full answer explanations.

Grade 4 Informational Reading Practice 2
Improve your 4th grade informational reading skills with this second practice set. It provides informational
passages and questions aligned to CCSS Anchor Standards, along with an instant score report and full answer
explanations.

Grade 5 Informational Reading Practice 1
Improve your 5th grade informational reading skills with this first practice set. It provides informational passages
and questions aligned to CCSS Anchor Standards, along with an instant score report and full answer explanations.

Grade 5 Informational Reading Practice 2
Improve your 5th grade informational reading skills with this second practice set. It provides informational
passages and questions aligned to CCSS Anchor Standards, along with an instant score report and full answer
explanations.

Literature Reading Practice

Grade 4 Literature Reading Practice 1
Improve your 4th grade literature reading skills with this first practice set. It provides literary passages and
questions aligned to CCSS Anchor Standards, along with an instant score report and full answer explanations.

Grade 4 Literature Reading Practice 2
Improve your 4th grade literature reading skills with this first practice set. It provides literary passages and
questions aligned to CCSS Anchor Standards, along with an instant score report and full answer explanations.

Grade 5 Literature Reading Practice 1
Improve your 5th grade literature reading skills with this first practice set. It provides literary passages and
questions aligned to CCSS Anchor Standards, along with an instant score report and full answer explanations.

Grade 5 Literature Reading Practice 2
Improve your 5th grade literature reading skills with this first practice set. It provides literary passages and
questions aligned to CCSS Anchor Standards, along with an instant score report and full answer explanations.

Writing & Language Practice

Grade 4 Writing & Language Practice 1
Build your 4th grade writing and language skills with this first practice set. It includes passages and questions
aligned to CCSS Anchor Standards, an instant score report, and full answer explanations.

Grade 4 Writing & Language Practice 2
Build your 4th grade writing and language skills with this second practice set. It includes passages and questions
aligned to CCSS Anchor Standards, an instant score report, and full answer explanations.

Grade 5 Writing & Language Practice 1
Use this first practice set to help improve your 5th grade writing and language skills. It includes passages and
questions aligned to CCSS Anchor Standards, an instant score report, and full answer explanations.

Grade 5 Writing & Language Practice 2
Use this second practice set to help improve your 5th grade writing and language skills. It includes passages and
questions aligned to CCSS Anchor Standards, an instant score report, and full answer explanations.

Middle School
Looking for some extra help with your schoolwork or want to practice for a big test? Discover helpful eBooks, instantly scored practice questions, and
interesting lessons to build your skills for classes, homework, quizzes, and important exams.
Mathematics Skills Improvement
Expressions & Equations Practice
Grade 6 Expressions & Equations Practice 1
This first practice set will help improve your skills in 6th grade concepts involving expressions and equations. It
provides questions aligned to Common Core State Standards, an instant score report, and full answer
explanations.

Grade 6 Expressions & Equations Practice 2
This second practice set will help improve your skills in 6th grade concepts involving expressions and equations. It
provides questions aligned to Common Core State Standards, an instant score report, and full answer
explanations.
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Grade 6 Expressions & Equations Practice 3
This third practice set will help improve your skills in 6th grade concepts involving expressions and equations. It
provides questions aligned to Common Core State Standards, an instant score report, and full answer
explanations.

Grade 6 Expressions & Equations Practice 4
This fourth practice set will help improve your skills in 6th grade concepts involving expressions and equations. It
provides questions aligned to Common Core State Standards, an instant score report, and full answer
explanations.

Grade 7 Expressions & Equations Practice 1
Improve your skills in 7th grade concepts involving expressions and equations by taking this first practice test. It
consists of questions aligned to Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations and an instant
score report.

Grade 7 Expressions & Equations Practice 2
Improve your skills in 7th grade concepts involving expressions and equations by taking this second practice test.
It consists of questions aligned to Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations and an
instant score report.

Grade 7 Expressions & Equations Practice 3
Improve your skills in 7th grade concepts involving expressions and equations by taking this third practice test. It
consists of questions aligned to Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations and an instant
score report.

Grade 7 Expressions & Equations Practice 4
Improve your skills in 7th grade concepts involving expressions and equations by taking this fourth practice test. It
consists of questions aligned to Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations and an instant
score report.

Grade 8 Expressions & Equations Practice 1
This first practice set will help improve your skills in 8th grade concepts involving expressions and equations. It
consists of questions aligned to Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations and an instant
score report.

Grade 8 Expressions & Equations Practice 2
This second practice set will help improve your skills in 8th grade concepts involving expressions and equations. It
consists of questions aligned to Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations and an instant
score report.

Grade 8 Expressions & Equations Practice 3
This third practice set will help improve your skills in 8th grade concepts involving expressions and equations. It
consists of questions aligned to Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations and an instant
score report.

Grade 8 Expressions & Equations Practice 4
This fourth practice set will help improve your skills in 8th grade concepts involving expressions and equations. It
consists of questions aligned to Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations and an instant
score report.

Functions Practice

Grade 8 Functions Practice 1
Improve your skills in 8th grade functions concepts with this first practice set. It provides questions aligned to
Common Core State Standards, full answer explanations, and an instant score report.

Grade 8 Functions Practice 2
Improve your skills in 8th grade functions concepts with this second practice set. It provides questions aligned to
Common Core State Standards, full answer explanations, and an instant score report.

Grade 8 Functions Practice 3
This third practice set will help improve your skills in 8th grade concepts involving functions. It consists of
questions aligned to Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations and an instant score
report.

Grade 8 Functions Practice 4
This fourth practice set will help improve your skills in 8th grade concepts involving functions. It consists of
questions aligned to Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations and an instant score
report.
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Geometry Practice

Grade 6 Geometry Practice 1
This first practice set will help you build your skills in 6th grade geometry concepts. It consists of questions aligned
to Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations and an instant score report.

Grade 6 Geometry Practice 2
This second practice set will help you build your skills in 6th grade geometry concepts. It consists of questions
aligned to Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations and an instant score report.

Grade 6 Geometry Practice 3
This third practice set will help you build your skills in 6th grade geometry concepts. It consists of questions
aligned to Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations and an instant score report.

Grade 6 Geometry Practice 4
This fourth practice set will help you build your skills in 6th grade geometry concepts. It consists of questions
aligned to Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations and an instant score report.

Grade 7 Geometry Practice 1
Use this first practice set to help build your skills in 7th grade geometry concepts. It includes questions aligned to
Common Core State Standards, detailed answer explanations, and an instant score report.

Grade 7 Geometry Practice 2
Use this second practice set to help build your skills in 7th grade geometry concepts. It includes questions aligned
to Common Core State Standards, detailed answer explanations, and an instant score report.

Grade 7 Geometry Practice 3
Use this third practice set to help build your skills in 7th grade geometry concepts. It includes questions aligned to
Common Core State Standards, detailed answer explanations, and an instant score report.

Grade 7 Geometry Practice 4
Use this fourth practice set to help build your skills in 7th grade geometry concepts. It includes questions aligned
to Common Core State Standards, detailed answer explanations, and an instant score report.

Grade 8 Geometry Practice 1
Improve your skills in 8th grade geometry concepts with this first practice set. It provides questions aligned to
Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations and an instant score report.

Grade 8 Geometry Practice 2
Improve your skills in 8th grade geometry concepts with this second practice set. It provides questions aligned to
Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations and an instant score report.

Grade 8 Geometry Practice 3
Improve your skills in 8th grade geometry concepts with this third practice set. It provides questions aligned to
Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations and an instant score report.

Grade 8 Geometry Practice 4
Improve your skills in 8th grade geometry concepts with this fourth practice set. It provides questions aligned to
Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations and an instant score report.

Number System Practice

Grade 6 Number System Practice 1
This first practice set will help you grasp important 6th grade concepts involving the number system. It consists of
questions aligned to Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations and an instant score
report.

Grade 6 Number System Practice 2
This second practice set will help you grasp important 6th grade concepts involving the number system. It consists
of questions aligned to Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations and an instant score
report.

Grade 6 Number System Practice 3
This third practice set will help you grasp important 6th grade concepts involving the number system. It consists
of questions aligned to Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations and an instant score
report.

Grade 6 Number System Practice 4
This fourth practice set will help you grasp important 6th grade concepts involving the number system. It consists
of questions aligned to Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations and an instant score
report.
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Grade 7 Number System Practice 1
Use this practice set to improve your grasp of important 7th grade concepts involving the number system. It
consists of questions aligned to Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations and an instant
score report.

Grade 7 Number System Practice 2
This second practice set will help you grasp important 7th grade concepts involving the number system. It consists
of questions aligned to Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations and an instant score
report.

Grade 7 Number System Practice 3
Build your skills using the number system at the 7th grade level. Aligned to the Common Core State Standards,
this practice set includes an instant score report and detailed answer explanations.

Grade 8 Number System Practice 1
This first practice set will help you grasp important 8th grade concepts involving the number system. It consists of
questions aligned to Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations and an instant score
report.

Grade 8 Number System Practice 2
Build your skills using the number system with this second practice set. Aligned to Common Core State Standards
for the 8th grade, it includes instant scoring and detailed answer explanations.

Grade 8 Number System Practice 3
Build your skills using the number system with this third practice set. Aligned to Common Core State Standards for
the 8th grade, it includes instant scoring and detailed answer explanations.

Grade 8 Number System Practice 4
Build your skills using the number system with this fourth practice set. Aligned to Common Core State Standards
for the 8th grade, it includes instant scoring and detailed answer explanations.

Ratios & Proportional Relationships Practice

Grade 6 Ratios & Proportional Relationships Practice 1
This first practice set will help build your skills in 6th grade ratio and proportion concepts. It consists of questions
aligned to Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations and an instant score report.

Grade 6 Ratios & Proportional Relationships Practice 2
This second practice set will help build your skills in 6th grade ratio and proportion concepts. It consists of
questions aligned to Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations and an instant score
report.

Grade 6 Ratios & Proportional Relationships Practice 3
This third practice set will help build your skills in 6th grade ratio and proportion concepts. It consists of questions
aligned to Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations and an instant score report.

Grade 6 Ratios & Proportional Relationships Practice 4
This fourth practice set will help build your skills in 6th grade ratio and proportion concepts. It consists of
questions aligned to Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations and an instant score
report.

Grade 7 Ratios & Proportional Relationships Practice 1
Use this first practice set to improve your grasp of important 7th grade concepts involving ratios and proportions.
It consists of questions aligned to Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations and an
instant score report.

Grade 7 Ratios & Proportional Relationships Practice 2
Use this second practice set to improve your grasp of important 7th grade concepts involving ratios and
proportions. It consists of questions aligned to Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations
and an instant score report.

Grade 7 Ratios & Proportional Relationships Practice 3
Use this third practice set to improve your grasp of important 7th grade concepts involving ratios and
proportions. It consists of questions aligned to Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations
and an instant score report.

Grade 7 Ratios & Proportional Relationships Practice 4
Use this fourth practice set to improve your grasp of important 7th grade concepts involving ratios and
proportions. It consists of questions aligned to Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations
and an instant score report.
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Statistics & Probability Practice

Grade 6 Statistics & Probability Practice 1
This first practice set will help you tackle important 6th grade statistics and probability concepts. It provides
questions aligned to Common Core State Standards, an instant score report, and full answer explanations.

Grade 6 Statistics & Probability Practice 2
This second practice set will help you tackle important 6th grade statistics and probability concepts. It provides
questions aligned to Common Core State Standards, an instant score report, and full answer explanations.

Grade 6 Statistics & Probability Practice 3
This third practice set will help you tackle important 6th grade statistics and probability concepts. It provides
questions aligned to Common Core State Standards, an instant score report, and full answer explanations.

Grade 6 Statistics & Probability Practice 4
This fourth practice set will help you tackle important 6th grade statistics and probability concepts. It provides
questions aligned to Common Core State Standards, an instant score report, and full answer explanations.

Grade 7 Statistics & Probability Practice 1
Improve your skills in 7th grade statistics and probability concepts with this first practice set. It provides questions
aligned to Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations and an instant score report.

Grade 7 Statistics & Probability Practice 2
Improve your skills in 7th grade statistics and probability concepts with this second practice set. It provides
questions aligned to Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations and an instant score
report.

Grade 7 Statistics & Probability Practice 3
Improve your skills in 7th grade statistics and probability concepts with this third practice set. It provides
questions aligned to Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations and an instant score
report.

Grade 7 Statistics & Probability Practice 4
Improve your skills in 7th grade statistics and probability concepts with this fourth practice set. It provides
questions aligned to Common Core State Standards, along with full answer explanations and an instant score
report.

Grade 8 Statistics & Probability Practice 1
Build your skills using statistics and probability concepts at the 8th grade level with this practice set. Aligned to
Common Core State Standards, it includes instant scoring and detailed answer explanations for every question.

Grade 8 Statistics & Probability Practice 2
Build your skills using statistics and probability concepts at the 8th grade level with this practice set. Aligned to
Common Core State Standards, it includes instant scoring and detailed answer explanations for every question.

Grade 8 Statistics & Probability Practice 3
Build your skills using statistics and probability concepts at the 8th grade level with this practice set. Aligned to
Common Core State Standards, it includes instant scoring and detailed answer explanations for every question.

Grade 8 Statistics & Probability Practice 4
Build your skills using statistics and probability concepts at the 8th grade level with this practice set. Aligned to
Common Core State Standards, it includes instant scoring and detailed answer explanations for every question.

Tutorials

Grade 6 Math Tutorial
The units in this tutorial cover the essential 6th grade math concepts outlined in the Common Core State
Standards. You’ll find the fun lessons, helpful practice, and important review you need for homework, tests, and
class.

Grade 7 Math Tutorial
The units in this tutorial cover the essential 7th grade math concepts outlined in the Common Core State
Standards. You’ll find the fun lessons, helpful practice, and important review you need for homework, tests, and
class.

Grade 8 Math Tutorial
The units in this tutorial cover the essential 8th grade math concepts outlined in the Common Core State
Standards. You’ll find the fun lessons, helpful practice, and important review you need for homework, tests, and
class.
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Middle School Math for Parents Tutorial
This tutorial will help parents understand the new CCSS methods of teaching math, so they can help their children
with their math skills. The clear, easy-to-follow topics cover the essentials of middle school math, along with
comprehensive practice.

Middle School Math Tutorial
The engaging lessons, practices, and quizzes in this tutorial offer extra help in important middle-school math
concepts, like fractions, decimals, percentages, geometry, and introductory algebra. It is aligned to the Common
Core Standards.

eBooks

8th Grade Math Review
This eBook is filled with lessons and questions to help 8th graders build the important math skills needed to
prepare for and succeed on important exams.

Algebra in 15 Minutes a Day
A good knowledge of algebra is important for class, homework, and tests. This eBook offers a complete course in
algebra skills for middle schoolers, and each step takes just 15 minutes a day.

Basic Math in 15 Minutes a Day
In just 15 minutes a day, middle school students can excel at common (and not-so-common) middle and high
school math challenges. How? Each lesson gives one small part of the bigger math problem, so each day, students
build upon the previous day's work.

Geometry in 15 Minutes a Day
A good knowledge of geometry is essential for success on standardized tests, as well as in high school math
courses. This eBook provides a thorough course in geometry skills that fits into any busy schedule-each step takes
just 15 minutes a day.

Math to the Max
This eBook has 1,200 questions to help you improve your math skills. Problems and explanations help you take
command of arithmetic, algebra, and geometry. Each topic covered includes an overview of key terms and
formulas.

Math Builder
This eBook is perfect for anyone seeking to quickly and easily gain better math skills. Math Builder contains over
500 problems and answer explanations to help you practice the concepts and skills you need to get ahead.

Math Word Problems in 15 Minutes a Day
In just one month, middle school students can gain expertise in solving word problems. How? Each lesson
investigates and clarifies one small part of the bigger problem, so every day, students can build upon what was
learned the day before.

Express Review Guides: Basic Math & Pre-Algebra
Math is a tricky subject that stresses out many students. With Express Review Guides: Basic Math & Pre-Algebra,
this doesn't need to be the case. This eBook has lessons and examples with step-by-step answer explanations to
improve your math skills.

Express Review Guides: Fractions, Percentages, & Decimals
This eBook offers a clear and concise approach to learning fractions, percentages, and decimals. It features easyto-understand definitions and provides targeted lessons that reinforce necessary skills and practical drills that will
boost your confidence.

Express Review Guides: Math Word Problems
With targeted lessons that reinforce basic math skills, this eBook is a guide for solving one of the most difficult of
math challenges: the word problem. With tips and strategies for translating and solving questions, you'll be a pro
in no time.

Middle School Math for Parents
The eBook will help parents understand the new CCSS methods of teaching mathematics while reviewing middle
school and high school math concepts in a clear and mathphobe-friendly way.

English Language Arts Skills Improvement
Informational Reading Practice

Grade 6 Informational Reading Practice 1
This first practice set will help improve your ability to read and understand 6th grade informational writing. It
includes passages and questions aligned to CCSS Anchor Standards, an instant score report, and full answer
explanations.
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Grade 6 Informational Reading Practice 2
This second practice set will help improve your ability to read and understand 6th grade informational writing. It
includes passages and questions aligned to CCSS Anchor Standards, an instant score report, and full answer
explanations.

Grade 7 Informational Reading Practice 1
Use this first practice set to help improve your ability to read and understand 7th grade informational writing. It
includes passages and questions aligned to CCSS Anchor Standards, an instant score report, and full answer
explanations.

Grade 7 Informational Reading Practice 2
Use this second practice set to help improve your ability to read and understand 7th grade informational writing.
It includes passages and questions aligned to CCSS Anchor Standards, an instant score report, and full answer
explanations.

Grade 8 Informational Reading Practice 1
Improve your ability to read and understand 8th grade informational writing with this first practice set. It includes
passages and questions aligned to CCSS Anchor Standards, an instant score report, and full answer explanations.

Grade 8 Informational Reading Practice 2
Improve your ability to read and understand 8th grade informational writing with this second practice set. It
includes passages and questions aligned to CCSS Anchor Standards, an instant score report, and full answer
explanations.

Literature Reading Practice

Grade 6 Literature Reading Practice 1
This first practice set will help improve your ability to read and understand 6th grade literary texts. It includes
passages and questions aligned to CCSS Anchor Standards, an instant score report, and full answer explanations.

Grade 6 Literature Reading Practice 2
This second practice set will help improve your ability to read and understand 6th grade literary texts. It includes
passages and questions aligned to CCSS Anchor Standards, an instant score report, and full answer explanations.

Grade 7 Literature Reading Practice 1
Use this first practice set to help improve your ability to read and understand 7th grade literary texts. It includes
passages and questions aligned to CCSS Anchor Standards, an instant score report, and full answer explanations.

Grade 7 Literature Reading Practice 2
Use this second practice set to help improve your ability to read and understand 7th grade literary texts. It
includes passages and questions aligned to CCSS Anchor Standards, an instant score report, and full answer
explanations.

Grade 8 Literature Reading Practice 1
Improve your ability to read and understand 8th grade literary texts with this first practice set. It includes
passages and questions aligned to CCSS Anchor Standards, an instant score report, and full answer explanations.

Grade 8 Literature Reading Practice 2
Improve your ability to read and understand 8th grade literary texts with this second practice set. It includes
passages and questions aligned to CCSS Anchor Standards, an instant score report, and full answer explanations.

Writing & Language Practice

Grade 6 Writing & Language Practice 1
This first practice set will help improve your 6th grade writing and language skills. It includes passages and
questions aligned to CCSS Anchor Standards, an instant score report, and full answer explanations.

Grade 6 Writing & Language Practice 2
This second practice set will help improve your 6th grade writing and language skills. It includes passages and
questions aligned to CCSS Anchor Standards, an instant score report, and full answer explanations.

Grade 7 Writing & Language Practice 1
Use this first practice set to help improve your 7th grade writing and language skills. It includes passages and
questions aligned to CCSS Anchor Standards, an instant score report, and full answer explanations.

Grade 7 Writing & Language Practice 2
Use this second practice set to help improve your 7th grade writing and language skills. It includes passages and
questions aligned to CCSS Anchor Standards, an instant score report, and full answer explanations.
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Grade 8 Writing & Language Practice 1
Improve your 8th grade writing and language skills with this first practice set. It includes passages and questions
aligned to CCSS Anchor Standards, an instant score report, and full answer explanations.

Grade 8 Writing & Language Practice 2
Improve your 8th grade writing and language skills with this second practice set. It includes passages and
questions aligned to CCSS Anchor Standards, an instant score report, and full answer explanations.

Tutorials

Middle School Reading Tutorial
Need extra help with reading? This tutorial covers everything that middle schoolers need to boost their reading
skills, with lessons, practices, and quizzes aligned to the Common Core State Standards.

Middle School Writing and Language Tutorial
This tutorial covers everything that middle schoolers need to improve their writing and language skills, with
lessons, practices, and quizzes aligned to the Common Core State Standards.

eBooks

8th Grade Reading Comprehension and Writing Skills
The 31 lessons in this eBook were designed to help 8th graders understand what they read and prepare them for
writing assignments in class on important tests. Includes a pre- and post-test to check progress, and plenty of
practice exercises.

Reading in 15 Minutes a Day
In just 15 minutes a day, middle school students can excel at understanding and remembering what they read.
How? Each lesson in this eBook breaks the reading process down into smaller parts, so each day, students build
upon the previous day's knowledge.

How to Write Great Essays
This eBook provides you with the best methods for organizing your thoughts and ideas before writing; writing
clearly; mastering the most important rules of grammar, spelling, and punctuation; and drafting, editing, and
revising your writing.

Writing in 15 Minutes a Day
Middle school students can use the lessons in this eBook to help improve writing skills for class, homework, and
important essays—in just 15 minutes a day!

Grammar in 15 Minutes a Day
Middle school students can use the lessons in this eBook to help improve grammar skills for class, homework, and
important tests—in just 15 minutes a day!

Spelling in 15 Minutes a Day
Middle school students can use the lessons in this eBook to help improve their spelling skills for class, homework,
and important essays—in just 15 minutes a day!

Word Power in 15 Minutes a Day
Middle school students can use the lessons in this eBook to help improve their vocabulary for class, homework,
and important tests—in just 15 minutes a day!

Express Review Guides: Grammar
This eBook will show you how to avoid all kinds of grammatical errors through fast, targeted lessons that
reinforce necessary skills. Through a variety of examples, you will learn how to construct sentences and punctuate
them properly.

Express Review Guides: Spelling
This eBook will show you how to avoid all kinds of grammatical errors through fast, targeted lessons that
reinforce necessary skills. Through a variety of examples, you will learn how to construct sentences and punctuate
them properly.

Express Review Guides: Vocabulary
Express Review Guides: Vocabulary will give you the skills you need to expand your vocabulary. This guide lays out
the building blocks of meaning of many common words, making it easier to recognize similar words and easily
decipher their meaning.

Express Review Guides: Writing
Great writing is a valuable skill to harness for class, tests, and homework. This eBook offers numerous tutorials
and techniques that will teach you to organize your thoughts, silence the passive voice, and add rhythm to your
writing.
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Social Studies Skills Improvement
American History Practice

U.S. Constitution in 15 Minutes a Day
This eBook will help students learn the history concepts related to the U.S. Constitution. Each lesson covers a key
historical time period and includes interesting facts and quotes, as well as practice questions to help students
track their progress.

United States Constitution Review 1
This review set offers 76 questions that test your knowledge of history concepts related to the United States
Constitution. When you complete this review, use the score report to help target your strengths and weaknesses
for further study.

United States Constitution Review 2
This review set offers 102 questions that test your knowledge of history concepts related to Amendments 1–15 to
the United States Constitution. Review your score report to help target your strengths and weaknesses for further
study.

United States Constitution Review 3
This review set offers 89 questions that test your knowledge of history concepts related to the United States
Constitution. When you complete this review, use the score report to help target your strengths and weaknesses
for further study.

Geography Practice

Geography Review in 20 Minutes a Day
Geography class isn't just about memorizing the names of lakes and mountains—it also offers a window into the
politics and culture of a region. This eBook gives insight into the physical, cultural, economic, and political makeup
of the world.

High School Entrance Exams Preparation
COOP Preparation

COOP Practice Exam 1: Part 1
This practice test will help you prepare for tests 1–5 of the COOP (Cooperative Admissions) examination. It
includes 100 questions similar to those found on the official COOP, instant scoring, and detailed answer
explanations.

COOP Practice Exam 1: Part 2
This practice test will help you prepare for tests 6 and 7 of the COOP (Cooperative Admissions) examination. It
includes 80 questions similar to those found on the official COOP, instant scoring, and detailed answer
explanations.

COOP Practice Exam 2: Part 1
This practice test will help you prepare for tests 1–5 of the COOP (Cooperative Admissions) examination. It
includes 100 questions similar to those found on the official COOP, instant scoring, and detailed answer
explanations.

COOP Practice Exam 2: Part 2
This practice test will help you prepare for tests 6 and 7 of the COOP (Cooperative Admissions) examination. It
includes 80 questions similar to those found on the official COOP, instant scoring, and detailed answer
explanations.

Catholic High School Entrance Exams: COOP/HSPT, 5th Edition
This eBook features four complete practice tests based on the official COOP (Cooperative Admissions Exam) and
HSPT (High School Placement Test), guided practice in the skills areas of each test, and detailed answer
explanations for each question.

HSPT Preparation

HSPT Math Skills Practice 1
This practice test will help you prepare for the Math Skills section of the High School Preparation Test (HSPT). It
includes 116 questions that test quantitative and math skills, instant scoring, and detailed answer explanations.

HSPT Math Skills Practice 2
This practice test will help you prepare for the Math Skills section of the High School Preparation Test (HSPT). It
includes 116 questions that test quantitative and math skills, instant scoring, and detailed answer explanations.

HSPT Verbal Skills Practice 1
This practice test will help you prepare for the Verbal Skills section of the High School Preparation Test (HSPT). It
includes 182 questions that test analogies, reading comprehension, and other verbal skills, instant scoring, and
detailed answers.
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HSPT Verbal Skills Practice 2
This practice test will help you prepare for the Verbal Skills section of the High School Preparation Test (HSPT). It
includes 182 questions that test analogies, reading comprehension, and other verbal skills, instant scoring, and
detailed answers.

Catholic High School Entrance Exams: COOP/HSPT, 5th Edition
This eBook features four complete practice tests based on the official COOP (Cooperative Admissions Exam) and
HSPT (High School Placement Test), guided practice in the skills areas of each test, and detailed answer
explanations for each question.

SHSAT Preparation

SHSAT Practice Exam 1
This practice test will help you prepare for New York City’s Specialized High Schools Admissions Test (SHSAT). It
includes 95 questions similar to those found on the official test, instant scoring, and detailed answer explanations.

SHSAT Practice Exam 2
This practice test will help you prepare for New York City’s Specialized High Schools Admissions Test (SHSAT). It
includes 95 questions similar to those found on the official test, instant scoring, and detailed answer explanations.

SHSAT: Power Practice, 2nd Edition
This eBook is designed to help students get comfortable with the structure, format, and content of the Specialized
High Schools Admissions Test (SHSAT). It contains six complete practice exams based on the official test, with
detailed answer explanations.

SSAT Preparation

SSAT® Upper Level Practice Test
Prepare for Quantitative, Verbal, and Reading Comprehension sections of the upper-level Secondary School
Admission Test (SSAT*) with this 150-question practice test. Includes instant scoring and detailed answer
explanations.

ISEE® Preparation

ISEE® Practice Test: Lower Level
Test-takers seeking admission into grades 5 or 6 can prepare for the multiple-choice sections of the lower-level
Independent School Entrance Exam (ISEE*) with this 127-question practice test. Includes instant scoring and
detailed answer explanations.

ISEE® Practice Test: Middle Level
Test-takers seeking admission into grades 7 or 8 can prepare for the multiple-choice sections of the middle-level
Independent School Entrance Exam (ISEE*) with this 160-question practice test. Includes instant scoring and
detailed answer explanations.

ISEE® Practice Test: Upper Level
Test-takers seeking admission into grades 9–12 can prepare for the multiple-choice sections of the upper-level
Independent School Entrance Exam (ISEE*) with this 160-question practice test. Includes instant scoring and
detailed answer explanations.

High School
Are you preparing for an important test? Just want some extra help or practice in a particular subject? Here, you'll find informative eBooks, instantly scored
practice exercises, and interactive tutorials to help build your skills for classes, assignments, quizzes, and important exams.
Mathematics Skills Improvement
Algebra Practices

Arithmetic with Polynomials & Rational Expressions Practice 1
This practice set will help you master using arithmetic in polynomials and rational expressions, a key topic in high
school algebra. You'll receive detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that shows your strengths
and weaknesses.

Arithmetic with Polynomials & Rational Expressions Practice 2
This practice set will help you master using arithmetic in polynomials and rational expressions, a key topic in high
school algebra. You'll receive detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that shows your strengths
and weaknesses.

Creating Equations Practice 1
This practice set will help you gain mastery in creating equations, a key topic in high school algebra. You'll receive
detailed answer explanations for every question and an instant score report that breaks down your strengths and
weaknesses.

Creating Equations Practice 2
This practice set will help you gain mastery in creating equations, a key topic in high school algebra. You'll receive
detailed answer explanations for every question and an instant score report that breaks down your strengths and
weaknesses.
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Reasoning with Equations & Inequalities Practice 1
This practice set will help you master the skills you need to reason with equations and inequalities, a key topic in
high school algebra. You'll get detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that shows your strengths
and weaknesses.

Reasoning with Equations & Inequalities Practice 2
This practice set will help you master the skills you need to reason with equations and inequalities, a key topic in
high school algebra. You'll get detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that shows your strengths
and weaknesses.

Seeing Structure in Expressions Practice 1
This practice set will help you gain mastery in expressions, a key topic in high school algebra. You'll receive
detailed answer explanations for every question and an instant score report that breaks down your strengths and
weaknesses.

Seeing Structure in Expressions Practice 2
This practice set will help you gain mastery in expressions, a key topic in high school algebra. You'll receive
detailed answer explanations for every question and an instant score report that breaks down your strengths and
weaknesses.

Functions Practices

Building Functions Practice 1
This first practice set is designed to improve your ability to construct and solve problems with functions. It
includes an instant, personalized score report to pinpoint your strengths and weaknesses and detailed
explanations for every question.

Building Functions Practice 2
This second practice set is designed to improve your ability to construct and solve problems with functions. It
includes an instant, personalized score report to pinpoint your strengths and weaknesses and detailed
explanations for every question.

Interpreting Functions Practice 1
This practice set will help you gain mastery in interpreting functions, a key topic in high school math. You'll receive
detailed answer explanations for every question and an instant score report that breaks down your strengths and
weaknesses.

Interpreting Functions Practice 2
This practice set will help you gain mastery in interpreting functions, a key topic in high school math. You'll receive
detailed answer explanations for every question and an instant score report that breaks down your strengths and
weaknesses.

Linear, Quadratic, & Exponential Models Practice 1
Use this practice set to master linear, quadratic, and exponential models, a key topic when studying functions at
the high school level. You'll get detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that shows your
strengths and weaknesses.

Linear, Quadratic, & Exponential Models Practice 2
Use this second practice set to master linear, quadratic, and exponential models, a key topic when studying
functions. You'll get detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that shows your strengths and
weaknesses.

Trigonometric Functions Practice 1
This first practice set is designed to improve your problem-solving skills using trigonometric functions. It includes
an instant, personalized score report to pinpoint your strengths and weaknesses, plus detailed explanations for
every question.

Trigonometric Functions Practice 2
This second practice set is designed to improve your problem-solving skills using trigonometric functions. It
includes an instant, personalized score report to pinpoint your strengths and weaknesses, plus detailed
explanations for every question.

Geometry Practices

Expressing Geometric Properties with Equations Practice 1
This practice set will help you gain mastery in expressing geometric properties using equations, a key topic in high
school geometry. You'll receive detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that shows your
strengths and weaknesses.

Expressing Geometric Properties with Equations Practice 2
This practice set will help you gain mastery in expressing geometric properties using equations, a key topic in high
school geometry. You'll receive detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that shows your
strengths and weaknesses.
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Geometric Measurement & Dimension Practice 1
This practice set will help you master problems involving measurement and dimension, a key topic in high school
geometry. You'll receive detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that breaks down your
strengths and weaknesses.

Geometric Measurement & Dimension Practice 2
This practice set will help you master problems involving measurement and dimension, a key topic in high school
geometry. You'll receive detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that breaks down your
strengths and weaknesses.

Geometry with Circles Practice 1
This practice set will help you master problems involving circles, a key topic in high school geometry. You'll receive
detailed answer explanations for every question as well as an instant score report that shows your strengths and
weaknesses.

Geometry with Circles Practice 2
This practice set will help you master problems involving circles, a key topic in high school geometry. You'll receive
detailed answer explanations for every question as well as an instant score report that shows your strengths and
weaknesses.

Geometry Using Congruence Practice 1
This first practice set is designed to improve your problem-solving skills using congruence in geometry. It includes
an instant, personalized score report to pinpoint your strengths and weaknesses, plus detailed explanations for
every question.

Geometry Using Congruence Practice 2
This second practice set is designed to improve your problem-solving skills using congruence in geometry. It
includes an instant, personalized score report to pinpoint your strengths and weaknesses, plus detailed
explanations for every question.

Modeling with Geometry Practice 1
This practice set will help you master the skills you need to model with geometry, a key topic in high school math.
You'll get detailed answer explanations for every question and an instant score report that shows your strengths
and weaknesses.

Modeling with Geometry Practice 2
This practice set will help you master the skills you need to model with geometry, a key topic in high school math.
You'll get detailed answer explanations for every question and an instant score report that shows your strengths
and weaknesses.

Similarity, Right Triangles, & Trigonometry Practice 1
This practice set will help you master problems involving similarity, right triangles, and trigonometry, key topics in
high school geometry. You'll get detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that shows your
strengths and weaknesses.

Similarity, Right Triangles, & Trigonometry Practice 2
This practice set will help you master problems involving similarity, right triangles, and trigonometry, key topics in
high school geometry. You'll get detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that shows your
strengths and weaknesses.

Number and Quantity Practices

Quantities Practice 1
This practice set will help you master problems involving quantities, a key topic in high school math. You'll receive
detailed answer explanations for every question as well as an instant score report that breaks down your
strengths and weaknesses.

Quantities Practice 2
This practice set will help you master problems involving quantities, a key topic in high school math. You'll receive
detailed answer explanations for every question as well as an instant score report that breaks down your
strengths and weaknesses.

The Complex Number System Practice 1
This practice set is designed to help you master problems involving the Complex Number System, a key topic in
high school math. You'll receive detailed answer explanations as well as an instant score report showing your
strengths and weaknesses.

The Complex Number System Practice 2
This practice set is designed to help you master problems involving the Complex Number System, a key topic in
high school math. You'll receive detailed answer explanations as well as an instant score report showing your
strengths and weaknesses.
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The Real Number System Practice 1
Use this practice set to master problems involving real numbers, a key topic when studying number and quantity
at the high school level. You'll receive detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that shows your
strengths and weaknesses.

The Real Number System Practice 2
Use this practice set to master problems involving real numbers, a key topic when studying number and quantity
at the high school level. You'll receive detailed answer explanations and an instant score report that shows your
strengths and weaknesses.

Vector & Matrix Quantities Practice 1
Use this practice set to master problems involving vectors and matrix quantities, a key topic when studying math
at the high school level. You'll receive detailed answer explanations and an instant score report showing your
strengths and weaknesses.

Vector & Matrix Quantities Practice 2
This second practice set is designed to improve your understanding of vector and matrix quantities. It includes an
instant, personalized score report to pinpoint your strengths and weaknesses, plus detailed answer explanations
for every question.

Quantitative Comparison Practice

Quantitative Comparison Practice 1
With this 20-question exercise, you'll practice answering quantitative comparison questions, which appear on
important tests like the GRE®. The questions in this exercise will give you practice in arithmetic, geometry,
algebra, and data analysis.

Quantitative Comparison Practice 2
With this 20-question set, you'll practice answering quantitative comparison questions, which appear on
important tests like the GRE® and SAT*. The questions in this exercise will give you practice in arithmetic,
geometry, algebra, and data analysis.

Quantitative Comparison Practice 3
With this 20-question exercise, you'll practice answering quantitative comparison questions, which appear on
important tests like the GRE®. The questions in this exercise will give you practice in arithmetic, geometry,
algebra, and data analysis.

501 Quantitative Comparison Questions
Standardized tests like the GRE® and SAT* tests use quantitative comparison questions to assess math skills. This
eBook provides targeted practice on these questions to attain higher scores, and to help you master this question
type.
Statistics and Probability Practices

Conditional Probability and the Rules of Probability Practice 1
This first practice set is designed to improve your understanding of key concepts in probability. It includes an
instant, personalized score report to pinpoint your strengths and weaknesses, plus detailed answer explanations
for every question.

Conditional Probability and the Rules of Probability Practice 2
This second practice set is designed to improve your understanding of key concepts in probability. It includes an
instant, personalized score report to pinpoint your strengths and weaknesses, plus detailed answer explanations
for every question.

Interpreting Categorical & Quantitative Data Practice 1
Use this practice set to master questions about categorical and quantitative data, a key topic in high-school-level
statistics and probability. You'll get detailed answer explanations and an instant score report showing your
strengths and weaknesses.

Interpreting Categorical & Quantitative Data Practice 2
Use this practice set to master questions about categorical and quantitative data, a key topic in high-school-level
statistics and probability. You'll get detailed answer explanations and an instant score report showing your
strengths and weaknesses.

Tutorials

Basic Math Tutorial: Comprehensive
This tutorial will walk you through basic math concepts, from fractions and decimals to pre-algebra and geometry.
Use the pre-test to learn which skills need more work. Practice exercises and quizzes are included to reinforce
what you've learned.

Basic Math Tutorial: Review
This tutorial offers additional review and plenty of practice exercises in the fundamental math concepts of real
numbers, basic operations, proportions, percentages, fractions, decimals, exponents, square roots, basic and
coordinate geometry, and more.
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High School Algebra Tutorial
The four units in this tutorial cover the essential high school algebra concepts outlined in the Common Core State
Standards. You’ll find the detailed lessons, practice, and review you need to prepare for and excel on tests and in
class.

High School Functions Tutorial
The three units in this tutorial cover the essential high school functions concepts outlined in the Common Core
State Standards. You’ll find the detailed lessons, practice, and review you need to prepare for and excel on tests
and in class.

High School Geometry Tutorial
The five units in this tutorial cover the essential high school geometry concepts outlined in the Common Core
State Standards. You’ll find the detailed lessons, practice, and review you need to prepare for and excel on tests
and in class.

High School Number and Quantity Tutorial
The four units in this tutorial cover the essential high school number and quantity concepts outlined in the
Common Core State Standards. You’ll find the detailed lessons, practice, and review you need to prepare for and
excel on tests and in class.

High School Statistics & Probability Tutorial
The units in this tutorial cover the essential high school statistics and probability concepts outlined in the
Common Core State Standards. You’ll find the detailed lessons, practice, and review you need to prepare for and
excel on tests and in class.

eBooks

Just in Time Algebra
In this eBook, you'll learn the basics of algebra that you need for your next test. You will also learn time-saving
study skills and test-taking tips. Topics include: equations, coordinate geometry, inequalities, exponents,
polynomials, and fractions.

Express Review Guides: Algebra I
Algebra can be as easy as 1-2-3 with Express Review Guides: Algebra I. This eBook provides targeted lessons that
give you the skills you need to make sense of any early algebra problem. With this guidance, you can bring your
algebra skills up to speed.

Express Review Guides: Algebra II
Express Review Guides: Algebra II will help you make sense of advanced algebra. This eBook will lead you through
functions, graphs, parabolas, tricky equations, inequalities, matrices, roots and radicals, quadratic equations, and
the quadratic formula.

1,001 Problems to Master Algebra, 2nd Edition
Whether you answer all 1,001 questions or skip around to the problems you need to work on, this guide offers
practice for standardized tests and in-class assignments that include algebra. Every question includes a detailed
answer explanation.

501 Algebra Questions, 3rd Edition
Using a multiple-choice approach that moves from basic to difficult questions, this eBook will teach you all the
different concepts and skills in algebra. This eBook covers the full range of algebra concepts, with tips on how to
avoid careless mistakes.

Algebra Success in 20 Minutes a Day, 5th Edition
This eBook guides you through all the topics of fundamental algebra you need to know—fractions, coordinate
geometry, systems of equations, exponents, polynomials, and word problems—in 20 easy steps. Each step takes
just 20 minutes a day.

1001 Math Problems, 4th Edition
Don't let math anxiety get in the way—use this eBook to learn math concepts and how to apply them. You'll
improve your skills in fractions, ratios, probability, geometry, and other key concepts.

Math to the Max
This eBook has 1,200 questions to help you improve your math skills. Problems and explanations help you take
command of arithmetic, algebra, and geometry. Each topic covered includes an overview of key terms and
formulas.

Math Builder
This eBook is perfect for anyone seeking to quickly and easily gain better math skills. Math Builder contains over
500 problems and answer explanations to help you practice the concepts and skills you need to get ahead.
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Practical Math Success in 20 Minutes a Day, 5th Edition
Not everyone is good at math, but math literacy is essential for getting ahead in our high-tech world, especially in
college and on the job. A refresher on pre-algebra, algebra, and geometry, this eBook covers all the basics.

501 Calculus Questions
This comprehensive study guide walks you step-by-step though 501 calculus questions—helping you sharpen your
skills and build problem-solving techniques. Organized by topic, 501 Calculus Questions features extensive
practice for calculus concepts.

Calculus Success in 20 Minutes a Day, 2nd Edition
Learn or review the essential calculus skills college students need for important tests and courses. Master key
topics, sharpen your test-taking skills, and maximize your time and effort in just 20 minutes a day!

Geometry Success in 20 Minutes a Day, 4th Edition
Geometry Success in 20 Minutes a Day provides a course in geometry skills that fits into any busy schedule—and
takes just 20 minutes a day.

Just in Time Geometry
If you don't have time to read a math textbook, you'll have time for the quick lessons in this eBook. In ten
chapters, you will learn the basics of geometry that you need to know, time-saving study skills, and essential testtaking strategies.

501 Geometry Questions, 2nd Edition
Increase your geometry skills with 501 Geometry Questions. This comprehensive study guide takes you step-bystep though 501 geometry questions, helping you brush up on your geometry skills and gain effective problemsolving techniques.

501 Measurement and Conversion Questions
In this eBook, you will learn all about measurement and conversions, including: calculating perimeter, area,
volume, and angles; converting from metric to standard units; solving questions dealing with time, currency,
weight, and temperature; and more.

Statistics Success in 20 Minutes a Day
Learn or review essential statistics concepts, sharpen your test-taking skills, and maximize your time and effort
using 20 simple steps.

Trigonometry Success in 20 Minutes a Day
Learn or review the skills and concepts needed for trigononmetry classes, master key trigonometry concepts,
sharpen your test-taking skills, and maximize your time and effort using 20 simple steps!

English Language Arts Skills Improvement
Informational Reading Practice

Grades 9-10 Informational Reading Practice 1
This first practice set will help improve your ability to read and understand high school level informational texts. It
includes passages and questions aligned to CCSS Anchor Standards, an instant score report, and full answer
explanations.

Grades 9-10 Informational Reading Practice 2
This second practice set will help improve your ability to read and understand high school level informational
texts. It includes passages and questions aligned to CCSS Anchor Standards, an instant score report, and full
answer explanations.

Grades 11-12 Informational Reading Practice 1
Improve your ability to read and understand high school level informational texts with this first practice set. It
includes passages and questions aligned to CCSS Anchor Standards, an instant score report, and full answer
explanations.

Grades 11-12 Informational Reading Practice 2
Improve your ability to read and understand high school level informational texts with this second practice set. It
includes passages and questions aligned to CCSS Anchor Standards, an instant score report, and full answer
explanations.

Literature Reading Practice

Grades 9-10 Literature Reading Practice 1
This first practice set will help improve your ability to read and understand high school level literary texts. It
includes passages and questions aligned to CCSS Anchor Standards, an instant score report, and full answer
explanations.
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Grades 9-10 Literature Reading Practice 2
This second practice set will help improve your ability to read and understand high school level literary texts. It
includes passages and questions aligned to CCSS Anchor Standards, an instant score report, and full answer
explanations.

Grades 11-12 Literature Reading Practice 1
Improve your ability to read and understand high school level literary texts with this first practice set. It includes
passages and questions aligned to CCSS Anchor Standards, an instant score report, and full answer explanations.

Grades 11-12 Literature Reading Practice 2
Improve your ability to read and understand high school level literary texts with this second practice set. It
includes passages and questions aligned to CCSS Anchor Standards, an instant score report, and full answer
explanations.

Writing & Language Practice

Grades 9-10 Writing & Language Practice 1
This first practice set will help improve your high school level writing and language skills. It includes passages and
questions aligned to CCSS Anchor Standards, along with an instant score report and full answer explanations.

Grades 9-10 Writing & Language Practice 2
This second practice set will help improve your high school level writing and language skills. It includes passages
and questions aligned to CCSS Anchor Standards, along with an instant score report and full answer explanations.

Grades 11-12 Writing & Language Practice 1
Use this first practice set to help improve your high school level writing and language skills. It includes passages
and questions aligned to CCSS Anchor Standards, along with an instant score report and full answer explanations.

Grades 11-12 Writing & Language Practice 2
Use this second practice set to help improve your high school level writing and language skills. It includes passages
and questions aligned to CCSS Anchor Standards, along with an instant score report and full answer explanations.

Vocabulary and Spelling Skills Practice

Vocabulary & Spelling Practice 1
This 50-question practice set will help improve your vocabulary and spelling skills. It includes questions that test
your ability with synonyms, antonyms, vocabulary in context, and spelling. Includes instant scoring and detailed
answer explanations.

Vocabulary & Spelling Practice 2
This 50-question practice set will help improve your vocabulary and spelling skills. It includes questions that test
your ability with synonyms, antonyms, vocabulary in context, and spelling. Includes instant scoring and detailed
answer explanations.

Word Analogies Practice

Word Analogy Practice 1
Improve your word analogy skills and boost your vocabulary with this 20-question practice set. Each question asks
you to identify the relationships between pairs of words. Includes instant scoring and detailed answers.

Word Analogy Practice 2
Improve your word analogy skills and boost your vocabulary with this 20-question practice set. Each question asks
you to identify the relationships between pairs of words. Includes instant scoring and detailed answers.

Word Analogy Practice 3
Improve your word analogy skills and boost your vocabulary with this 20-question practice set. Each question asks
you to identify the relationships between pairs of words. Includes instant scoring and detailed answers.

Synonyms and Antonyms Practice

Synonym & Antonym Practice 1
This 20-question practice set will help you learn how to handle synonym and antonym questions and improve
your vocabulary. Detailed answer explanations and a score report will help you evaluate your strengths and
weaknesses.

Synonym & Antonym Practice 2
This 20-question practice set will help you learn how to handle synonym and antonym questions and improve
your vocabulary. Detailed answer explanations and a score report will help you evaluate your strengths and
weaknesses.
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Synonym & Antonym Practice 3
This 20-question practice set will help you learn how to handle synonym and antonym questions and improve
your vocabulary. Detailed answer explanations and a score report will help you evaluate your strengths and
weaknesses.

Tutorials

Grammar Skills Tutorial
Strengthen your grammar skills with this tutorial. Use these lessons and exercises to sharpen your fundamentals
in punctuation and parts of speech, and learn how to avoid common mistakes.

High School Reading Tutorial
Need extra help with reading? This tutorial covers everything that high schoolers need to boost their reading
skills, with lessons, practices, and quizzes aligned to the Common Core State Standards.

Vocabulary and Spelling Skills Tutorial
Each unit in this tutorial walks you through essential skills to help you improve your vocabulary and spelling,
including plenty of practice and evaluation to help reinforce what you've learned.

Writing Skills Tutorial
Sharpen your writing skills with this five-step tutorial. Learn brainstorming and organizational techniques, review
grammar, spelling, and mechanics, and practice with an instantly scored essay.

eBooks

501 Critical Reading Questions, 4th Edition
With this eBook, readers can practice answering questions based on critical reading passages. Each chapter
consists of approximately 60 questions on various topics from the classroom and the real world.

501 Grammar and Writing Questions, 4th Edition
The ability to use words and punctuation effectively is a necessary skill for effective writing. This eBook provides a
comprehensive review of grammar essentials and expert strategies for writing effective sentences and essays.

501 Reading Comprehension Questions, 5th Edition
This eBook offers you simple methods for dramatically improving your reading comprehension skills. Using a selfpaced approach that moves from basic questions to more difficult ones, you can successfully prepare for different
types of reading materials.

501 Vocabulary Questions
In this eBook, you'll practice with a variety of vocabulary questions, including synonyms, antonyms, sentence
completion, words in context, and crossword puzzles to help improve your vocabulary skills.

Goof-Proof Grammar
Most grammar mistakes are common, with a small number of blunders accounting for the majority of all errors.
These errors can be fixed quickly by learning the 40 Goof-Proof Rules. These simple solutions will have you writing
with confidence in no time!

Grammar Essentials, 3rd Edition
This eBook is designed for students who need to improve their writing ability quickly. It focuses on mastering the
basics, including parts of speech, punctuation, abbreviations, numbers, capitalization, common grammar
mistakes, and spelling.

Grammar Success in 20 Minutes a Day, 3rd Edition
This eBook helps you fine-tune your knowledge of grammar essentials with quick but thorough lessons that take
only 20 minutes a day! Use the tests and lessons within to sharpen your grammar skills and quickly improve your
writing skills.

How to Write Great Essays
This eBook provides you with the best methods for organizing your thoughts and ideas before writing; writing
clearly; mastering the most important rules of grammar, spelling, and punctuation; and drafting, editing, and
revising your writing.

Just in Time Vocabulary
In ten chapters, you will learn the fundamentals that you need to improve your vocabulary. This eBook covers all
of the topics you need to know: context clues, word roots, prefixes, suffixes, homophones, confusing words,
modifiers, verbs, and more.
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Practical Spelling, 2nd Edition
Do you often find yourself making spelling mistakes, and want to get better? This eBook provides practical
spelling exercises, so you can learn by doing.

Practical Vocabulary, 2nd Edition
Practical Vocabulary will help you improve your vocabulary by arming you with words that are often used, but less
often understood. It also shows you the secrets of breaking down new words to figure out what they mean
without a dictionary.

Proofreading, Revising, & Editing Skills Success in 20 Minutes a Day
One way to improve your writing is the revision process. In this eBook, you'll learn the principles of grammar and
how to manipulate your words until they're just right. Strengthen your revising and editing skills and become a
clear and consistent writer.

Read Better, Remember More, 2nd Edition
Understand and remember more of what you read with 20 easy-to-follow lessons to build confidence and skills.
This eBook provides tips for note taking and other vital memory aids, along with a pretest and an appendix of
word roots, prefixes, and suffixes.

Reading Between the Lines
Document-based questions on important tests could contain a contract, a table or graph, a newspaper article, or
even a political cartoon. Use the six-step method of writing in this workbook to write great DBQ-based social
studies or English essays.

Reading Comprehension Success in 20 Minutes a Day, 5th Edition
Being a good reader isn't just about knowing the words—you have to understand what you read and put it to use.
Critical reading is an essential skill at work and in school. This eBook provides a complete reading tutorial in an
easy 20-step program.

Research & Writing Skills Success in 20 Minutes a Day
In school, you will be asked to do research and write up your findings—from a brief summary to long reports. This
eBook presents 20 steps for writing clearly, explaining how to organize the research process so writing is easy.

Think You Know Your Vocabulary?
Boosting your word power will improve your overall speaking, listening, reading, and writing skills. That's why you
need Think You Know Your Vocabulary?—the ultimate guide to building and using the right words effectively.

Visual Writing
Visual writing can teach you how to organize your thoughts for effective writing and communication with word
webs, maps, flow charts, Venn diagrams, sequential charts, plot diagrams, sample topics, model essays, and
more!

Vocabulary & Spelling Success in 20 Minutes a Day, 6th Edition
Use this eBook to learn the words you need to know to successfully express yourself. Practice with exercises that
will help you understand words—from pronunciation, to spelling, context, definitions, word parts, synonyms,
antonyms, and more.

Write Better Essays in 20 Minutes a Day, 3rd Edition
This eBook provides instructions for writing clear and compelling essays, covering the essentials, including
identifying audience and purpose, brainstorming, choosing a thesis, drafting, and proofing/editing.

Writing Skills Success in 20 Minutes a Day, 5th Edition
Excellent writing skills are essential for getting high marks in school and succeeding in a wide range of jobs. This
eBook helps you achieve mastery with a 20-step guide to improving writing skills that anyone can fit into a busy
schedule.

Science Skills Improvement
Biology Practice

Biology Success in 20 Minutes a Day
Packed with hands-on activities, real-life examples, step-by-step lessons, targeted practice exercises, and effective
test-taking strategies, this eBook will provide you with all the tools you need to master essential biology skills in
no time at all!

Chemistry Practice

Chemistry Review in 20 Minutes a Day
With this eBook, you will be able to tackle chemistry homework problems and exams with confidence. Packed
with activities, examples, lessons, and practice exercises, Chemistry Review in 20 Minutes a Day will help you
learn chemistry in no time!
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Chemistry Skills Improvement Practice
This instantly scored, 60-question chemistry practice set will help you assess your knowledge of the subject and
identify areas in need of improvement.

Social Studies Skills Improvement
American History Practice

United States Constitution Review 1
This review set offers 76 questions that test your knowledge of history concepts related to the United States
Constitution. When you complete this review, use the score report to help target your strengths and weaknesses
for further study.

United States Constitution Review 2
This review set offers 102 questions that test your knowledge of history concepts related to Amendments 1–15 to
the United States Constitution. Review your score report to help target your strengths and weaknesses for further
study.

United States Constitution Review 3
This review set offers 89 questions that test your knowledge of history concepts related to the United States
Constitution. When you complete this review, use the score report to help target your strengths and weaknesses
for further study.

Geography Practice

Geography Review in 20 Minutes a Day
Geography class isn't just about memorizing the names of lakes and mountains—it also offers a window into the
politics and culture of a region. This eBook gives insight into the physical, cultural, economic, and political makeup
of the world.

Logic and Reasoning Skills Improvement
Logic and Reasoning Practice

501 Challenging Logic and Reasoning Problems, 2nd Edition
Do you want to improve your reasoning skills, learn to work smarter, and think better? This eBook will help you
improve your critical thinking skills at your own pace. As you practice, you'll benefit from seeing full explanations
for every question.

Critical Thinking Skills Success, 3rd Edition
Become an effective critical thinker in 20 minutes a day! Learning to think critically will improve your decisionmaking and problem-solving skills, giving you the tools you need to tackle tough decisions. Use these practical
examples to learn quickly.

Reasoning Skills Success in 20 Minutes a Day, 3rd Edition
This eBook provides techniques for developing your critical reasoning skills, and will show you specific techniques
of thinking clearly and logically, in an easy 20-step program. Each step takes just 20 minutes a day.
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Improve Your Writing, Speaking and Grammar
Become a better writer and improve your grammar and speaking skills with the tutorials, and eBooks found here.
Learn and Review Your Writing and Grammar Skills
Grammar Skills Tutorial
Build Your Basic Grammar Skills
This course will give you the confidence to write error-free emails, letters, and much more. Learn the basics of
punctuation, grammatical categories, and how to avoid common mistakes.

Writing, Speaking, and Grammar eBooks
Writing

Learn Fast: Writing
Through practical examples and exercises in English and Spanish, this eBook provides an overview of writing
basics that include grammatical categories, punctuation, and capitalization.

Become a Better Reader
Reading is an important skill that can enrich and improve your day-to-day life. Strengthen or refresh your reading, vocabulary, and spelling skills with
helpful practices, tutorials, and eBooks.
Learn and Review Your Reading Skills
Reading Skills tutorial

Build Your Basic Reading Skills
This tutorial will guide you through the necessary reading skills to better understand and remember what you
read every day. You will also find lots of practice and evaluations to strengthen what you've learned.

Practice Your Reading Skills
Vocabulary and Spelling

Word Analogy Practice 1 with Spanish Instructions
Improve your word analogy skills and boost your vocabulary with this 20-question practice set. Each question
asks you to identify the relationships between pairs of words. Includes instant scoring and detailed answers

Word Analogy Practice 2 with Spanish Instructions
Improve your word analogy skills and boost your vocabulary with this 20-question practice set. Each question
asks you to identify the relationships between pairs of words. Includes instant scoring and detailed answers

Word Analogy Practice 3 with Spanish Instructions
Improve your word analogy skills and boost your vocabulary with this 20-question practice set. Each question
asks you to identify the relationships between pairs of words. Includes instant scoring and detailed answers

Synonym & Antonym Practice 1 with Spanish Instructions
This 20-question practice set will help you learn how to handle synonym and antonym questions and improve
your vocabulary. Detailed answer explanations and a score report will help you evaluate your strengths and
weaknesses.

Synonym & Antonym Practice 2 with Spanish Instructions
This 20-question practice set will help you learn how to handle synonym and antonym questions and improve
your vocabulary. Detailed answer explanations and a score report will help you evaluate your strengths and
weaknesses.

Synonym & Antonym Practice 3 with Spanish Instructions
This 20-question practice set will help you learn how to handle synonym and antonym questions and improve
your vocabulary. Detailed answer explanations and a score report will help you evaluate your strengths and
weaknesses.

Reading Skills eBooks
Reading Comprehension

Learn Fast: Reading
With explanations in English and Spanish , this eBook uses examples from literature, essays, writing, and
technical articles to help you develop your reading comprehension skills.

Vocabulary and Spelling

Learn Fast: Vocabulary and Spelling
Through practical examples and exercises in English and Spanish, this eBook will help you understand
vocabulary, from pronunciation to spelling, synonyms, antonyms, and more.
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Build Your Math Skills
Improve your basic math and algebra skills with the tutorials and practices found here.
Learn and Review Your Math Skills
Basic Mathematics tutorial

Build Your Basic Math Skills
This tutorial course will walk you through basic math concepts, from fractions and decimals to pre-algebra and
geometry. Use the pre-test to learn which skills need more work. Practice exercises and quizzes are included to
reinforce what you've learned.

Practice Your Math Skills
Quantitative Comparison

Quantitative Comparison Practice 1 with Spanish Instructions
This 20-question practice set will help you answer questions covering topics of arithmetic, geometry, algebra,
and data analysis.

Quantitative Comparison Practice 2 with Spanish Instructions
This 20-question practice set will help you answer questions covering topics of arithmetic, geometry, algebra,
and data analysis.

Quantitative Comparison Practice 3 with Spanish Instructions
This 20-question practice set will help you answer questions covering topics of arithmetic, geometry, algebra,
and data analysis.

Prepare for Your GED® Test
Pass the GED® Test and enjoy the benefits of a better education! With helpful practice tests, and eBooks, passing the GED® Test has never been easier.
Learn About the GED® Test
Tutorials

Introduction 2014 GED® Test
This interactive tutorial offers you a comprehensive introduction to the new GED® test. You'll learn about the
new test format, practice with the new question types, find out what is assessed on all four tests, and more.

eBooks

Comprehensive GED® practice test
In this eBook you'll find two complete practice exams that are very similar to the official GED® exam. Detailed
answer explanations are included.

Reasoning through Language Arts
Practice Exams

GED® Practice Exam Reasoning through Language Arts 1: Part 1
This practice test will help you prepare for the GED® RLA test with questions similar to those you'll find on test
day. Includes instant scoring and detailed answer explanations. Be sure to take Part 2 for practice with the
extended-response question

GED® Practice Exam Reasoning through Language Arts 1: Part 2
Prepare for the extended-response question found on the GED® RLA test. You'll practice writing under similar
conditions as the official GED® test, and then read sample essays at different score levels to know what to aim
for.

GED® Practice Exam Reasoning through Language Arts 2: Part 1
This practice test will help you prepare for the GED® RLA test with questions similar to those you'll find on test
day. Includes instant scoring and detailed answer explanations. Be sure to take Part 2 for practice with the
extended-response question.

GED® Practice Exam Reasoning through Language Arts 2: Part 2

Tutorials

Prepare for the extended-response question found on the GED® RLA Test. You’ll practice writing under similar
conditions as the official GED® test and then read sample essays at different score levels to know what to aim
for.

Prepare for GED® Reasoning Test through Language Arts

This interactive tutorial will help you build the skills you need to succeed on the GED® Reasoning through
Language Arts test. Learn reading topics you need to know and get practice with the types of questions you will
encounter on the real test.

Mathematical Reasoning
Practice Exams

GED® Mathematical Reasoning Practice Exam 1
This full-length practice test will help you prepare for the GED® Mathematical Reasoning test with questions
similar to those you'll encounter on test day. Includes instant scoring and detailed answer explanations.
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GED® Mathematical Reasoning Practice Exam 2
This full-length practice test will help you prepare for the GED® Mathematical Reasoning test with questions
similar to those you'll encounter on test day. Includes instant scoring and detailed answer explanations.

Tutorials

Prepare for GED® Mathematical Reasoning Test
This interactive tutorial will help you build the skills you need to succeed on the GED® Mathematical Reasoning
test. Learn math topics you need to know and get lots of practice with the types of questions you will encounter
on the real test.

Social Studies
Practice Exams

GED® Practice Exam Social Studies 1 : Part 1
Prepare for the GED® Social Studies Test with questions similar to those you'll find on test day. Includes instant
scoring and detailed answer explanations. Be sure to take Part 2 for practice with the extended-response
question.

GED® Practice Exam Social Studies 1 : Part 2
Prepare for the extended-response question found on the GED® Social Studies Test. You’ll practice writing under
similar conditions as the official GED® test and then read sample essays at different score levels to know what to
aim for.

GED® Practice Exam Social Studies 2: Part 1
Prepare for the GED® Social Studies Test with questions similar to those you'll find on test day. Includes instant
scoring and detailed answer explanations. Be sure to take Part 2 for practice with the extended-response
question.

GED® Practice Exam Social Studies 2: Part 2
Prepare for the extended-response question found on the GED® Social Studies Test. You’ll practice writing under
similar conditions as the official GED® test and then read sample essays at different score levels to know what to
aim for.

Tutorials

Prepare for the Social Studies Test GED®
This interactive tutorial will help you build the skills you need for the GED® Social Studies test. Learn the social
studies reasoning skills and topics you need to know, and practice with the types of questions you will
encounter on the real test.

Science
Practice Exams

GED® Practice Exam Science : Part 1
This practice test will help you prepare for the GED® Science test, with questions similar to those you'll find on
test day. Includes instant scoring and detailed answer explanations. Be sure to take Part 2 for practice with shortanswer questions.

GED® Practice Exam Science : Part 2
This practice test will help you prepare for two short-answer questions found on the GED® Science test, with
questions similar to those you'll find on test day. Includes detailed answer explanations and a helpful scoring
guide.

GED® Practice Exam 2 Science : Part 1
This practice test will help you prepare for the GED® Science test, with questions similar to those you'll find on
test day. Includes instant scoring and detailed answer explanations. Be sure to take Part 2 for practice with shortanswer questions.

GED® Practice Exam 2 Science : Part 2
This practice test will help you prepare for two short-answer questions found on the GED® Science test, with
questions similar to those you'll find on test day. Includes detailed answer explanations and a helpful scoring
guide.

Tutorials

Prepare for GED® Science Review
This interactive tutorial will help you build the skills you need for the GED® Science test. Learn the science
reasoning skills and topics you need to know and practice with the types of questions you will encounter on the
real test.
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Become a U.S. Citizen
The path to becoming a citizen or permanent resident of the United States can often be difficult and confusing. The resources in this learning center can
help you every step along the way.
Prepare for Your Citizenship Exam
Citizenship eBooks

US Citizenship/Naturalization Guide
This eBook gives you expert advice, answers, and the practice you need to facilitate the naturalization process
and achieve your goal of being a United States citizen.

Pass the US Citizenship Test, 3rd Edition
This eBook will help you prepare and pass the naturalization test with expert advice, exam preparation, and
more.

Get Your Green Card
Green Card eBooks

The Ultimate Guide to Getting Your Green Card
The pages of this comprehensive book containing all the information, answers and advice they need to get their
green card and permanent US resident.
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